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The makings of copyright in its present form can be traced to 1710
when Parliament enacted the Statute of Anne. The Statute of Anne
contained legal protection for copyrighted works. It defined in part
public domain and it required that literature must be new work in
order to obtain a copyright. The statute provided for the first time
a copyright for an author but the actual benefit was minimal because
it also required that the author had to assign the work to a
bookseller or publisher.
1790 US Constitution
The first U.S. Copyright Law was signed on July 17, 1790 by George
Washington. The Copyright Act gave a creator the concept of
protection for a period of 14 years, with the right of renewal for
another 14 years.
"The Congress shall have power ... to promote the progress of
science and useful arts ... by securing for limited times to
authors and inventors the exclusive rights to their respective
writings and discoveries."

1841 Folsom v. Marsh
Folsom v Marsh was the beginning of Fair Use. George Washington's
private letters were being used to create a fictionalized biography
without the permission of the owner of the letters. The court found
that there was not an infringement. Justice Storey stated: "In short,
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we must often, in deciding questions of this sort, look to the nature
and objects of the selections made, the quantity and value of the
materials used, and the degree in which the use may prejudice the
sale or diminish the profits, or supersede the objects, of the
original work."
1886 Berne Convention
The Berne Convention provides the basis for copyright on an
international level. It has been revised five times since 1886. Of
particular note are the revisions in 1908 and 1928. In 1908, the
Berlin Act set the duration of copyright at life of the author plus
50 years.

1909 Revision of U.S. Copyright
This major revision extended of the number of years in a renewal
term (14-28) for a total of 56 years of protection. The Congress
also addressed the difficulty of balancing the public interest with
the copyright holders rights.

1976: Revision of the U.S. Copyright Act
The 1976 revision was undertaken to address advances in technology
and the impact on what might be copyrighted and how works might be
copied. The 1976 Act pre-empted all previous copyright law in the
United States. The Act covered scope and subject matter, exclusive
rights, term of copyright , Copyright notation and registration,
copyright Infringement, and fair use. With this revision, for the
first time copyright was extended to unpublished works.
In addition it contains an exception to the exclusive rights of
owners to make and distribute copies of their works. It states that
"for purposes such as criticism, comment, news, reporting, teaching
(including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or
research, is not an infringement of copyright. "
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The National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted
Works was appointed by Congress in 1976 to establish guidelines for
the "minimum standards of educational fair use" under the 1976 Act.

1983 Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corp. v. Crooks
The Board of Cooperative Educational Services was sued by
Encyclopedia Britannica for taping educational programs that were
broadcast on public television stations and making copies available
to member schools. The court found that the actions of the school
board would have a detrimental effect on a commercial use and
determined that in this case it did not come under the guidelines of
fair use.
1987 Salinger v. Random House
Fair use was further defined by a second circuit appeals court that
found that use paraphrasing of unpublished materials in an
unauthorized biography of J.D. Salinger was not fair use.
1988 Berne Convention
The United States became a Berne signatory. There would be greater
protection for copyright holders, entailing relations with 24
additional countries, and elimination of the requirement of a
copyright notice on a copyrighted work.
1990 Circulation of Computer Software
Congress amended the Copyright Act. The amendment noted that
libraries could lend software provided that the copy of a computer
program which is lent has a notice that the program is copyright
protected. This amendment is a modification of the first sale
doctrine.
1990: Immunity of State Governments
Congress amended the Copyright Act to ensure that state universities
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would not be immune from being sued for monetary damages in federal
court. State and private universities are now subject to the same
copyright regulations, and may be sued for copyright infringement.

1991: Basic Books, Inc. v. Kinko's Graphics Corp.
A Federal District Court in New York ruled that Kinko's Graphic
Corporation infringed copyrights, and did not exercise fair use. The
court found that most of the fair use factors worked against Kinko's
in this case because Kinko's was also making a profit in the process.
1991 Feist Publications v. Rural Telephone Service Co., Inc.
The Supreme Court found that the a telephone directory by Feist was
not an infringement even though it was compiled from telephone white
pages. The information in the white pages was not copyrightable
because it is public information.

1992-1995: Texaco Case
American Geophysical Union v. Texaco results from a class action suit
brought by six scientific publishers on behalf of other publishers
registered with the Copyright Clearance Center. In July 1992, a U.S.
District judge ruled in the seven-year old copyright case that a
Texaco scientist violated the U.S. Copyright Law (Section 107) when
he copied articles without providing the appropriate fee to the
publishers.
Texaco, which conceded no wrongdoing in the proposed settlement, paid
a seven figure settlement and retroactive licensing fee to the CCC.

1992 Amendment to Sec. 304
Amendment to Sec. 304 of Title 17 made copyright renewal automatic.
1993 Playboy Enterprises Inc. v. Frena
The courts held that the Playboy's distribution rights were infringed
when one of their photographs was digitized and placed on an
electronic commercial bulletin board system by one subscriber and
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downloaded by another subscriber.

1994 Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc.
The Supreme Court ruled that a rap parody of a Roy Orbison's song,
"Pretty Woman," was a fair use. The court found that a commercial use
could be a fair use.

1995 Religious Technology Center v. Netcom
A federal judge in California ruled that Netcom may be held liable
for copyright infringement because the company did not remove
copyrighted materials posted by a subscriber.

1995: S. 989 and H.R. 483
A Copyright Term Extension bill under consideration in Congress would
add 20 years to the term of copyright protection for almost all
published works, and at least 10 years to the term of protection for
unpublished ones.

1996: Database Protection Legislation
On May 23, 1996 the Database Investment and Intellectual Property
Antipiracy Act of 1996 (H.R. 3531) was introduced by Rep. Moorhead to
amend Title 15 U.S.C. The bill seeks to "promote investment and
prevent intellectual property piracy with respect to databases."
1998 :The Digital Millenium Copyright Act
On October 12, 1998, the U.S. Congress passed the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act. Two weeks later, on October 28th, President Clinton
signed the Act into law.
Primarily the DMCA deals with technology, digital works and the
mechanisms to circumvent copyright. Under section 1201 of the DMCA ,
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the circumvention of mechanisms used to insure copyright ( even the
placement of the notation © year and date and name on an image) is
illegal, with only a few exemptions. The DMCA makes distribution of
material used to primarily circumvent copyright illegal.

2001: Greenberg v. National Geographic Society

March 22 2001
The case centers around a 30 CD-ROM library collection of National
Geographic that collects every issue of the magazine from 1888 to
1996. The CDs are combined with ten covers including one by Jerry
Greenberg. Greenberg sued for copyright infringement.
The NGS argued that the Greenberg photographs constituted a revision
of the collective work, l.e., the magazine.
Section 201(c) did not give the publisher the right to revise the
contribution itself or include it in a new anthology or a different
collective work. The court ruled that NGS created a new work, and
forfeited any privilege that it might had enjoyed with respect to
reproduction of previous magazines.
The Court also found the opening montage infringed upon Mr.
Greenberg's right to prepare derivative works based on his
copyrighted photograph.

2001: NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY vs Tasini
June 25, 2001
The United States Supreme Court ruled that print publishers such as
newspapers and magazines may not use material in online databases to
which they had previously obtained only print rights from independent
contractors. The Court1s ruling establishes that such online and
electronic uses are separate uses from that of print.
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Experts Weigh Tasini Rulingfs Impact
On Freelancers and Electronic Publishing
A group of copyright law experts, in a day-long briefing sponsored by Glasser Legal
Works, considered the short and long-range implications of the Supreme Courtfs recent
ruling in New York Tines v. Tasini that republishing the writings of freelance authors in an
electronic database was infringing. Several of the panelists at the Sept. 24 conference in
New York suggested that the freelancersf victory in the high court will bring them as much
grief as glory.
Tasini Overview. Last June, the Supreme Court held that the irevisioni privilege held by
publishers of collective works under Section 20 I (c) of the Copyright Act does not cover the
republication of freelancersi articles in electronic databases. New York Times Co. v. Tasini
121 Sup.Ct. 2381, 60 USPQ2d 1001 (2001) (62 PTCJ 188, 198,6/29/01.).
By a 7-2 vote, the court found that the presentation ofthe articles to the end users of the
database does not perceptibly reproduce articles las part ofi the collective work or its
revision. The court noted that the transfer of articles to the databases is not a mere
conversion of in-tact periodicals or revisions from one medium to an-other, pointing out that
databases offer users individual articles, not intact periodicals.
Emily Bans, who represented Tasini and the other freelancers from their initial defeat in the
Southern District of New York to the final victory In the Supreme Court, retraced her
involvement in that litigation.
To the freelancers, according to Bass, the most important language in Section 20 I (c) was las
part of.i If we could demonstrate that the database operators were making available the
freelancersf work as stand-alone, free-standing works, rather than as lpart ofi the original
collective work, she said, then we could prove infringement of the freelancersf copyrights. If
the print publishers were enabling the database to allow access in those stand-alone works,
she asserted, then they were liable as contributory infringers.
Through discovery the freelancers learned how the print publishers constructed their
collective works, Bass related After an article was submitted, she re-counted, it was input
into a computer a file was created, then the articles were edited, declared [mal and sent to the
typesetter. The printed taxi was created and merged with graphics and the imechanicalsi
page was created as a negative photo image sent to the printers. Through that elaborate
process, Bass concluded, a collective work was created and printed.
What astonished us, Bass told the conferees, was that once the print papers were sent out,
the publishers destroyed all embodiments of the collective works the negatives, molds tapes,
etc. At that point according to Bass, the publishers concerned themselves instead with
creating and feeding databases on a daily basis. To make sure that each freelance article they
pulled from the original newspaper was individually retrievable, the publishers assigned it a
unique number and key words
Significantly enough, Bass observed, the license agreements between the print publishers
and the databases databases provided that the databases would allow user access to the
individual articles In the database one at a time, rather than in the format of their original
compilation In fact, the licenses forbade the databases from making more than one article
available at a time she noted.
Ultimately, Bass reported, the Second Circuit and the Supreme Court found those sarne
facts and concluded that the original article was no longer physically lpart off the publishersf
collective work, and thus, the Section 20 I(c) revision provision was not applicable The
databases were presenting individual articles as part at a new compendium or anthology, not
a revision of the original collective works, Bass explained.

In Bassis view, the court delivered a [straightforward, bright-line rule.i i.e., that
disassembling the original collective work and making available the individual freelancersi
articles without their authorization exploited the copyrights in those individual works.
Bright-Line Rule, but Murky Consequences.
The Supreme Court may have made a bright-line ruling that permission is required
from freelancers going forward but the consequences of the ruling may not he so bright for
freelancers. For one thing, recent reports have disclosed that the New York Times is barring
the plantiff freelancers in the Tasini litigation from writing for that paper.
Internet law specialist Ian Ballon of Phelps & Phillips LLP In Palo Alto, California,
suggested that freelancers may have won the battle but lost the war in other respects as well.
With the Tasini case on the horizon, publishers in the 1990s became aware of their potential
liability to freelancers, so they began extracting [all rightsi agreements designed to allow
their reuse of freelancersi contributions, Ballon said. Those contracts are standard now, but
publishers are not offering any more money to freelancers for the entire package of rights
than they did before the Tasini ruling according to Bailon.
As to the pre-1990s works, the publishers have reponded to the Tasini by purging their
databases of those works, rather than pay royalties to freelancers. The disappearance of
those works from electronic databases hurts not just readers but the freelancers themselves,
who rely on the databases to record their accomplishinents, Ballon maintained.
Worse yet, Ballon lamented, most newspapers are uncertain as to which articles in their
archives are by freelancers so they are resorting to over-inclusive purges just to be safe This
course of action is not taken with malice to freelancers, but with [great reluctance and
remorse.i Ballon said.
A significant practical limitation of the Tasini case is that it applies only to freelancers. not
staff journalists whose works belong to the newspaper publishers as works for hire. As
such, Keith Kupferschmid, intellectual property counsel for the Software Information
Information Industry Association, said that the case is only a [modest one-time windfalli for
the plaintiff freelancers Meanwhile he agreed with Bailon that all freelancers now are faced
with signing over all their electronic rights if they want to write stories for newspapers in the
future.
Archival Purges Substantial. New York attorney Charles Sims, of Proskauer Rose LLP,
agreed with the other panelists that the Tasini case had an unintended consequence. It has
already led to the elimination of hundreds of thousands of articles from database Even
though only articles up to the mid- or late-90s have been withdrawn, the impact is massive,
according to Sims. Interested readers will now have to find libraries that s till have paper
copies of the articles he said.
Like Kupferschmid, Sims said the wide-scale purges are as threatening to freelancers as
they are to users. In fact, some freelancers in the wake of Tasini have given permission for
the databases to retain their past archival work saying, they donft want to [disappear electronically.i
Moreover, according to Sims, since the amount paid to freelancers under todayis all-rights
contracts has not risen as a result of Tasini, ithe Supreme Courtis decision means nothing at
all from the point of view of compensation.i Even as to the backlog of articles at issue in
Tasini, he suggested, the potential recovery of damages for freelancers will be negligible
because the value of those works is probably is not particularly high.
Sims noted that the plaintiff freelancers in a group of class action damages suits that have
been filed as a consequence of Tasini are not seeking injunctive relief against the publishers
because they essentially already have it: publishers are scurrying to remove the articles from
electronic sources. Moreover, he suggested, any agreements the plaintiffs in the Tasini case
might work out with the New York Times wouldnft protect other newspapers, and that is
why the deletion of freelance from those publishersi databases was inevitable.

Need for Deletions Questioned. However Bass charged that the publishers are over-reacting
by preemptively purging their databases of freelance works. She pointed out that the
plaintiffs in the pending class actions offered a istandstilli agreement of several months with
the hope of working out a payment scheme for freelance works and avoiding the elimination
of any articles from databases But the publishers were not oven interested in discussing
such an arrangement, Instead preferring the lsword of Damoclesi of purging their databases,
she said.
In any case Bass, maintained, the focus of copyright is not just to ensure the continuing
distribution at works, but to compensate their authors. Databases make tremendous amount
of money from the new works they create using freelancersf articles, she said. They should
share those proceeds with the people whose works they use. She took umbrage at
Kupferschmidfs characterization of the freelancersf victory in Tasini as a imodest windfall,i
asserting that it is the print and database publishers who have enjoyed a windfall from their
free reuse of freelance works over the years.
Arnold Lutzkor, a Washington copyright lawyer whose clients include library associations
said traditional role libraries playas archivists was being unfairly discounted in the
aftermath of the Tasini case. Lutzker questioned the database ownersf claim that retention of
freelancersf articles in their ielectronic librariesi was the only to guarantee preservation of
that material. As one of the justices remarked in the Supreme Court oral argument, the
Tasini case was Iabout money,i Lutzkor said; it wasnit about maintaining an archive. And if
someone is making money by providing electronic access to the freelance works, is
reasonable to pay their authors, he said.
Copyright Office Maneuvering. David Carson, general counsel for the Copyright Office
recounted the agencyfs position in the. Tasini case, and its novel efforts to make its views
known, short of filing amicus briefs with the Supreme Court
Carson said that the Copyright Office sided with the authors in Tasini and decided to weigh
in when the Supreme Court granted review of the Second Circuitis decision. Register of
Copyrights Marybeth Peters was nervous that the authorsi case would be argued by
inexperienced counsel, so she asked the solicitor generalis permission to file an amicus brief
in favor of the authors, according to Carson. However, when the Patent and Trademark
Office opposed the filing, the solicitor general opted not to file a brief, Carson said.
However, Tasini himself was resourceful, Carson said. He persuaded Rep. James P.
McGovern (D-Mass.) to write a letter to the Copyright Office soliciting its views. Peters
responded, indicating the Copyright Officeis sympathy with the freelancers. The letter also
outlined the registeris position that the publishers were infringing the freelancersf public
display rights under Section 106 of the Copyright Act, Carson related
So although the Idea of an amicus brief was scrapped, the Copyright Officeis letter to
McGovern appeared in the Congressional Record, Carson noted. More significantly, he
added, it was mentioned by Justice OiConnor during the Supreme Court oral arguments and
was cited three times by the court, whose holding was consistent with the Copyright Officeis
views.
The Copyright Office letter also stressed that trial courts need not issue an injunction
ordering publishers no dismantle of their databases as a remedy to cure the infringement,
Carson told the conferees. Instead, he said, the letter urged the high court to recommend
compensation to the authors for past and continuing use of their works.
The Copyright Office underscored those recommendations in a letter to the House Judiciary
Comruitteeis Chairman Howard Cohie (R-N.C) after the Supreme Courtis Tasini ruling.
Agency Urges Parties to Negotiate. Carson said the Copyright Office continues to hope
both sides of the Tasini dispute can iovercome their rhetorici and work out a solution that

serves the parties and the public alike. As to potential damages for reuse of the freelance
works, Carson said it is difficult to believe the publishersf claim that they derive no added
value from republishing those works electronically, given their argument that upholding the
Second Circuit ruling would have idevastating consequences! and ipunch holes! in the
nationfs electronic libarles.
i5urely there is a number! that reflects the reasonable value for reuse of the freelancesf
works, Carson said. The pending class action suits could set a fair value level that would
effectively bind all potential claimants and even frame a standard for a legislative remedy, he
suggested.
Admittedly, however, he conceded, those suits wonft resolve the issue for the future. While
authors ought to get extra value when their works are reused, our system is based on armslength contracting, Carson noted. As long as the bargaining power lies with the publishers,
freelancers wonft get much it future negotiations, he predicted.
Future Uncertain. Meanwhile, according to the panelists, publishers and database providers
are assessing how to avoid exposure to new lawsuits from freelancers following Tasini.
According to line SILAfs Kupferschmid, their options include the following: (I) completing
the removal of all archival freelance articles from their databases; (2) working out royalty
deals with individual freelancers as to those articleso-an unlikely alternative because it is
difficult to assess the current value of those older pieces; (3) creating a central licensing
mechanism similar to that used in the music industryoagain, a problematic choice because of
the difficulty in determining market value ofthe archival works; or (4) deleting the
identifying freelance works but continuing to maintain identifying material and even
abstracts for the omitted articles, indicating that the works are iunavailable due to Tasini but
providing information on where they can be locatedoa course or action .that would help
'/ consumers but be costly for publishers and database providers.
For her part, Bass also acknowledged that, despite its definitive ruling in favor of the
freelancers in Tasini, the Supreme Court left some questions unanswered. Is there, for
example, a difference between retrievability and searchability of individual articles in a
database, she wondered. If the freelancersf articles could have been presented in intact
collective works on the database, would Section 201(c) apply, she asked. Would that
provision apply even if the database also allowed users to download andlor search individual
works, she added. Finally, she queried, was the publishersf revision privilege transferable as
a inaked licensei to the database operators?

r

Tasini as Applied to Freelance Photo Dispute. A few months before the Supreme Courtis
Tasini decision, the Eleventh Circuit relied in part on the Second Circuitfs ruling in Tasini to
hold that the use of a freelancers photographs in CD-ROM versions of the National
Geographic Magazine created an infringing new work, not a priviledged revision of the print
publication. Greenberg v. National Geographic Society, 244 F.3d 1267, 58 USPQ2d 1267
(lith Cir. 2001) (01 PTCJ 517,3/30/01).
The court reversed a summary ruling for the magazine publisher card ordered the district
court to enter judgment for the photographer. The appellate court urged the loer court in
fashioning injunctive relief to consider alternatives to foreclosing the publicfs computeraided access to the disputed material.
National Geographic sought Supreme Court review of the Eleventh Circuitfs ruling against it
in Greenberg, but the high court recently refused to hear the case. 62 PTCJ 540, 10112/01.
Several of the panelists commented on the interplay between the Tasini and Greenberg
rulings. Like the Copyright Office, Bass noted that the Section 201(c) revision privilege
doesnft appear to include a ipublic displayi right, and that infringement of this right might
also be implicated by the electronic reuse of freelance works in Tasini.
As to the Greenberg case, however, Bass noted that the dispute there involves CD-ROM
com~tions for use on a PC, not electronic transmissions, so there arguably is no
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potentially infringing ipublici display of the works at issue in that case. lBut if the magazine
database were available online, there would be a problern.i she suggested.
Lutzker, on the other hand, suggested that, even on the Internet. publishers could have a fair
use argument in Greenberg as to the technological necessity of Idisplayingi the magazine
revision in order to make it available online.
Copyright Office Again Speaks Up. As with the Tasini case, the Copyright Office found
itself drawn into the Greenberg dispute, and it again responded indirectly but thoroughly,
National Geographic objected to the Greenberg courtfs comment in a footnote that National
Geographic may have iperpetrated a fraud on the Copyright Officer by registering the entire
contents of its CD-ROM magazine series as a compilation, rather than the computer
program that enabled users to gain access to the compilation content., When the magazine
failed to persuade the court to delete the footnote, Carson related, it asked the Copyright
Office to write an amicus brief in support of its appeal to the Supreme Court.
Although it sympathized with National Geographicis position on the registration issue and
on the merits of the infringement claim in general, Carson said, the Copyright Office didnit
feel it was appropriate to support a private partyfs petition for certiorari. Even without an
amicus filing, however, Carson indicated that he anticipated that the high court might ask the
Copyright Officefs views should the Greenberg case be granted review. Accordingly,
Carson related, the agency spelled out its objections to the courtfs comment in a lengthy
letter to National Geographicfs Executive Vice President Terrence B. Adamson.
Authors Guild Offers Solutions. Paul Aiken, executive director of the Authors Guild
suggested that the publIshersf purging of freelance material may only be temporary because
the databases could be restored when fine pending class actions for damages are resolved,
Settlement of those cases will produce licenses for the archival works that reflect the value
of reuse, he predicted. According to Aiken, the Authors Guild registry, which already has
signed up 30,000 authors and paid out $1.5 million in royalties, is a good starting point for
handling future licensing of freelance works.
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Artistic couple demands and gets credit for work
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together on Seahawk Press for
almost
as long. She does most
z
of the writing and layout; he
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generally handles the business
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Their specialty is publishing
his photos and her illustrations
of underwater life. Guide to
~
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copies in a regular format, and
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®EMBA.

illustrated color cards, "made
of the same material as credit
cards,"says Jerry, suitable for
divers and snorkelers to take
underwater, to identify fish,
shells and plant life.
Since starting the cards in
1979, they have sold more than
three million copies of the five
domestic cards and seven others for the rest of the world,
including the Red Sea and the
Indian Ocean. The Greenbergs
charge about $2 for the cards,
which generally retail for $5.50

to $6.
The key to their success is
that they ignore all the traditions of publishing. "When I
stopped reading Publisher's
Weekly," says Jerry, "I started
doing quite well in the book
business."
Virtually all bookstores and
wholesalers follow the custom
of sending unsold books back
to publishers, who bear the
cost of the left-over books.
To Jerry, that doesn't make
sense. He recalls one time get-
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ring back a dog-eared book
that had sat on a bookstore
shelf for a year. The store
wanted $1.50 returned. "What
the hell is this?" Jerry asked.
Since then, the Greenbergs
sell directly to distributors. No
remainders. That means their
books are rarely, if ever, in
bookstores, which is fine with
them, because they have realized they do much better by
getting their material into dive
shops. tourist locations and
cruise ships.
"We do everything ourselves," says Idaz. "We don't
even have a shipping clerk."
The defense of their copyrights is more a matter of principle than money. "These
things are not cost-effective,"
says Idaz.
But they get upset because
they see their photos and illustration being stolen all over the
place. During a three-day trip
to Key West, Idaz says, "it
seemed like every store had
something of ours,"· from
T -shirts to illustrations in
books.
Their routine is first to send
a letter seeking "a small payment" and demand that the
thievery stop. If that doesn't
work, they prepare an exhibit
book, .often using overlays,
showing how the copied work
compares to their own. "This
is usually so effective that they
stop," says Idaz. Only as a last
resort do they file a lawsuit.
A few cases payoff well.
Their biggest victory was
against Stanley Michaels Inc., a

North Dade firm, which ended
up paying $100,000 in damages, $30,000 for court costs
and $65,000 for their lawyer.
"But most of the time," adds
Idaz, "it's just Don Quixote,"
with the Greenbergs tilting at
legal windmills simply because
they believe it's the right thing
to do .
Among those who have paid
up: The Herald. Twice, they
say, the newspaper has used
their images without prior submission. Each time, they sent a
complaining letter and
received payment.
Jerry says their legal success is because they copyright
all their work. In the mid1980s, Jerry asked National
Geographic for the copyright
on the photo spreads he had
shot for the magazine over the
years. The magazine complied.
That copyright became crucial when the magazine put out
the CDs of past editions. Jerry
and Idaz say they didn't hesitate for a second before deciding to file a lawsuit. For virtually all the photos and articles
on the CDs, National Geographic owned the copyright,
but because Jerry owned his
work, the appeals court ruled
that the magazine should have
gotten his permission before
using the photos in a new
medium.
This may have been the
Greenbergs' biggest case, but it
likely won't be their last. "This
isn't about revenge," says
Jerry. "!t's protecting our
rights."
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hether the culprit be a big publication like National Geographic
or a little T-shirt manufacturer,
Jerry and Idaz Greenberg believe
in fighting back.
Operating what they call "a
mom and pop publishing business" out of their home in Pine-

crest, they don't like anyone

BY JOHN OORSCHNER
Judge Joan Lenard in Miami ruled against him, but the
11th Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed, saying the
magazine had made an unauthorized use of his copyrighted photos. The magazine appealed to the
Supreme Court, which refused without comment to
hear the case, which means the 11th Circuit's decision
stands.

using their photos or illustrations
for free.

When they saw actors in the
movie Jaws flipping through a
book that showed one of Jerry's photos of a shark,
they wrote the film company. demanding to be paid.
"We made it clear it was only for the movie rights,"
says Idaz. "If it appeared on TV, they would have to
pay us extra."

For decades, Jerry and Idal Greenberg have fought
for credit - and pay - for their work. Their most
famous lawsuit is against National Geographic.

The film studio paid, says Idaz, for the movie rights
only. When the film appeared on TV, with the Greenberg photo still there, they wrote another letter, and
again they were paid.
About 200 times, Jerry and Idaz have gone after
people whom they have accused of stealing their
work. Sixteen times, says Jerry, they have tiled federal
lawsuits. Four have gone to trial. Idaz says they have

The case has attracted widespread publicity
because it determined a key issue in the world of
changing media. National Geographic - and other
publications - have insisted that a digital- or Webbased reproduction is simply an extension of the print
publication and needs no extra payment or granting
of rights.
The appellate court disagreed, deciding that the
CDs were "a new product. .. in a new medium for a
new market that far transcends any privilege" of tra-

ditional copyright.
Because of the Greenberg and similar cases, many
publishers now insist that free-lancers sign agreements specifically allowing digital or Web versions of
their work.
The case is back before Judge Lenard, to decide
how much Jerry should get paid in damages and attorney's fees. On instructions of their attorney, Norman
Davis, Jerry and Idaz won't talk directly about the
National Geographic case, but they say it's only the
latest example of their career-long legal battle to protect their work.
"I get fired up," says Idaz, an artist who does illustrations. "There is a great altruism in what we do. We

believe in artists getting their rights."
Jerry doesn't believe in standing up for other pho-

never lost.

tographers. because "anyone who puts on a camera is

Their most publicized case is their still-continuing
lawsuit against National Geographic, which put four
ofIerry's magazine photo spreads on a CD set of the
magazine's issues from 1888 to 1996.

a dumb photographer, and some of them are even
dumber photographers, because they don't protect
their copyrights."
Married for 46 years, they've been working

Greenberg claimed the CDs were a new medium,

and he was entitled to an additional fee. U.S. District

PHOTOS BYRICHARD PATTERSON/HERALD STAFF

THE GREENBERGS relax at home with family dog Jacko,
top, andwork in theiroffice, above.
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together on Scahawk Press for
almost as long. She docs most
of the writing and layout; he
~
generally handles the business
o
z
end.
o
Their specialty is publishing
-e his photos and her illustrations
of underwater life. Guide to
L
Corals and Fishes sold 250,000
:z: copies in a regular format, and
another 250,000 in a water. proof version.
Even bigger sellers are the
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illustrated color cards, "made
of the same material as credit
cards," says Jerry, suitable for
divers and snorkclcrs to take
underwater, to identify fish.
shells and plant life.
Since starting the cards in
1979.they have sold more than
three million copies of the five
domestic cards and seven others for the rest of the world,
including the Red Sea and the
Indian Ocean, The Greenbergs
charge about $2 for the cards,
which generally retail {or $5.50

ting back a' dog-eared book North Dade firm, whichended
to $6.
The key to their success is that had sat on a bookstore up paying $100,000 in damthat they ignore all the tradi- shelf for a year. The store ages, $30,000 for court costs
tions of publishing. "When I wanted $1.50 returned. "What and $65,000 for their lawyer.
"But most of the time," adds
stopped reading Publisher's the hell is this?" Jerry asked.
Since then, the Grccnbergs ldaz, "it's just Don Quixote,"
Weekly," says Jerry, "I started
doing quite well in the book sell directly to distributors. No with the Greenbergs tilting at
business."
remainders. That means their legal windmills simply because
Virtually all bookstores and books are rarely, if ever, in they believe it's the right thing
wholesalers follow the custom bookstores, which is fine with to do.
Among those who have paid
of sending unsold books back them, because they have realto publishers, who bear the ized they do much better by up: The Herald. Twice, they
getting their material into dive say, the newspaper has used
cost of the left-over books.
To Jerry, that doesn't make shops, tourist locations and their images without prior submission. Each time, they sent a
sense. He recalls one time get- cruise ships.
"We do everything our- comp laining letter and
selves," says Idaz, "We don't received payment.
Jerry says their legal sueeven have a shipping clerk."
The defense of their copy- cess is because they copyright
rights is marc a matter or prin- all their work. In the midciple than money. "These 19805. Jerry asked National
things are not cost-effective," Geographic for the copyright
on the photo spreads he had
says Jdaz.
But they get upset because shot for the magazine over the
they see their photos and illus- years. The magazine complied.
That copyright became crutration being stolen all over the
place. During a three-day trip cial when the magazine put out
to Key West, Idaz says, "it the CDs of past editions. Jerry
seemed like every store had and ldaz say they didn't heslsomething of ours," from tate for a second before decidT -shirts to illustrations in ing to tile a lawsuit. For virtually all the photos and articles
books.
Theil' routine is first to send on the CDs. National Geoa letter seeking "a small pay- graphic owned the copyright,
ment" and demand that the but because Jerry owned his
thievery stop. If that doesn't work, the appeals court ruled
work, they prepare an exhibit that the magazine should have
book, often using overlays, gotten his permission before
showing how the copied work using the photos in a new
compares to their own. "This medium.
is usually so effective that they
This may have been the
stop," says Idaz. Only as a last Greenbcrgs' biggest case, but it
likely won't be their last. "This
resort do they file a lawsuit.
A few cases payoff well. isn't about revenge." says
Their biggest victory was Jerry. "It's protecting our
against Stanley Michaels Inc., a tights."
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hether the culprit be a big publication like National Geographic
or a little T-shirt manufacturer,
Jerry and Idaz Greenberg believe
in fighting back.
Operating what they call "a
mom and pop publishing business" out of their home in Pinecrest, they don't like anyone
using their photos or illustrations
for free,
When they saw actors in the
movie Jaws flipping through a
book that showed one of Jerry's photos of a shark,
they wrote the film company, demanding to be paid,
"We made it clear it was only for the movie rights,"
says Idaz. "If it appeared on TV, they would have to
pay us extra."
The film studio paid, says Idaz, for the movie rights
only. When the film appeared on TV, with the Greenberg photo still there, they wrote another letter, and
again they were paid.
About 200 times, Jerry and Idaz have gone after
people whom they have accused of stealing their
work. Sixteen times, says Jerry, they have filed federal
lawsuits. Four have gone to trial. Idaz says they have
never lost.
Their most publicized case is their still-continuing
lawsuit against National Geographic, which put four
of Ierry's magazine photo spreads on a CD set of the
magazine's issues from 1888 to 1996.
Greenberg claimed the CDs were a new medium,
and he was entitled to an additional fee. U.S. District
\ I,'
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BY JOHN OORSCHNER
Judge Joan Lenard in Miami ruled against him, but the
11th Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed, saying the
magazine had made an unauthorized use of his copyrighted photos. The magazine appealed to the
Supreme Court, which refused without comment to
hear the case, which means the 11thCircuit's decision
stands.

For decades, Jerry and Idaz Greenberg have fought
for credit - and pay - for their work. Their most
famous lawsuit is against National Geographic.

PHOTOS BY RICHARD PATTERSON/HERALD STAFF

THE GREENBERGS relax at home with family dog Jacko,
top, and work intheiroffice, above.
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The case has attracted widespread publicity
because it determined a key issue in the world of
changing media. National Geographic - and other
publications - have insisted that a digital- or Webbased reproduction is simply an extension of the print
publication and needs no extra payment or granting
of rights.
The appellate court disagreed, deciding that the
CDs were "a new product. .. in a new medium for a
new market that far transcends any privilege" oftraditional copyright.
Because of the Greenberg and similar cases, many
publishers now insist that free-lancers sign agreements specifically allowing digital or Web versions of
their work.
The case is back before [udge Lenard, to decide
how much Jerry should get paid in damages and attorney's fees, On instructions of their attorney, Norman
Davis, Jerry and Idaz won't talk directly about the
National-Geographic case, but they say it's only the
latest example of their career-long legal battle to protect their work.
"I get fired 'up," says Idaz, an artist who does illustrations. "There is a great altruism in what we do. We
believe in artists getting their rights."
'
Jerry doesn't believe in standing up for other photographers, because "anyone who puts on a camera is
a dumb photographer, and some of them are even
dumber photographers, because they "don't protect
their copyrights."
Married for 46 years, they've been working
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Freelancers get lift on digital rights
Federal appeals court unanimously finds that a National
Geographic CD-ROM infringed a photographer's rights

By RogerParloff
INSIDE.COM

March23 -Less

than a week before the U.S.
Supreme Court is scheduled to hear a case that
will determine whether freelance writers can
demand royalties from newspapers and
magazines that resell their articles to electronic
databases, the publishers have suffered a major
setback.
lIl!VllItJliU5 QIt.*l$fi(:
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REVERSING THE RULING of a Miami federal
districtjudge, a three-judge panel of the U.S. Courtof
Appeals for the Eleventh Circuitunanimously
concluded on Thursday that the National Geographic
Society had infringed the copyrights of freelance
photographer Jerry Greenberg when it republished his
photos in a 30 CD-ROM compilation of everyissue of
the magazine from 1888 to 1996.
The questions raised by the case are almost
identical to those raised in the U.S. Supreme Court
case, Tasiniv. The New York TimesCompany. 1I.1 that
legalMttle, six freelance writers have suedthree ...
publishers. and two database companies - Reed
Elsevier's Lexis-Nexis and the Bell & Howell
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Information and Learning Company (formerly
University Microfilms, InC.) - for failing to obtain
their consentbefore reprinting their articles. As in the
Greenberg case, the districtjudge in Tasini had ruled
for the publishers, but the appellate panel unanimously
reversed in September 1999. The Eleventh Circuit
ruling is especially ominous for the publishers, since in
certain respects the facts of the case are slightly more
favorable to the publisherthan are those in the Tasini
case.
The critical issue in both cases centers aroundthe
rights of freelancerswhen it comesto contributions
they make to "collectiveworks"- publications, like
newspapers and magazines, that are made of
individually copyrighted articles and photos.
Publishers are permittedto own copyrights to each
complete issue of their collective work, because each
edition reflects editorialchoices about how to display
and prioritize the numerous articles, photos, graphics
and ads containedwithin it. Freelance contributors to
those collections, on the other hand, retain their
copyrights to their own articles for other uses unless
they have signedthem away.
In 1976, when Congress revamped the copyright
laws, it added a provision that specifiedthat publishers
of collective works would be presumedto own only
the right to use the freelancer's contribution as part of
that particular"collective work," a "revision" of it or
"any later collectivework in the same series."
Examplesof "revisions"that were cited by the law's
drafters at the time were the eveningedition of a
morning newspaper, or a revised edition ofan
encyclopedia.
In both the Tasini and Greenberg cases, the
defendants have arguedthat the electronicdatabases
are, in essence, "revisions"of the original work. The
argument seems especiallystrained in the context of
databases like Lexis-Nexis, where worksfrom one
publicationare commingled with those from
thousands of other publications, and where articles are
displayed in disembodied text files, divorcedfrom the
photos, graphics, tables, charts, ads and other
information that originally appeared around it.
The National Geographic CD-ROM set, however,
called the Complete National Geographic, poses a
tougher question. It takes advantages of more
sophisticated digital technology in order to faithfully
and accurately portrayeach page of everyissue of
every magazine. (In this respect, it more closely
resembles, for instance, microfiche or microfilm
versions of a publication, whichhave generallybeen
assumedto be either the "collective work" itself or a
"revision" of it.)
In fact, Judge Stanley F. Birch Jr., writingfor the

appealspanel in the
Thursday ruling, never
specifically decides
whether
the CD-ROM
New York Times
set would have
• Message Board
violated
Greenberg's
• Company Profile
rights had it consisted
• Earnings Estimates
• AnalystReports
of nothing more than
these digital replicas of
the magazine. Instead,
he found that because the set also encompassed a
sophisticated search engine and other software for
navigating the set, as well as an introductory animated
montage of 10 cover photos- one of which
Greenberg had taken in 1961 - that it could not be
considered a mere revision. "Common-sense copyright
analysis," he wrote, "compels the conclusion that the
Society ... has created a new prodcut ... in a new
medium,for a new market that far transcends any
privilege of revision or other mere reproduction
envisioned" in the law.
In an important
fillip to its ruling, the
[INSIDE] LINKS
appeals court also
• Inside.com
instructedthe lower
• Inside Dope
court to focus on
• Deals & Corporate
alternatives to ordering
Moves
anything so Draconian
• Job Changes
as deleting
Greenberg's works
from the CD-ROM set. "We urge the court to consider
alternatives, such as mandatory license fees," Judge
Birch wrote, "in lieu offoreclosing the public's
computer-aided access to this educationaland
entertaining work."
That moderate, flexible approachto fashioning
relief in this situationis important, becausethe
publishers and their allies in the Tasini case have
strenuously arguedthat any ruling for the freelancers
would force them to destroyexistingCD-ROMs, and
to delete thousands of articles from their databases,
leavingholes in the historical record and doing great
damage to the public.
National Geographic Society lawyerRobert
Sugarman, who was still onlyjust absorbing the ruling,
said only, "We respectfully disagree with the result
and rationale and are considering what to do."

More entertainment & media news
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Inside.com: Sundance Inc. suffers another
setback
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•
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•
•

Barnes & Noble reports loss
Inside.com: CNET vet to lead Industry Standard

The Society has also been sockedwith three other
suits by freelancers whose works are reprinted in the
CD-ROM set, all of which are pendingin federal court
in Manhattan. In relatedlitigation, three potential
class-action suitshave been filed on behalf of
freelance writers who seek compensation from 14
electronic databases for past and future alleged
copyright infringement, due to their archiving of the
writers' works. Those caseshave been consolidated in
federal court in Manhattan beforeJudge George B.
Daniels, but have been stayed pending resolution of
the Tasini case by the U.S. Supreme Court,which is
expected to rule by end of June.
(Author's disclosure: Since I have written
freelance articles, I may eventually be a class member
in the class actions that have been filed.)
Copyright © 2001 Powerful Media Inc. All Rights
Reserved
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On Wednesday, the U.S. Supreme Court
will hear oral arguments in a copyright
case that has fast become a landmark for
the digital age. Much as the Napster
imbroglio will help determine the future of
the intersecting worlds of music and
technology, the high court's decision in The
New York Times (NYT) v, Tasini could
reshape the electronic publishing of written
work and photographs.
The case pits the venerable Gray Lady,
along with publications such as Sports
Illustrated and the Lexls-Nexls database
firm, against six free-lance writers, led by
Jonathan Tasini, president of the National
Writers Union. The central issue: whether
the Times and other publications are
obligated to pay free-lance authors for
electronically redistributing, via a
computerized database, such as Nexis.com,
or on CD-ROM, work that was originally
published in newspapers and magazines.
When the case was originally filed in 1993,
electronic databases and reproductions
'were still largely the province of research
librarians and special computer terminals.
But as the dispute wound its way up to the
high court, the popularity of businesses
such as lexis-Nexis has skyrocketed,
largely because of the ease of access
afforded by the Internet. Currently, 2.2
million subscribers conduct more than
700,000 searches on the database each
day, with the majority of searches coming
via the Web. On tap are 11,900 databases
filled with content from 31,300 sources,
including thousands of newspapers and
magazines.
That's qulte a cash cow for publishers, and
free-lancers say they just want a fair piece
of the action.
"This shows the greed and the arrogance
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and the disrespect on the part of the
industry," says Tasini, who is personally
involved because of four pieces he wrote
that were publlshed in the Times and
Newsday. ''These businesses simply do not
want to pay writers."

Tasinl says the solution is to track reuses
of individual works and compensate
authors accordingly, much as the American
Society of Composers, Authors and

Publishers does for music composers. The
National Writers Union has struck a deal
with literary database Contentville,
establishing a Publications Rights
Clearinghouse for free-lancers that
transfers 30 percent of Contentville's
download fee whenever a registered freelance piece is accessed via Contentville.
That model can be extrapolated to other
computerized databases. But the publishers
in the case, which are supported by a host
of companies, from Dow Jones to Knight
Ridder (KRJ) to the National Geographic
Society, say publishing articles through
outlets such as Nexis.com qualifies as a

"revision" of the original work, e.g., of a
particular issue of the Times. Thus, say the
companies, the Copyright Act of 1976
protects it as part of a publisher's collective
copyright. The free-lancers counter that
such redistribution isn't merely a revision
of the original publication because
customers can download articles written
over a number of years in any combination
they choose.
The publishers' case was dealt a blow
Thursday, when a federal appeals court
ruled that the National Geographic Society
had violated the individual copyright of a
free-lance photographer when it
republished his photographs in a CD-ROM
compilation.

The Times, texts-Nexts and the other
petitioners have found support from the
likes of documentary-maker Ken Burns,
historian Doris Kearns Goodwin and Pulitzer
Prize-winning author David MCCullough.
Renowned constitutional lawyer Laurence
Tribe will argue the publishers' case. The
publishers say that if the Supreme Court
rules against them, they'll be forced to
strip free-lance work out of Lexis-Nexis and
destroy CD-ROMs containing such work.
Tasini says that claim is a specious
"doomsday scenario" that the publishers
invoke because they don't want to treat

free-lancers fairly.
The free-lancers are backed by the
American Library Association, the Authors
Guild and writers such as Jean Strouse and
Tracy Kidder. Marybeth Peters, the U.S.
Copyright Office's register of copyrights,
also supports the writers. In a letter to
Congress, Peters wrote that reproducing
free-lance articles on Nexis and CD-ROM
without further compensation "interferes
with authors' ability to exploit secondary
markets. The result would be an
unintended windfall for publishers of
collective works."

since tne case was rneo In lYY3, ouousners
have revised their free-lance agreements
specifically to include language authorizing
them to reproduce works in computer
databases and online. That revision led to a
class action against The Boston Globe,
which is owned by the New York Times Co.
In the lawsuit, the National Writers Union
and other unions allege unfair and
deceptive trade practices. Richard Gulla, a
Globe spokesman, declined to comment on

the pending case but said his newspaper's
free-lance agreements are "more freelancer-friendly" than those of many other
publications.
Bruce Keller, another of the publishers'
lawyers in the Supreme Court case, says

the Globe lawsuit, and others awaiting the
outcome of the Supreme Court ruling, show
that free-lancers are motivated by little
more than a desire to soak the publishers.

"It has very little to do with copyright,"
says Keller. "It has to do with free-lancers
trying to change the conditions with which
they deal with publishers [and] bootstrap
themselves into a better position than they
have."

The publishers won at trial, but an appeals
court ruled for the writers. Now it's up to

the Supreme Court to decide how to apply
decades-old copyright law to an entirely
new, digitized world.
Copyright © 2001 The Industry Standard
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Two More Freelancers Urge High Courtto Uphold 2nd Circuit Ruling in 'Tasini'
Mealey Publications
March 21,2001
A freelancer's copyright "is not abrogated by its inclusion in a collective work" and the author of a collective
work "is necessarily in the position of a prospective licensee with respect to the freelance material," authors
Barbara Garson and Sonia Jaffe Robbins argued in a brief to the U.S. Supreme Court last month (The New
York Times Co. Inc., et al. v. Jonathan Tasini, et aI., No. 00-201, U.S. Sup.)
Garson and Robbins joined fellow respondents Jonathan Tasini, Mary Kay Blakely, Margot Mifflin and David
S. Whitford in urging the high court to uphold the 2nd U.S. Circuit Courtof Appeal's ruling vacating judgment
in their copyright action against The NewYork Times Co. Inc., Newsday Inc., Time Incorporated Magazine
Co., Lexis-Nexis and University Microfilms International.
The high court agreed to hear the case in an order issued Nov. 6. Argument is scheduled for March 28.
INFRINGEMENT ALLEGED
The writers alleged infringement of copyrights in 21 articles published between 1990 and 1993. Twelve of the
articles were published in The NewYork Times; eight appeared in Newsday; and one appeared in Sports
Illustrated, owned by defendant Time.
The publishers had contracts with Lexis-Nexis for distribution of the contents of their publications on the
Nexis system. In addition, The NewYork Times contracted with University Microfilms (UMI) for production of
a CD-ROM product, "The NewYork Times OnDisc," which contains electronic copies of issues ofthe Times.
UMI also produces "General Periodicals On Disc," which contains reproductions of The New York Times
Book Review and Sunday Magazine.
In a suit filed in the U.S. District Court for the Southem District of NewYork, the authors argued that the
conduct of the publishers and services infringes the copyrights in each individual article. The publishers and
services moved for summary judgment; U.S. Judge Sonia Sotomayor granted the motion, finding that
Section 201 (c) of the Copyright Act gives the publishers the right to reproduce the articles as part of a
revision to a collective work.
Section 201 (c) provides that in the absence of an express transferof copyright, "the owner of copyright in the
collective work is presumed to have acquired only the privilege of reproducing and distributing the
contribution as part of that particular collective work, any revision of that collective work, and any later
collective work in the same series."
2ND CIRCUIT RULING
On appeal, the 2nd Circuit's finding that the electronic databases do not constitute revisions of the collective
works in which the authors' individual contributions first appeared within the meaning of Section 201 (c).
The appeals court said that "[t]he most natural reading of the 'revision of that collective work' clause is that
the Section 201 (c) privilege protects only later editions of a particular issue of a periodical, such as the final
edition of a newspaper. Because later editions are not identical to earliereditions, use of the individual
contributions in the later editions might not be protected underthe preceding clause. Given the context
provided by the surrounding clauses, this interpretation makes perfect sense. It protects the use of an
individual contribution in a collective work that is somewhat altered from the original in which the copyrighted

article was first published, but that is not in any ordinary sense of language a 'later' work in the 'same
series....
PETITIONERS' BRIEF
In their brief on the merits of the action, the petitioners told the high court that, in enacting Section 201 (c),
Congress intended publishers to be able to make their publications, and any revisions of them, available to
researchers and the public.
The legislative history of Section 201 (c) "also establishes that Congress did not intend to interfere with
publishers' long-recognized rights to reproduce and distribute their publications," the petitioners said.

Moreover, the petitioners said, Congress twice rejected legislation that would have adopted the authors'
reading of Section 201.
Both the text and legislative history establish, the petitioners argued, that the electronic copies at issue are
privileged under Section 201 (C).
The 2nd Circuit's analysis also conflicts with fundamental copyright principles, the petitioners argued.
BRIEF OF GARSON, ROBBINS
Garson and Robbins told the high court that the priVilege laid out in Section 201 (c) "is non-assignable,
non-transferable and non-exclusive." It "represents a personal exemption from liability and not a transferable
ownership interest in property," the authors said.

Moreover, the authors said, Section 201 (c) merely gives publishers "a privilege to include a contribution in a
particular 'series'" and "publishers are not given the privilege of public 'display."
The legislative history of Section 201 (c) "confirms that the privilege was only meantto be exercised within
the same 'series," Garson and Robbins said. And, they said, the claim ofthe publishers and online services
that Section 201 (c) was intended to apply to electronic information storage and retrieval systems "is
erroneous."
Garson and Robbins are represented by Emily Maruja Bass, Linda A. Backiel and Michael J. Gaynorof
Gaynor & Bass in New York.

©; Copyright 2001 Mealey Publications, Inc.
For more Supreme Court news, calendars and cases, visit the Supreme Court Monitor
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Tasini v. The New York Times Co., Inc. (Amended)

Showdown at the Lexis-Nexis Corral
Keith Perine
The Industry Standard
March 26, 2001
On Wednesday, the U.S. Supreme Courtwill hear oral arguments in a copyright case that has fast become a
landmark for the digital age. Much as the Napster imbroglio will help determine the future of the intersecting
worlds of music and technology, the high court's decision in The NewYork Times (NYT) v. Tasini could
reshape the electronic publishing of written work and photographs.
The case pits the venerable Gray Lady, along with publications such as Sports Illustrated and the
Lexis-Nexis database firm, against six free-lance writers, led by Jonathan Tasini, president of the National
Writers Union. The central issue: whether the Times and other publications are obligated to pay free-lance
authors for electronically redistributing, via a computerized database, such as Nexis.com, or on CD-ROM,
work that was originally published in newspapers and magazines.
When the case was originally filed in 1993, electronic databases and reproductions were still largely the
province of research librarians and special computer terminals. But as the dispute wound its way up to the
high court, the popularity of businesses such as Lexis-Nexis has skyrocketed, largely because of the ease of
access afforded by the Internet. Currently, 2.2 million subscribers conduct more than 700,000 searches on
the database each day, with the majority of searches coming via the Web. On tap are 11,900 databases
filled with content from 31,300 sources, including thousands of newspapers and magazines.
That's quite a cash cow for publishers, and free-lancers say they just want a fair piece of the action.
"This shows the greed and the arrogance and the disrespect on the part of the industry," says Tasini, who is
personally involved because of four pieces he wrote that were published in the Times and Newsday. "These
businesses simply do not want to pay writers."
Tasini says the solution is to track reuses of individual works and compensate authors accordingly, much as
the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers does for music composers. The National
Writers Union has struck a deal with literary database Contentville, establishing a Publications Rights
Clearinghouse for free-lancers that transfers 30 percent of Contentville's download fee whenever a
registered free-lance piece is accessed via Contentville.
That model can be extrapolated to other computerized databases. But the publishers in the case, which are
supported by a host of companies, from Dow Jones to Knight Ridder (KRI) to the National Geographic
Society, say publishing articles through outlets such as Nexis.com qualifies as a "revision" of the original
work, e.g., of a particular issue of the Times. Thus, say the companies, the Copyright Act of 1976 protects it
as part of a publisher's collective copyright. The free-lancers counterthat such redistribution isn't merely a
revision of the original publication because customers can download articles written over a number of years
in any combination they choose.
The publishers' case was dealt a blow Thursday, when a federal appeals court ruled that the National
Geographic Society had violated the individual copyright of a free-lance photographer when it republished his
photographs in a CD-ROM compilation.
The Times, Lexis-Nexis and the other petitioners havefound support from the likes of documentary-maker
Ken Burns, historian Doris Kearns Goodwin and Pulitzer Prize-winning author David McCullough. Renowned
constitutional lawyer Laurence Tribe will argue the publishers' case. The publishers say that if the Supreme
Court rules against them, they'll be forced to strip free-lance work out of Lexis-Nexis and destroy CD-ROMs
containing such work. Tasini says that claim is a specious "doomsday scenario" that the publishers invoke

because they don't want to treat free-lancers fairly.
The free-lancers are backed by the American Library Association, the Authors Guild and writers such as
Jean Strouse and Tracy Kidder. Marybeth Peters, the U.S. Copyright Office's register of copyrights, also
supports the writers. In a letterto Congress, Peters wrote that reproducing free-lance articles on Nexisand
CD-ROM without further compensation "interferes with authors' ability to exploit secondary markets. The
result would be an unintended windfall for publishers of collective works."
Since the case was filed in 1993, publishers have revised their free-lance agreements specifically to include
language authorizing them to reproduce works in computer databases and online. That revision led to a
class action against The Boston Globe, which is owned by the NewYork Times Co. In the lawsuit, the
National Writers Union and other unions allege unfair and deceptive trade practices. Richard Gulla, a Globe
spokesman, declined to comment on the pending case but said his newspaper's free-lance agreements are
"more free-lancer-friendly" than those of many other publications.
Bruce Keller, another of the publishers' lawyers in the Supreme Court case, says the Globe lawsuit, and
others awaiting the outcome of the Supreme Court ruling, show that free-lancers are motivated by little more
than a desire to soak the publishers.
"It has very little to do with copyright," says Keller. "It has to do with free-lancers trying to change the
conditions with which they deal with publishers [and] bootstrap themselves into a better position than they
have."
The publishers won at trial, but an appeals court ruled for the writers. Now it's up to the Supreme Court to
decide how to apply decades-old copyright law to an entirely new, digitized world.
Copyright © 2001 The Industry Standard
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Court rules againstmagazine
BYCATHERINE WILSON
Associated Press

The suit against National Geographic
raises questions about republication
rights using new technology.
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By David Walker

LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS
Supreme Court Lets Ruling For Greenberg Stand

WASHINGTON, D.C..,-The U.s. Supreme Court gave freelancers another victory October 8 when it declined without comment to review
a lower court's copyright infringement ruling against the National
Geographic Society (NGS).
The nth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled last March that NGS violated photographer Jerry Greenberg's copyright by including several
of his images in a CD product without permission. The CD, which was
created in 1997 and has sinc'e sold millions of copies, reproduces each
back issue of the magazine page by page.
The appeals court ruled that the NGS CD "Is In no sense a revision. The Society... has created a new product, in a new medium,
for anew market."
The Supreme Court's refusal to review that ruling, combined with
its recent ruling against pubiishers in The New York Times v. Tasini,
"provides a pretty clear message to publishers as to the limits of
what they can do with pre-existing works that they don't own," says
Greenberg's attorney, Norman Davis.
"The facts were different [in the two cases], but the meaning is
-'luite4he-same,"Davis-continues,The-11th Circuit's-ruling on Green-berg "was so obviously consistent with Tasini" he adds.
Under u.s. copyright law, publishers can revise existing collective
works without permission from freelance contributors. But publishers must get permission from authors to create new collective works
or compilations.
In the Taslni case, publishers argued unsuccessfully that database compilations of articles amounted to revisions rather than
new collective works.
NGS also sought to convince the high court that its CD was a
revision rather than a new collective work. It tried to distinguish
its CD from the databases at issue in the Tasini case by pointing
out that the databases re-used articles in isolation, while the NGS
CD re-used Greenberg's pictures in their original context. NGS
compared its CD to microfilm and microfiche, which are generally considered revisions.

~_-

But Greenberg countered that it didn't matter that his pictures
were re-used in their original context. The NGS CD "is as comparable to microform as a race car is to a horse," Greenberg argued, because the CD includes an opening montage, a sophisticated search
engine; sound, animation and new advertising. All those features add
up to a new work, he asserted.
Greenberg also argued that NGS's copyright registration for the CD amounted to evidence that the
CD was a new work. "If the [CD] is nothing more
than a huge bundle of reprints of magazines," he
asked, "why would registration of the entire new
product be necessary?"
Greenberg dismissed the Geographic's warnings
that publishers wouldn't be able to create electronic
archives if the nth Circuit decision wasn't over:
Photographer
turned. "Lost in all of the alarms about the hand-. J~rry Greenberg.
cuffing of publishers is the necessityto preserve the
copyright balance set forth in the Constitution by protecting 'authors' legitimate rights," Greenberg said. Publishers could simply pay
to re-use the work offreelancers, he suggested.
Greenberg's case has been sent back to a federal court in Miami to set
damages.
Meanwhile, the Supreme Court's decision to let the Greenberg ruling stand
could help other photographers with similar claims now pending against NGS.
"This is great news for us," says Fred Ward, who is suing NGS for unauthorized use of his pictures on the same CD. "It reinforces the copyright act and
lets publisher know they cannot get away with what they've been doingwhich is expropriating material without payment to content providers."
NGS spokesperson Mary Jeanne Jacobsen said the Society "is disappointed"
by the high court's decision, but not surprised. "The Society knew that it was a
long shot to persuade the Supreme Court to agree to hear the case," she says.
In the face of the other claims, though, NGS is holding fast to its legal posi-tion despite the Greenberg ruling. "Since the [CD] is a faithful reproduction of
every page of the magazine as it originally appeared," Jacobsen says," we continue to believe it is the same product in a different medium, comparabie to
microfilm copies of National Geograph!c magazine."
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Heidelberg sues Adobe
Heidelberger DruckmaschinenAG of Heldelberg. Germany, recently sued SanJose.
Calif.-based Adobe Systems lnc",alleg!ng:,:-:S;(';

patentinfringement. Thepate'nt;VA1ich '. ;~:""

Heidelberg acquired when it merged witli',
linotype-Hell AG. covers colorretouching. In
a statement, Heidelberg said the complaint
was fried inen effortto defend its techno- .
logleal developments and "lsnot meant as
an offensive moveagainstAdobe perse,".
PeterDyson.online editorat Seybold Publlcationsof Media. Penn., saidthe technology ,
in questionisused by Adobe's Photoshop ,,'
imageediting sor,tware and "would affect<my
dcveloperwith a colorretouching package."
Adobe said it believes the case hasno
..merit and intendsto vlqorouslv defend i~clf;

FontXpress 4.0 collects
fonts faster,squashes bugs
.~~';;CD

l!f,,!

Morrison SoftDesign this month
fS;'. "m:J..j refreshedits utilityforcoJlecting
fonts from QuarkXPress documents.
, FontXpress for Macintosh4.0
collect
PostScript fonts more quicklybecause it no
longer searches entire storage volumes,
Morrison .sald.The update elso flxesjncom-.
patibllltleswith MacO:S ,8.0·s Appearance Manager and EasyOpen control panels.
Version4.0·s'prepress error checking is,
now In sync withXr'ress'4.0, the company
said; the software nolonger reports error
messages that are irrelevant in'Xp'ress 4.0.
A single-usercopy of Fcntxpress 4.0has
a street price of S70; a site license ls ,p.sO.
Updates are free to' reqlstered rontxpress
users. A Win~9~sye[siOn is d~.e'if1 Ja~u~ry.

will

Mani~,a~ -S·~~tD.~d~or .c~a;i~tt.~~·" "

,N.·C:;·1~ ~t' (704j.~97~3789 or.' (aDO) 583~
. 2917; l.~ww.morr:isoiisoftdeslgn:conl.
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Pll~t~Alt~"hipscolleetiOllS
.

""~iiTq, l)~IX'Sto~k image:omp~;'y;i

~... ". ~;;J.j .,;......;:,,~::PhotOAlto thJsmo(Jt~
released fiv~ new CD-R()MS depictirIS({;',~'c~":,.::/
business and naturetM~me.s:'::',', ,;,~,:.'T/.:::".>
The COs', S299 each, areB.uj/ding.:Ii1·~~us;:,:::'·,'·
try. Panoramic Landscapes. and Busin~s\),,:,;",:
and Teamwork;each from James Hardy;:">:;>:'
Children's life froni Corinne Malet: an'd,'~'::'::,·,
Symbols & Signs from Isabelle Rozenbaum.
Cornpatlbiewlth..Mac as, Windows.Sun ,"
Solarls' and lfix,each CDcontains 120
images (except for Panoramiclandscapes.

which has50). TheM·si,. images,in
30D-dpi and 75-dpi resolutions, are JPEG
, files in RSB mode, the company said.
Phil's

Fonts Inc. of Silver Spring, Md.,

the U.S. distributor oC Perfs-based
PhotoAlto (www.photoalto.com). Is at
(301) 879-0601 or (800) 424.2977;

www.pnusrcnts.eom.
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PhotoGraphies 1.DeXI
Photoshop plug-in from
Extensis offers vector
drawing, text handling
p$
BY DANIEL DREW TURNER

Extensis this' week pulled
the veil offPhotoGraphics
1.0, its pl ug-in that adds vector drawing and text handling features to
Adobe Photoshop -t.x and later. Set to
ship on Jan. 25 for Mac OS and Windows 95, 9H ana NT, PhotcGraphics
will cost $150, Extensis said.
Ted Alspach, Exrensis senior product
marketing manager, said that PhotoGraphics was conceived not to replace
Adobe Illustrator or Macrcmedia FreeHand, but more as a workflow system.
for graphic designers uslng Phoroshop
who find themselves launching drawing applications in order to cornplere a
r.Uo.'.-:",

!Sf1

J?fil7i/!j

If.'(.mM §,j €>:J!lJ

text _long a path
or object.
few simple tasks, such as placing rext
along a path.
PhoroGraphics grew out of Ext ens is'
Phoro'Icxr plug-in, Alspach said, and
retains all its text layout and effects
functions, with additions such as
super- and subscript.

-

The vector drawing tools in PhotoGraphics are intentionally reminiscent
of Illustrator's; Alspach said, complete
with Illustrator-like keyboard shortcuts. Artists will be able to use Bealer
curves to create vector shapes and to

Sec PHOTOGJtAPHICS, page 10 ~
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National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for CD
Society scans its archives
for digital consumption
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Setting up base camp
The National Geographic

Society, based in \Vashington, D.C., decided in 1995
\'V'ith their bold yellow spines, striking to archive its magazine conphotography and magnificent maps, tent as a resource' for stuNational Geographic magazines are dents .and educators. Nacollector's items in many homes; stacks 'tional Geographic sought
lie dusty in thousands of attics, too a product that would be
cherished to be thrown away. Now the as faithful to the print
National Geographic Society has product as possible, withbrought its archives to life by putting out any extraneous bells
the coutents of every issue since its and whistles.
1888 inception on a set of CD-ROMs.
"W'e were not going to inMore than 190,000 pages and 109 troduce video or delete any Man about town. larry lux led the effort to digitize
years of history are reproduced and in- content," Lux said. "\Yfe more than 100 years of National Geographic magazines.
dexed in The Complete National Gee- knew that we couldn't imgraphic, including every article, photo- prove the print version of the magazine." the primary concern: Stanton said
graph, page map and advertisement.
One of the first tasks was deciding team members feared that if rhcy re"We code-named this project 'Ever- ' how to format the content. The team arranged information in any way,
est,' partially because we had not real- considered converting the pages to they'd have to reacquire certain copyized the enormity of this undertaking," Adobe Acrobar PDF or coding the text rights. So they reproduced the content
said Larry Lux, senior vice president and in HTML, but it decided against both in such a war that consumers can't cut
managing director at National Geo- options, according to Torn Stanton, and paste information.
graphic Interacti vre, a for-profit division National Geographic Interactive vice
Although they said they wanted to
of the National Geographic Society.
president of operations. Copyright was
See ARCHIVES, page 11 ..
BY ERIC A.

rxua

12.14.93

Archives
Continued from page 8
include everything in the bound magazines, they soon realized it wasn't feasible to include [he many two-sided gatefold maps because the scanning process
was tOO complex.

Beginning the ascent
In August 1996, National Geographic
commissioned Dataware Technologies of
Cambridge, Mass., to design a familiar
and easy-to-use interface for the product.
"Our focus group testing told us that
people wanted to be able to use this
product without having to read any
manuals," Lux said.
Each disc's opening screen displays
thumbnails of the magazine covers;
clicking on a cover opens the table of
contents for that issue.
Indexing was the next decision. Lux
and his associates said they ruled out
using OCR to generate full text searches.
"We didn't think the' value would
justify the resources to put it into
place," he said.
National Geographic had long in-.
dexed its issues for internal purposes,
so much of the search data, such as article titles, dates and photographers,'
was available. Datawarc incorporated

that information into a searchable
index using its CD Author Development System, manually indexing the
magazine's advertisements as well.
National Geographic and Dataware
chose Document Automation Developmenr of Overland Park, Kan., to scan
the magazine's pages. That company's
propriety software, DocuTrak, indexes
and tracks images and information,
which helps automate the workflow.
For internal quality control, DAD indexed each page it scanned, entering
the page number, volume and year into
a database; identifying whether content
was editorial or advertising; and noting
where editorial ended and ads began.
DAD worked from three sets of magazines: a master and two backups. Two
sets also went to Dataware, Shorr on
some issues, Lux's staff canvassed
garage .sales and used. bookstores, and
contacted individual collectors to acquire missing copies.

.DAD used Hewlett-Packard Scanjer
4C scanners; DocuTrak automatically
prompted the scanner operator to place
the correct page on the glass. The cornpany added two manual levels of quality control: Each day, staff members
checked the previous day's work to
make sure all the pages were scanned.
Later they checked the CDs and corn-

pared the scanned images
with the original pages.
'
Color correction was
modest. National Geo-.
graphic wanted to replicate
the original look of each
page as closely as possible.
If originals were saturated
or washed out, the image
was kept that way. If a page
was printed off-center in the
magazine, it was scanned
off-center; Older issues with
damaged covers were electronically restored by copy- Birds of paradise. Thiscover from September 1995 is one
ing and pasting from others of more than 190.000 pages scanned;
in Adobe Photoshop.
A year's issues - about 2,000 pages limit the number of CDs.
- were scanned each day. Every
"We didn't knowhow many discs
evening, DocuTrak compressed the im- most people could deal with," he said.
ages and moved the files to a Panasonic
Apparently, 31 isn't too man)'. NaCD:-Ro.M burning station, clearing the tional Geographic has sold 300,000 of
\\Tindows NT server for the next day's the $150 CD·ROM sets since the pack..
input. DAD burned two sets of CDs: a age was released in the fall of 1997,
set containing JPEG images that was making it the best-selling reference
sent to Daraware to be incorporated product in North America, according
into the product, and a noncompressed to Lux. (A $199 four-disc DVD ver..
backup disc.
sian, not included in these figures, was

Reaehfng- the summit

released this fall.) Yearly updates are
available on disc. National Geographic

Lux said he and his development
partners struggled to maintain the
quality of the scanned images and

hopes that by the end of 1999, customers will be able to download updates from the Internet. m
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Heidelberg sues Adobe
Heidelberger DruckmolschincnAG of HCidcl~
berg, Germany, recentlysued San jo~c. ,_', .
Calif.·based Adobe Systems Iqc., al\eging;;.,:";(,,

patentinfringement. The patent; Vvhidi .<:.(.. .

Heidelberg acquired when it merged with"'
linotype-Hell AG, covers color retouching. In
a statement, Heidelberg solid tile complaint
wasfiledin an effort to defend its techno- .
logical developments and ~is not meant as
an offensive moveagJinstAdobep~r se.....
PeterDyson.onllne editor at Seybold Publj~·.
cationsof Media. Penn., said the technology.
in question isused byAdobe'sphotcsbop".' '..
image editing sof,tware and ~would affect any
developerwitha colorretouching package."
Adobe said it believes the case has no
.merit and lntcnds to vloorouslv defend.itself,

FontXpress 4.0 collects
fonts faster, squashes bugs
It:m Morrison SoftOesign this month
#iiiJ.J../ refreshed its utilityfor collecting
fonts from QuarkXPress documents.
Fontxpress for Maclntosh 4.0 will collect
PostScript fonts more quickly because it no
longer searches entire storage volumes.
Morrison sald. 'the update also fjxes)ncom~.
patibilities,with,Mac OS8.0·s Appea'rance .
Manager and EasyOpen control panels.
Version -t.O'sprepress error checking Is
now in sync with Xrress 4.0. the company
said; the softwareno longer reports error
messages that are irrelevant inXpress 4.0.
A single-user copy of FontXpress 4.0 has
a street price of. S70;a site license is p50.
Updates are free toreqlstered Fontxpress
l!J"'j

sr·

use(~~, ~ Wjndowsve~sion,is ~~.~.'i~ Ja.~uary.

Mo~.t~.o~S~ItD,~~~ ,~t.ch;i~tt.~;·,' '.
,N:C:~'1s at (704),597-3789 or'{BOO) 583'. 2917; ·'\v:..vw.mo~onsoftdeslgn.conl.
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~h~tOAlto."hip;'··Colleetio~S'.
WQ '.i';"fX!I"N:1X :.Sto~k imag~ conip,'ily ,...
.

,~'~"Ii/~ .)L::"~.·.PhotoAlto thiimon,t,~.':":'··

released five new,Co:.ROMs~;epktlrig'{:,;,,·>·· .
busine,ss and nature themes: ../:: .:.~. :,:', ,
, The CDs', $299 each. are B,uildi'ng,',I~'d~i~"':::'"
try, Panoramic Landscapes, and BUs'ln,i~'~";~:",:
and Teamwork:each from James Har9Y;:':::,:;
Children's life from Corinne Mal,et;and,.'r::\:'·
.Symbols&Signs from Isabelle Rozenb~um.·
Cornpattble wtth'Mac OS, Windows. Sun
Solarlsand Irix, each CDcontains 120
images (except for Panoramic landscapes,
which has 50). The A4·size images, in
30D-dpi and 75-dpi resolutions. are JPEG
files In RG8 mode. the company said.
Phil's i~nts Inc. ot Silver Spring, ~Id.,
the U.S. distributor oC Paris-based
PhotoAlto (www.pbctoalto.comj, is at
(301) 879·0601 or (BOO) 424-2977j
www-phnsrcnts.com.
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PhotoGraphics 1.0eXI
Pbotosbop plug-in from
Extensis offers vector
drawing, text handling
BY OANIllL DIlllW 'rURNHR
r;:(.~ ,,,,,.
Extcnsis this week

pulled
the veil off Photo Graphics
1.0, its plug-in that adds vector drawiug: and text handling features to

si;1 ' t.!-i/iIJ

Adobe Photoshop 4.x and later. Set to
ship on Jan. 25 lor Mac as and Win·
cows 95, 98 ana Nf Photo Graphics

text along a path
or object.

will cost $150, Exrensis said.
Ted Alspach, Extensis senior product
marketing manager, said that Photo- few simple tasks, such as placing text
Graphics was conceived not to replace along a path.
Phoro Graphlcs grew out of Exrcnsis'
Adobe Illustrator or Macromedia FrceHand, but more <'IS <'I workflow system " PhotoText plug-In, Alspach said, and
for graphic designers using Photoshop retains <'Ill its text layout and effects
who find themselves launching draw- functions, with additions such as
ing applications in or?cr to complete a super- and subscript.
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The vector drawing toots in PhotoGraphics are intentionally reminiscent
of Illustrator's, Alspach said, complete
with Illustrator-like keyboard shortcuts. Artists will be able to use Bealer
curves to create vector shapes and to
See
~
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National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for en
Society scans its archives
for digital consumption
BY ERIC A. raun

Set tlng up, base camp
The National Geographic
Society, based in \'(Iashington, D.C., decided in 1995

\Vith their bold yellow spines, striking
photography and magnificent maps,
National Geographic magazines are
collector's items in many homes; stacks
lie dusty in thousands of attics, too
cherished to be thrown away. Now the
National Geographic Society has
brought its archives to life by putting
the contents of every issue since irs
1888 inception on a set of CD-ROMs.

to archive its magazine content as a resource for students .and educators. National Geographic sought
a product that would be
as faithful to the print
product as possible, without any extraneous bells
and whistles.
"\Ve were not going to inMore than 190,000 pages and 109 troduce video or delete any Manabout town, larry lux led the effort to digitize
years of history arc reproduced and in- content," Lux said. "\Ve more than 100 years of National Geographic magazines.
dexed in The Complete National Geo- knew that we couldn't imgraphic, including every article, .phoro- prove the print version of the magazine." the primary concern: Stanton said
graph, p:lge map and advertisement.
One of the first tasks was deciding ream members feared that if they re"\Ve code-named this project 'Ever- , how to format the content. The team arranged information in any way,
est/ partially because we had not real- considered converting the pages to they'd have to reacquire certain l:0PY~
ized the enormity of this undertaking," Adobe Acrobat PDF or coding the text rights. So they reproduced the content
said Larry Lux, senior vlce president and in'HTML, but it decided against both in sucha way that consumers can't cut
managing director at National Geo- options, according to Tom Stanton, and paste information.
graphic Interactive, It for-profit division National Geographic Interactive vice
Although they said they wanted to
of the National Geographic Society.
president of operations. Copyright was
See ARCHIVES. page 11 ,..
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that information into a searchable
index using its CD A urhor Development System, manually indexing the
Continued from page 8
include everything in the bound maga- magazine's advertisements as well.
National Geographic and Dataware
zines, they soon realized it wasn't feasible to include the many two-sided gate- chose Document Automation Developfold maps because the scanning process ment of Overland Park, Kan., to scan
the magazine's pages. That company's
was too complex.'
propriety software, DocuTrak, indexes
and tracks images and information,
Beginning the ascent
In August 1996, National Geographic which helps automate the workflow.
For internal quality control. DAD incommissioned Dataware Technologies of
Cambridge, Mass., to design a familiar dexed each page it scanned, entering
and easy-to-use interface for the product. the page number, volume and year into
"Our focus group testing told us that a database; identifying whether content
people wanted' to be able to use this was editorial or advertising; and noting
product without having to read any where editorial ended and ads began.
DAD worked from three sets of magmanuals,' Lux said.
Each disc's opening screen displays azines: a master and two backups. Two
thumbnails of the magazine covers; sets also went to Darawarc. Short on
clicking on a cover opens the table of some issues, Lux's staff canvassed
contents for rhar issue.
garage sales and used. bookstores, and
Indexing was the next decision. Lux contacted individual collectors to acand his associates said they ruled out quire missing copies.
using OCR to generate full text searches.
DAD used Hewlett-Packard ScanJet
"\Ve didn't think the' value would 4C scanners; DocuTrak automatically
justify the resources to put it into prompted rhe scanner operator to place
the correct page on the glass. The complace," he said.
National Geographic had long in-. pany added two manual levels of qualdexed its issues for internal purposes, ity control: Each day, staff members
so much of the search data, such as ar- checked rhe previous day's work to
ticle titles, dates and photographers,' make sure all the pages were scanned.
was available. Datawarc incorporated Later they checked the CDs and com-
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pared the scanned images
with the original pages. .
Color correction was
modest. National Geographic wanted to replicate
the original look of each
page as closely as possible.
1£ originals were saturated
or washed out, the image
was kepr that way. If a page
was printed off-center in the
magazine, it was scanned
off-center; Older issues with
damaged covers were electronically restored by copy· Birds of paradise. This cover from September 1995 is one
ing and pasting from others of more than 190,OOO pages scanned.
[n Adobe Phcroshcp.
A year's issues - about 2,000 pages limit the number of CDs.
were scanned each day. Every
"We didn't know how many discs
evening, DocuTrek compressed the im- most people could deal with," he said.
ages and moved the files to a Panasonic
Apparently, 31 isn't too many. NaCD-ROl\1 burning station, dearing the tiona1Geographic has sold 300,000 01
Windows NT server for the next day's the $150 CD·ROM sets since the packinput. DAD burned two sets of CDs: a age was released in the fall of 1997,
set containing JPEG images that Was making it the best-selling reference
Sent to Daraware to be incorporated product in North America, according
into the product, and a noncornpressed to Lux. (A $199 four-disc DVD verbackup disc.
sion, not included in these figures, was
released this fall.} Yearly. updates are
Reaching- the summit
available on disc. National Geographic
Lux said he and his development hopes that by the end of 1999, cuspartners struggled to maintain the tomers will be able to download upquality of the scanned images and dates from the Internet. ro
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Heidelberg sues Adobe
Heidelberger DruckmaschinenAG ofHeidelberg, Germany. recentlysuedSan Jose.

C.lif.·based Adobe Systems Inc.••liegin(.:',v,
patent infringement. The patent: whi(h:':~,~':~,': '
Heidelberg acquired when it merged with'· .
linotype-Hell AG, covers colorretoucblnq.In
a statement, Heidelberg said the ccrnplalnt
was filed inan effort to defend its technological developmentsand"ls not meant as
an offensive moveagainstAdobe per se.".
Peter Dyson..onlineeditor at Seybold Publi~"
catlons of Media. Perm., sold the technology
in question is used byAdobe's Photoshop":', ..
image editing software and "would affect any
developerwith <I colorretouchingpackage;"
Adobe said it believes the case has no
.merlt end intends to viClorouslv defend.ftscll.'

FontXpress 4.0 collects
fonts faster,squashes bugs
1!f',1 .~"7:;m Morrison SoFtDesign this month
!St. '1.ijjh.L./ refreshed its utilityFor collecting
fonts from QuarkXPress documents.
FontXpress for Macintosh 4.0 willcollect
PostScript Fontsmore quicklybecause it no
longer searches entire storage volumes.
Morrisonsaid. The update <1150 fixes)ncom.·..
petlbllltleswlth ,Mac OS8.0'5 Appear.ince'
Manager and Easy Opencontrol panels.
Version 4.0·s' prepress error checking is
now in sync with Xrress 4.0, the company
said; the softwareno longer reports error
messages that are irrelevant in XPress 4.0.
A single-user copy of Fontxpress e.o has
a street price of S70;'a site license'ls $3.50.
Updates are Free to'r~gistered Fontxpress
..use,{s. A Wind9ws,~efsion .isd,~~}Cl Jan~ary.
'Morri~.o,~ .s~ftD,~~i~ ,or.Chm:l~tt.~;: -, :'
N:C:~'1s at' (704j:,~9.7·37B9or,'CBOO)·S83.

. 2917; ·\~VW.Jn'orris'onsortdeslgn.com:.
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Ph~toA1t o. ShipScolle~ti~ns

~ ~~$llJmi,.St6~kirria~~ .com;~ny:

: " ,,,",,:,", :,',.:nc,::,',:·.PhotOAlto thls mont,h:·
" released five new CO-ROMs depicting'':':',;;]::-'' "
business' and nat':Jre.~h.emes:,.· ·"./::.,::,::n.{,.,,/:~,
TheCDs. 1299 each. are BuildingIn9.qs;"·
try, Panorarnlclandscapes, and Busin,e~'s:f:,:~'
and Teamwork,'each jrcm James H~r~y:; :"::"::',:'
Children's life from Corinne Malet: ~rld .i/.::'"
Symbols & Signs from Isabelle Rozcnbaum.
Compatible withMac as, Windows. Sun
Solarisand lrlx, each CDcontains 120
images (except for Pancramlc landscapes;
which has SO). The Aq-slae images. in
300-dpi and 7S·dpi resolutions, are JPEG
. files In R~8 mode, the company said.
PhU's Fonts Inc. of Silver Spring, Md.,
the U.S. distributor of Parts-based
PhotoJY.to (www.photoaHo.com).ls at
(301) 879-0601 or (BOO) 424~2977;
www.pbnsrcms.eom,
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.Exrcusls this wcck pulled
the veil off PhotoGraphics

1.0, its plug-in that adds vector drawing and text handling features to
Adobe Photoshop 4.x and later. Set to
and Winship 011 Jan. 25 for Mac
dows 95, 98 and' NT, PhotoGraphics
will cost $150, Exrensis said.
Ted Alspach, Exrcnsis senior product
marketing manager, said that Photo- few simple tasks, such as placing text
Graphics was conceived nor to replace along a path.
Adobe Illustrator or Macrornedia FreePhotoGraphics grew OUt of Exrcnsis'
Hand, but moreasa workflow system -Phoro'Texe plug-in, Alspach said, and
for graphic designers using Photoshop retains all its text layout and effects
who find themselves launching draw- functions, with additions such as
ing applications in order to complete 3. super- and subscript.

as

f($'J'4Nitli g,I'•.@__

......•.. m......_._.....................

text along a path
or object.

The vector drawing tools in PhotoGraphics are intentionally reminiscent
of Illustrator's, Alspach said, complete
with Illusrraror-like keyboard shortcuts. Artists will be able to use Bealer
curves to create vector shapes and to

See PHOTOGRAPHICS, page 10 ~
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National Geographic scans

acentury of issues for CD
Society scans its archives
for digital consumption

photography and magnificent maps,
National Geographic magazines are
collector's items in many homes; stacks
lie dusty in thousands of attics, too
cherished to be thrown away. Now the
National Geographic Society has
brought its archives to life by putting
the Contents of every issue since its
1888 inception On a set of CD-ROMs.
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Setting up base camp
The National Geographic
Society. based in \Vashing·
ton. D.C., decided in 1995
to archive its magazine content as a resource for stu,dents .and educators. National Geographic sought
a product that would be

as faithful to the print

product as possible, without any extraneous bells
and whistles.
"\Ve were not going [0 inMore than 190,000 pages nnd 109 troduce video or delete any Man about town. larry lux led the effort to digitize
yeats of history are reproduced and in- content," Lux said. "\Ve more than 100 years of National Geographic magazines.
dexed in The Complete National Geo- knew that we couldn't Irngraphic, including every article, photo- prove the print version of the magazine. " the primary concern: Stanton said
graph, page map and advertisement.
One of the first tasks was deciding team members feared that if they re"\V'e code-named this project 'Ever- , how to format the conrent. The team arranged information in any way,
est/ partially because we had not real- considered converting the pages to they'd have to reacquire certain copyized the enormity of this undertaking," Adobe Acrobat PDF or coding the text rights. So they reproduced the content
said Larry Lux, senior vice president and in HTML, bur.it decided against both in such a way that consumers can't cut
managing director at National Ceo- options, according to Tom Stanton, and paste information.
graphic Interactive, a for-profit division National Geographic Interactive vice
Although they said they wanted to
of 'the National Geographic Society.
president of operations. Copyright was
See ,\RCHIVES. page 11 ".

12.14.93

that information into a searchable
index using its CD Aurhor Development System, manually indexing the
Continued from page 8
include everything in the bound maga- magazine's advertisements as well.
National Geographic and Dataware
zines, they soon realized it wasn't feasible to include the many two-sided gate- chose Document Automation Developfold maps because the scanning process ment of Overland Park, Kan., to scan
the magazine's pages. That company's
was too complex.
propriety software, DocuTrak, indexes
and tracks images and information,
Beginning the ascent
In August 1996, National Geographic which helps automate the workflow.
For internal quality control, DAD incommissioned Dataware Technologies of
Cambridge, Mass., to design a familiar dexed each page it scanned, entering
and easy-to-use interface for the product. the page number, volume and year into
"Our focus group testing told us that a database; identifying whether content
people wanted to be able to use this was editorial or advertising; and noting
product without having to read any where editorial ended and ads began.
DAD worked- from three sets of magmanuals, " Lux said.
Each disc's opening Screen displays azines: a master and two backups. Two
thumbnails of the magazine covers; sets also went to Dataware. Shorr on
clicking on a cover opens the table of some issues, Lux's staff canvassed
garage .sales and used, bookstores, and
contents for that issue.
Indexing was the next decision. Lux contacted individual collectors to acand his associates said they. ruled out quire missing copies.
.DAD used Hewlett-Packard Scanjer
using OCR to generate full text searches.
"We didn't think the value would 4C scanners;" Docu'Irak automatically
justify the resources to put it into prompted the scanner operator to place
the correct page on the glass. The complace," he said.
National Geographic had long in-. pany added two manual levels of qualdexed its. issues for internal purposes, ity control: Each day, staff members
so much of the search data, such as ar- checked the previous day's work to
ticle tides, dates and photographers,' make sure all the pages were scanned.
was available. Daraware incorporated Later they checked the CDs and com-
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Photoshop plug-infrom
Extensis offers vector
drawing, text handling

With (heir bold yellow spines, striking

..

II

PhotoGraphics 1.DeXI

BY ERIC A. TAun

,',"':.,,!

1lI

pared the scanned images
with the original pages. .
Color correction was
modest. National Geographic wanted to replicate
the original look of each
page as closely as possible.
If originals were saturated
or washed out, the image
was kept that way. If a page
was printed off-center in the
magazine) it was scanned
off-center. Older issues with
damaged covers were electronically restored by copy- Birdsof paradise. Thls cover from September 1995 is one
ing and pasting from others of more than 190.000 pages scanned,
ill Adobe Phoroshop.
A year's issues - about 2,000 pages limit the number of CDs.
were scanned each day. Every
"We didn't know how many discs
evening, DocuTrak compressed the im- most people could deal with," he said.
ages and moved the files to a Panasonic
Apparently, 31 isn't toO many. NaCD-RO~1 burning station, clearing the
tional Geographic has sold 300,000 of
\Vindows NT server for the next day's the $150 CD·ROM sets since the packinput. DAD burned two sets of CDs: a age was released in the fall of 1997,
set containing JPEG images that was making it the best-selling reference
sent to Daraware to be incorporated product in North America, according
into the product, and a noncornpressed to Lux. (A $199 four-disc DVD verbackup disc.
sion) not included in these figures, was

released this fall.' Yearly updates are
Beaching the summit
Lux said he and his development
partners struggled to maintain the
quality of the scanned images and

available on disc. National Geographic
hopes that by the end of 1999, cusromers will be able to download updates from [he Internet. m
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Heidelberg sues Adobe

;~r:':;'(>/

Heidelberger DruckmaschlnenAG of Heidel..
berg, Germany, recently suedSan lose. ',-':',,_
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PhotoGraphics 1.0 eXI

Calif.·based Adobe Systems l~c .•..alleginQ<;'V"
patentinfringement. The patent,whiclv.'/'
Heidelberg acquired when it merged with'·
linotype-Hell AG. Covers color retouching. in
a statement, Heidelberg said the compiaint
was filed in an effort to defend itstechno,
logical developments and "is not meantas
an offensive move against Adobe persc.",,,,"
nv DANIEL DREW TURNER
Peter Dyson, online editor at Seybold publi~.
Iif'; "••,
Exrcnsis this week pulled
cations ofMedia, Penn., said the technol9gy
~J
'd/il!j
the veil off PhotoGraphics
in question is used byAdobe's Photoshop .,
1.0,
its
plug-in
that adds vector draw.
image editing software and "would affect any
ing and text handling features to
developer with a color retouching package.
Adobe saidit believes the casehas no
Adobe Photoshop 4.x and later. Set to
.merit and. intends to vlcorouslv defend itself.'" ship on Jan. 2S for Mac OS and Windows 95, n and' NT, PhotoGraphics
FontXpress 4.0 collects
will COSt $150, Extensis said.
fonts faster, squashes bugs
Ted Alspach, Extensis senior product
marketing manager, said that PhotoI!7'q "'7l:l:> Morrison SoftDesign this month
i/!!!"'4 refreshed itsutility for collecting
Graphics was conceived not to replace
fonts from Quark)(Press documents.
Adobe Illustrator or Macromedia Free.
FontXpress forMaCintosh 4.0 will collect
Hand, but more as a workflow system
PostScript fonts morequickly because it no
for graphic designers using Photoshop
longer searches entire storage volumes.
who find themselves launching draw.
Morrison said: The .update, also fjxes:i,~com~_
ing applications in order to complete a
p~tibilities with Mac 0,58.0', Appearance'
Manager and EasyOperi control panels.
_zil11,i
Version 4.0·s prepress error checking is
now insyncwithXPress 4.0, the company
said; the software no longerreports error
messages thatare'irrelevant in'"Xpress 4.0.
Asingle'user copyof FontXpress 4.0 has
a street price of $70;a.slte license is $350.
Updates are free toregisteredForitXl'iess

Photoshopplug·in from
Extensis offers vector
draWing, text handling

"*,

_.- ...........
text along a path
or object.
few simple tasks, such as placing text
The vector drawing tools in Photo.
along a path.
Graphics
are intentionally reminiscent
PhotoGraphics grew out of Extensis'
of
Illustrator's,
Alspach said, complete
. PhotoText plug-in, Alspach said, and
with
IIlustrator·like
keyboard shortretains all its text layout and effects
cuts.
Anists
will
be
able
to use Bezier
functions, with additions such as
curves to create vector shapes and to
super, and subscript.
See PHOTOGRAPHICS, page 10.
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National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for CD

Society scans its archives
for digital consumption
BY ERIC A. TAUB

With their bold yellow spines, striking
I',h6tOAlt 0 ,Slll.PSCOllectio s
photogtaphy and magnificent maps,
National Geogtaphic magazines are
.•:. .';.;r:l:t..'.~··'0.N.i,.X
. ..
k
m.p.:·.·a.. .n. y'
.'··.W
Ef....• .''i;j!loq
.•·LPhotOAlto thismanth '.' .
collector's items in many homes; stacks
'. rele~sed fiv~ newCD-ROMs depictinp;;' .
lie dusty in thousands of attics, too
business .~nc1 n~ty~,e·.~~.~·rnes: ',',' -: ',:', ':'~,~<.: ~ir;:; ;:·,·: ".':<
cherished to be thrown away. Now the
TheCDs, $299 each, areBuildinglndus:"/
National Geographic Society has
try. Panoramiclandscapes, and Busln;;ss}
brought its archives to life by putting
and Teamwork; each frorn James Hardy; . -,.
the contents of every issue since its
Children's life from Corinne Malet; ,n'd "i' .
1888 inception On a set of CD.ROMs.
Symbols & Signs from Isabelle RozenbaulT\.
Compatible with Mac OS, Windows, Sun ." .
More than 190,000 pages and 109
Solari,and Irix, each CD contains 120
years of history are reproduced and in.
images(exceptfor Panoramic landscapes.
dexed in The Complete National Ceowhich has 50). TheM'size images, in
graphic, including every article, photo300-dpi and 75-dpi resolutions, areJPEG
graph, page map and advertisement.
. files in RGB mode, the company said.
"We code-named this project 'Ever.
PhU's Fonts Inc. of SUver Spring, Md.,
est,' partially because we had not realthe U.S. cUstributor of Paris.based
ized the enormity of this undertaking,"
PhotoAlto (WWW.photoaHo.com). is at
said
Larry Lux, senior vice presidentand
(301) 879·0601 or (800) 424.2977;
managing director at National Geowww.philsfonts.com.
graphic Interactive, a for-profir division
of the National Geographic Society.
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Setting up base camp
The National Geographic
Society, based in Washing.
ton, D.C., decided in 1995
to archive its magazine content as a resource' for students .and educators. National Geographic sought
a product that would be
as faithful to the print
product as possible, with.
out anyextralleous bells
and whistles;
"\Ve were not going to introduce video or. delete any
content," Lux said. "\Ve Man about town. larry lux led the effortto digitize
knew that we couldn't im- morethan 100years of National Geographic magazines.
prove the print version of the magazine."
One of the first tasks was deciding the primary concern: Stanton said
how to format the Content. The team team members feared that if they re<onsidcred converting the pages to arranged information in any way,
Adobe Acrobat PDF or coding the text they'd have to reacquire certain copy.
in HTML, but it decided against both rights. So they reproduced the Content
options, according to Tom Stanton, in such a way that consumers can't cut
and paste information.
National Geographic Interactive vice
Although they said they wanted to
president of opera,tions. Copyright was
See ARCHIVES, page 11 •
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Heidelberg sues Adobe
Heidelberger Druckn1aschinenAG ofHeidcl-.
berg. Germany. recently suedSan Jose.,." .
Calif...basedAdobe Systems 1~c-,.,allegjn~,;;;Cgt.
patentinfringenient. The patent. which'"
Heidelberg acquired when it merged with' .
Linotype-Heli AG. covers color retouching. In
a statement, Heidelberg said thecompiaint
was filed in an effort to defend its techno..
iogicai developments and"is not meantas
an offensive move against Adobe per se."...
Peter Dyson. online editor at Seyboid Publi~.
cations ofMedia. Penn.. said the technology'.
in question is usedbyAdobe'sPhotoshop .,
image editing software and "would affect any
developer with a color retouching package."..
Adobe said it believes the case has no: .
.merit and, intends to vlcorouslv defend itself."

FontXpress 4.0 collects
fonts faster,squashes bugs
!li'! !;:;r:D Morrison SoftDesign this month
Iiit',

""U04 refreshed itsutility for collecting

fonts from QuarkXPress documents.
FontXpress forMacintosh 4.0 will collect
PostScript fonts more quickly because it no
.Ionge~ searches entire storage volumes.
Morrison .said. T~e"upda.te also fix_~s.:in~~m::_
patibilities.with Mac as8.0's Appearance'
Manager and EasyOpencontroi panels.
.Version 4.0's'prepress .error checking is
now in sync with XPress 4.0. the Company
said; thesoftware.,no longer reports error
messages that are irrelevant in'"Xpress 4.0.
Asingle-user copy ofFontXpress 4.0 has
a street price of $70; a slte li"ense,is$3S0.
Updates are free to registered FontXpress
use!:,s.,.A
Wind9ws vers,ion isdue inJanuary.
. : ':'''''''' ..':"',-: ~._-,,'. ,........!.:: ... ",~' •. '-'.: '.': ,.-.: '.'-<;\';::' ':".-<"
1'rIo~i~0I.l SoftDeslgn ,of C~~l()tte~:
N,C:; l~at(704j597-37890r·(Boo) 583-
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PhotoGraphics 1.0 eXI
Photoshop plug-in from
Extensis offers vector
drawing, text handling
ny DANlllL DREW TURNER

Extensis this week pulled
veil off PhotoGraphics
1.0, its plug..in that adds vector draw..
ing and text handling features to
Adobe Photoshop 4.x and later. Set to
ship on Jan. 25 for Mac as and Win..
dows 95, n and' NT, PhotoGraphies
will COst $150, Exrensis said.
Ted Alspach, Extensis senior product
1If')

i'" .

IiifJ 'ifIlli!!I the

marketing manager, said that PhotoGraphics was conceived not to replace

Adobe Illustrator or Macromedia Free..
Hand, but more as a workflow system
for graphic designers using Photoshop
who find themselves launching draw ..
ing applications in order to complete a

oom,I,lWJ····

··· ·

text along a path
or object.
few simple tasks, such as placing text
The vector drawing tools in Photo..
along a path.
Graphics
arc intentionally reminiscent
PhotoGraphics grew OUt of Extensis'
of
Illustrator's,
Alspach said, complete
. PhotoText plug..in, Alspach said, and
with
IlIustrator-like
keyboard short..
retains all its text layout and effects
cuts.
Artists
will
be
able
to use Bezier
functions, with additions such as
curves to create vector shapes and to
super- and subscript.

· · ·· ···

See

PHOTO GRAPHICS,

National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for CD
Society scans its archives
for digital consumption

Setting up base camp
The National Geographic
·'.291:j .~.,m()r.ri~oJlsoft~cs~gri,.c~~.,
Society, based in Washing..
BY ERIC A. TAUB
•... -:
With their bold yellow spines, striking ton, D.C., deCided in 1995
.
photography and magnificent maps, to archive its magazine content as a resource' for stuNational Geographic magazines are
. .•
dents
.and educators. Na..
collector'sitems in many homes; stacks
released five new CD-ROMs depicting':':.:';
tional
Geographic sought
lie dusty in thousands of attics, too
. business and natur.e,thernes:
,/":>.~.:.;i~: >,:;;-.,
a
product
that would be
cherished to be thrown away. Now the
The CDs, $299 each. are Building I~?usi<
as
faithful.
to the print
National Geographic Society has
try. Panoramiclandscapes, andBu,ines~}
product
as
possible,
with..
brought its archives to life by putting
andTeamwork. ea"hJr~mJames Har9Y;<
out
any
extraneous
bells
the Contents of every issue since its
Children's life from Corinne Malet; and": '.
and whistles.
1888 inception on a set of CD..ROMs.
Symbols & Signs from Isabeile Rozehba~m.
"\Ve were not going to inCompatible with Mac OS, Windows. Sun.
More than 190,000 pages and 109
Soiaris and lrix, each CO contains 120
years of history are reproduced and in. troduce video or delete any Man about town. larry lux led the effortto digitize
images (exceptforPanoramic landscapes.
dexed in The Complete National Geo.. content," Lux said. "\Ve more than 100 years of National Geographic magaZines.
which has50).TheM'size images, in
graphic, including every article, photo- knew that we couldn't im300·dpi and 75-dpi resolutions, areJPEG
provethe print version of themagazine."
graph, page map and advertisement.
the primary concern: Stanton said
files in RGB mode. the company said.
"We code..named this project 'Ever... One of the first tasks was deciding team members feared that if they re..
Phil's Fonts Inc. or Silver Spring, Md.,
CSt,' partially because we had not real- how to format the Content. The team arranged information in any way,
the U.S. distributor or Paris-based
ized the enormity of this undertaking," c~:msidered converting the pages to they'd have to reacquire certain copy.
PhotoAlto (WWW.photoalto.com). is at
said Larry Lux,seniorvicepresident and Adobe Acrobat PDF or coding the text rights. So they reproduced the content
(301) 879-0601 or (800) 424-2977;
managing director at National Ceo- in HTML, but it decided against both in such a way that consumers can't cut
WWW·Philsfonts.com.
graphic Interactive, a for..profit division Optionsj according to Tom Stanton, and paste information.
National Geographic Interactive vice
of the National Geographic Society.
Although they said they wanted to
president of operations. Copyright was
II EMEOIAWEEKlY 12.14.93
See ARCHIVES, page 11 •
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Heidelberg sues .Adobe
Heidelberger Druckrnaschi~enAG of Heidel•.
berg,Germany, recently sued SanJpse",.
Calif·cbased Adpbe Systems iq~.;ai!egj~Q:\'i'!
patent i~fri~geme~t. Thepate~t,,,,hich'/,'>
Heidelberg acquired when it mergedwith . .
Linotype-Hell AG, covers colorretouching. In
a statement, Heidelberg saidthe complaint
was filed in an effort to defend its techno.
logical developments and "is not meant as
anoffensive moveagainst Adobeperse.".

PeterDyson, online. editorat Seybold Publlcations ofMedia, Penn., said. the technology;' .
inquestion isused byAdobe'sphotoshop" .
image editing software and "would affect any
developer with a color retouching package,":
Adobe said it believes the case has no .
. meritand intends to vloorouslv defend. itself.

FontXpress 4.0 collects
fonts faster, squashes bugs
I!i.) !iiiil:liJ Morrison Softoesign thismonth
I!tc; ";;''''4 refreshed its utility forcollecting
fonts from QuarkXPress documents.
FontXpress forMacintosh 4.0 wiU collect
PostScript fonts more quickly because it no
longer searches entire storage volumes.
l\1orr_jsonsaid~ _The .update alsof!x~,s,in~()'ITl::_
patibilitiesWithMac OS8.0's Appearance'
Managerand Easy Opencontrol panels.
Version 4~O'sprepre5s errorc~eckjng is
now in syncwithXPress 4.0, the company
said; the softvvare,,no longerreports error
messages ,that are 'irrel,ev~nt in?<Press 4.0.
Asingle-user copy of FontXpress4.0 has
a streetprice of $70; a .site Iic"nseisgso.
Updates are free toregisteredFontXpress
"user~\_~YVJ~:~9-~~y~[s,jO~, ,is ,:d;~7Jf1 Jarya~y.

Mo~~~~~ .s~~~D,~'~i~"O,f .¢~~l~tt.~,·,,:, ,;':'

N:C;;

i; at (70''')S9?-3?B90r(BOO) SB3.

'. 2917;, www.morris·oIisoftdesi~.com.

}>~ritO~tOS~i~~COll~~iiO~:•.
~J0j'9iJUN)XI!~~~i~~~6~~i;0::~t~:':
.'
fjv~

. released
new CD-ROMs depicting A' '.
business' and na'ture'the'm'es~': ::>W:):::,";c',
The CDs. $29geach,areBulldin916 dLJi_'i
try: Pa.,:!oramk.La'ldscapes, a~d-B0?·in~~:~.:·:::~::';:::'
and Teamwork,eachJ,omJarnes Ho'?y;!
Children's Life from Corinne Malet;and.<'
Symbols &SignsJrom Isabelle Roz,,:nbaum.
CompotiblewithMacOS, Windows, Sun..
Solaris and Irix, each CD contains 120
images (except for Panoramic Landscapes,
which has SO). The M-size images, in
300·dpiand 75-dpi resolutions, are JPEG
flies in RGB mode, the companysaid.
Phil's Fonts Inc. of Silver Spring, Md.,

the U.S. distributor of Paris~based
PhotoAlto (WWW.photoalto.com). is at
(301) B79-0601 or (BOO) 424.2977;
W\.vw.philsfonts.com.
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PhotoGraphics 1.0 eXI
Photoshop plug-in from
Extensis offers vector
draWing, text handling
BY DANIEL DREW TURNER

I'I?\~ if}i ' Extensis this week pulled

1Eif" ,jli/!j thc vel! off PhotoGraplucs
1.0, its plug-in that adds vector draw.
ing and text handling features to
Adobe Photoshop 4.x and later. Set to
ship on Jan. 25 for Mac OS and Win•
dows 95, n and NT, PhotoGraphics
will cost $150, Extensis said.
Ted Alspach, Extensis senior product
marketing manager, said thar PhotoGraphics was conceived nor to replace few simple tasks, such as placing text
along a path.
Adobe Illustrator or Macromedia Free.
PhotoGraphics grew out of Extensis'
Hand, but more as a workflow system
.
PhotoText
plug-in, Alspach said, and
for graphic designers using Phoroshop
retains
all
its
text layout and effects
who find rhernselv-e launching draw.
with
additions, such as
functions,
ing applications in order to complete a
Super- and subscript.

m:r~:~ljllJJ""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

text along a path
or object.
The vector drawing tools in Photo.
Graphics arc intentionally reminiscent
of Illustrator's, Alspach said, complete
with llIustrator·like keyboard short.
cuts. Artists wiII be able to use Bezier
curves to create vector shapes and to
See PHOTOGRAPHfCS, page 10)0

National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for CD
Society scans its archives
for digital consumption

Setting up base camp
The National Geographic
Society, based in Washing.
BY ERIC A. TAUB
ton, D.C., decided in 1995
With their bold yellow spines, striking
to archive its magazine can:'
photography and magnificent maps,
tent' as a resource" for stuNational Geographic magazines are
collector's items in many homes; stacks dents .and educators. Nalie dusty in thousands of attics, too tional Geographic sought
cherished to be thrown away. Now the a product that would be
as faithful to the .prinr
National Geographic Society has
product
as possible, with.
brought its archives to life by putting
out
any
extraneous bells
the contents of every issue since its
and whistles.
1888 inception on a set of CD.ROMs.
"We were not going to in.
More than 190,000 pages and 109
troduce
video or delete any
years of history are reproduced and in.
content," Lux said. "\'{Ie Man about town. larry lux led the effort to digitize
dexed in The Complete National Geemore than 100years of National Geographic magazines.
graphic, including every article, photo- knew that we couldn't improve the print version of the magazine."
graph, page map and advertisement.
One of the first tasks was deciding the primary concern: Stanton said
"We code-named this project 'Ever.
team members feared that if they reest,' partially because We had not real- how to format the Content. The team
information in [any way,
arranged
ized the enormity of this undertaking," considered converting the pages to they'd have to reacquire certain copysaid Larry Lux, senior vice president and Adobe Acrobat PDF or coding the text rights. So they reproduced tbe Content
managing director at National Geo- in HTML, but it decided against both in such a \vay that consumers can't cut
graphic Interactive, a for-profit division Options, according to Tom Stanton, and paste information.
National Geographic Interactive vice
of the National Geographic Society.
Although they said they wanted to
president of operations. Copyright was
See ARCHIVES, !page 11 •
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Birds of paradise. This cover from September 1995 is one
of more than 190,000 pages scanned.
2,000 pages
day. Every
ssed the irna Panasonic
clearing the
e next day's
ts of CDs: a
es that was
ncorporated
.cornpressed

evelopment
aintain the
mages and

limit the number of CDs.
"We didn't know how many discs
most people could deal with," he said.
Apparently, 31 isn't too many.National Geographic has sold 300,000 of
the $150 CD-ROM sets since the package was released in the fall of 1997,
making it the best-selling reference
product in North America, according
to Lux. (A $199 four-disc DVD version, not included in these figures, was
released this fall.) Yearly updates are
available on disc. National Geographic
hopes that by the end of 1999, customers will be able to download updates from the Internet. ro
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Heidelberg sues Adobe'

Heidelberger Druck~laschi~enAG ofHeldel-. '
berg. Germany. recently sued?anjose,_.:<,;,
. .Callf-based t\~qbe Systems 1~~.;,al,le~ip~,;;;iM
patentinfringement. The patent. \'IhICh;,,<;
Heidelberg acquired when it merged \'lith' .
Linotype-Hell AG. covers color retouching. In '
a statement. Heidelberg said the complaint
was filed in an effort to defend itstechno-.
logical developments and "is not meant as
anoffensive move against Adobe perse.",
Peter Dyson, online editor at Seyboldpubli:
cations ofMedia, Penn.. said the technology""
in question isused byAdobe's Photoshop>,'
image editing software and "would affect any'
developer with a color retouching package.""
Adobe said it believes the casehasnO
---- .__me(itand,intends to.vlqorouslv def.endJtsdfL"

FontXpress 4.0 collects
fonts faster, squashes bugs
!!i'l j;;;t;liJ Morrison SoftDesignthis month,
Ii!t". '.'&1./ refreshed itsutility for colieeting ,
fonts from Quar!<XPressdocuments.
FontXpress for Macintosh 4.0 will coliect
PostScript fonts more quicklybecause it no
.Ionger searches entire storage volumes.

Morris~n,s~,id·T~e.,upda~e, also~x.e$ i,~~()'I11.~_
patibiliti~s,withMac qS8.0·s Appe~~ance -;
Manager and EasyOpen'contro! panels. '

Version ,4~O's prepress error (h~c~irig .is
nowjn sync with XPress4.0. the company

sai~; the,software. noJo!1ger reports error
messages that are·fr~~l.evant in ~r~ess 4.0.
A ~ingle-use(copy of Fo~i:xpress4.0has
··a street priceof $70; asite iicens~.jS$3S0 ...

Upda\e~are free\Or~gisteredF9ntXpress .'

,·,u~e~s.,.A.Wind9Wsv~r~J6n is .due,i,n january,
:?"'"':"'--::""::; .~ C"'.' "';:' :;I':::"'~j~>:-:,-: '. ::",:,;,~,':':;";':':"

,)",::;,';,'.,:,

Mor:ri.5()~, ~()r~De~i~})r-C~~~?t.t~:::::,:'::;':

.N:C:.I~"t (?04j5~?:3?B9"'''(B9P)5B3.

"2917; ·Mvw.mor:tisoUsoitde~i~.coIn~'
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llY DANIEL DREW TURNER

rIf·) 'ir. , Extensis this week pulled
!!ffi7iJ!J the veil off PhotoGraphics
l.0, irs plug-in that adds vector drawing and text handling features to
Adobe Photoshop 4.x and later. Set to .
ship on Jan. 25 for Mac as and Windows 9S, 9lraii,rNT,-PhotoGraph,cswill COSt $150, Extensis said.
Ted Alspach, Extensis senior product

~

text along a path
or object.

marketing manager, said that PhotoGraphics was conceived not to replace

few simple tasks, such as placing text

who find themselves launching drawing applications in order to complete a

retains all its text layout and effects
functions, with additions such as

along a path.
Adobe IIIumator or Macromedia Free.
PhotoGraphics grew out of Extensis'
Hand, but more as a workflow system
for graphic designers using Photoshop . PhotoText plug-in, Alspach said, and

m~·_·

super- and subscript.

·_. _"· · · ·. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The Vector drawing tools in PhotoGraphics are intentionally reminiscent
of Illustrator's, Alspach said, complete
with Illustrator-like keyboard shortcuts. Artists will be able to use Bezier
curves to create vector shapes and to

_

See PHOTO GRAPHICS, page 10'

National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for CD
Society scans its archives
for digital consumption
rxun
With their bold yellow spines, striking
photography and magnificent maps,
BY ERIC A.

the contents of every issue since its

1888 inception on a set of CD-ROMs.
More than 190,000 pages and 109
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Setting up base camp
The National Geogtaphic
Society, based in Washington, D.C., decided in 1995

"

to archive its magazine Content as a resource' for students .and educators. Na-

tional Geographic sought
a product that would be
as faithful to the print
product as possible, withOut any extraneous bells
and whistles.
"\Ve were not going to in-

years of history are reproduced and in-

troduce video or delete any Man abouttown. larry lux led the effortto digitize

dexed in The Complete National Geographic, including every article, photo-

content," Lux said. "\Ve more than 100 years of National Geographic magaZines.
knew that we couldn't improve the print version of the magazine."
One of the first tasks was deciding the primary concern: Stanton said

graph, page map and advertisement.

"We code-named this project 'Evetest,' partially because we had not realized the enormity of this undettaking,"

12.14.98

.

Photoshop plug·in from
Extensis offers vector
draWing, text handling

lie dusty in thousands of attics, too
cherished to be thrown away. Now the
National Geographic Society has
brought its archives to life by putting
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National Geographic magazines are
collector's items in many homes; stacks

8•

Q

\"
"

said Larry Lux, senior vice president and
managing director at National Geo-

how to format the Content. The team
considered convettlng the pages to
Adobe Acrobat PDF.ot coding the text
in HTML, but it decided against both

graphic Interactive, a for-profit division
of the National Geographic Society.

options, according to To61 Stanton,
National Geographic Inte~active vice

president of opetations. Copyright was

team members feared that if they re-

arranged information in any way,
they'd have to reacquire certain copy-

rights. So they reproduced the Content
in such a \vay that consumers can't cut
and paste information.
Although (hey said they wanted to
See ARCHIVES, page 11,..

Dooro~firn~
that information into a searchable
index using its CD Author DevelopContinued from page 8
ment System, manuaUy indexing the
include everything in the bound maga- magazine's advertisements as well.
zines, they soon realized it wasn't feasiNational-Geographic and Dataware
ble to include the many two-sided gate- chose Document Automation Developfold maps because the scanning process ment of Overland Park, Kan., to scan
was too complex.
the magazine's pages. That company's
propriety software, DocuTrak, indexes
Beginning the ascent
and tracks .images and information,
In August 1996, National Geographic which helps automate the workflow.
commissioned Dataware Technologies of
For internal quality control, DAD inCambridge, Mass., to design a familiar dexed each page it scanned, entering
and easy-to-use interface for the product. the page number, volume and year into
"OUf focus group testing told us that
a database; identifying whether content
people wanted to be able to use this· was editorial or advertising; and noting
product without having to read any where editorial ended and ads began.
manuals," Lux said;
DAD worked from three sets of magEach disc's opening screen displays azines: a master and two backups. Two
thumbnails of the magazine covers; sets also went to Dataware. Short on
clicking on a cover opens the table of some issues, Lux's staff canvassed
contents for that issue.
garage _sales and used. bookstores, and
Indexing was the next decision. Lux contacted individual collectors to acand his associates said. they .ruled out quire missing copies.
using OCR to generate full text searches.
.DAD used Hewlett-Packard Scan]et
"We didn't think the value would 4C scanners; DocuTrak automatically
justify the resources to put it into prompted the scanner operator .to place
place," he said.
the correct page on the glass. The comNational Geographic had long in-. pany added two manual levels of qualdexed its issues for internal purposes, ity control: Each day, staff members
so much of the search data, such as ar- checked the previous day's work to
ticle titles, dates and photographers,' make sure- all the pages were scanned.
was available. Dataware incorporated Later they checked the CDs and com-

Archives

•

oil

VVhen it comes to printing:

•

~

~.

..

Variable Data
Variable Images
Booklets
Impositions
Printer Marks
M ...... i_llnc:::

I

pared the scanned images
with the original pages.
Color correction was
modest. National Geographic wanted to replicate
the original look of each
page as closely as possible.
If originals were saturated
or washed out, the image
was kept that way. If a page
was printed off-center in the
magazine, it was scanned
off-center. Older issues with
damaged covers were electronically restored by copy- Birds of paradise. This cover from September1995 isone
ing and pasting from others of more than 190,000 pages scanned.
in Adobe Photoshop,
A year's issues - about 2,000 pages limit the number of CDs.
"\Xle didn't know how many discs
- 'were scanned each day. Every
evening, DocuTrak compressed the im- most people could deal with," he said.
Apparently, 31 isn't too many. .Naages and moved the files to a Panasonic
CD-ROM burning station, clearing the tional Geographic has sold 300,000 of
Windows N1 server for the next day's the $150 CD-ROM sets since the packinput. DAD burned two sets of <::Ds: a age was released in the fall of 1997,
set containing JPEG images that was making it the best-selling reference
sent to Dataware to be incorporated product in North America, according
into the product, and a noncompressed to Lux. (A $199 four-disc DVD version, not included in these figures, was
backup disc.
released this fall.) Yearly updates are
available
on disc. National Geographic
Reaching the summit
Lux said he and his development hopes that by the end of 1999, cuspartners struggled to maintain the tomers will be able to download upquality of rhe scanned images and dates from the Internet. III
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Heidelberg sues Adobe
Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG of Heidelhem; Germany..recentlySU~~;?<lnJo~~~
(alif.-based AdobeSystemsInc., aileging
patent infringement. The patent, which
Heidelberg acquiredwhen it merged with
Linotype-Hell AG, coverscolor retouching. In
a statement, Heidelberg said the complaint
was filed in an effort to defend its technological developrnentsand ris' not rneant,as

BY DANIEL DREW TURNER

1IIr'~" if!f£liJ Extcnsis this week puU::d
II1II\* ..,""-/ the veil off PhotoGraplucs

J::£liJ Morrison$oftDesign thismont~

1III;i' "'''Nq refreshed its utility forcollectinq ,
fonts frorn Quarkxl'ress ~ocu'ments."" '
FontXpress for Macintpsh 4.0 willcoilect
Po~tScript fonts more qlJi~kly because i~,n()
longer searches entire storaqevoIulJ1es.,,
Morrison said. The'update,alsOfixe~,:inc?m~
patibilities with Mac as 8.0'5 Appearance
Manaqerand Easy Open control panels,
Version 4.0·s prepress,erro~c~e,ckingi~:
now in syncwith XPress 4.0, the company.
said; the software no lonqerreports error
messages that are irreJeval1tin,XPress4.0;
Asingie-usercopy ofFontXpress4.0 has
a street price of $70; a site ltcense is$3?0.
Updates are free to registered FontXpress
users. A Windowsv~rsionjs due in January:
Morrison SoftDesign orCharlotte~
N.C., is at (704) 597·3789 ?r(800) 583,
2917; www.morrisonsortdesign.c~Dl'

PhotoAlto ships eolleetfons
IIIr'q

';;,'J£l1JUNIX'

Stock image company
'PhotoAito this month
released five new CD-ROMs depicting
business and nature themes." " " ' , ' , 0 , '.
The CDs, $299 each, are Building Indus'
try.'Panoramic Landscapes. andBusiness'
and Teamwork. each from james Hardy;
Children's life from Corlrme Malet;and
Symbols & Signs from Isabelie Rozeribaurn..
Compatiblewith Mac as, Windows,Sun
Soiaris and irix, each CD contains 120.
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Photoshop plug-in from
Extensis offers vector
drawing, text handling

Peter Dyson, online editorat Seyboid Publications of Media, Penn., saidthe technology
inquestion isused byAdobe's Photoshop
imageediting software and "would affectany
developer with a coiorretouching package."
Adobesaid it believes the casehas no
merit and intendsto vigorously defend itself,

lIIr'~q

..

PhotoGraphics 1.0 exp

an'offensivemove.aqalnstAdobeper se,"

FontXpress 4.0 collects, .
fonts faster, squashesbllgs
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1.0, its plug-in that adds vector drawing and text handling features to
Adobe Photoshop 4.x and later. Set to
ship on Jan. 25 for Mac as and Windows 95, 98 and NT, PhotoGraphics
will cost $150, Extensis said.
Ted Alspach, Extensis senior product
marketing manager, said that Photo- few simple tasks, such as placing text
Graphics was conceived not to replace along a path.
Adobe Illustrator or Macromedia FreePhotoGraphics grew out of Extensis'
Hand, but more asa workflow system , Photo'Iext plug-in, Alspach said, and
for graphic designers using Photoshop retains all its text layout and effects
who find themselves launching draw- functions, with additions such as
ing applications in order to complete a super- and subscript.
~
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National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for CD
Society scans its archives
for digital consumption
BY ERIC A. TAUB

With their bold yellow spines, striking
photography and magnificent maps,
National Geographic magazines are
collector's items in many homes; stacks
lie dusty in thousands of attics, too
cherished to be thrown away, Now the
National Geographic Society has
brought its archives to life by putting
the contents of every issue since its
1888 inception on a set of CD-ROMs.
More than 190,000 pages and 109
years of history are reproduced and indexed jn The cpUJD'cte Noriana' G eo

The vector
Graphics are
of Illustrator'
with Illustra
cuts. Artists
curves to ere

1

See PHC

pacKage.
Adobe said it believes the case has no

meritand intends to vigorously defend itself,

FontXpress 4.0 collects
fonts faster, squashes bugs

"",1' ,£'47:81
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Morrjso~~oftD:.sign,this'ITI()~th

refreshed Its utility for collecting

fonts from Quark)(Press documents.

FontXpress for Macintosh 4.0 will collect
PostScript fonts more quickly because it no
longer searches entire. storage volumes,
rvl9rri~()n said, 1heypda,te. also D~~,~ .i~Sqrn.~

patibilitieswith Mac as 8.0's Appearance

Mana.gerand, Easy•• Opencontrolpanels.
Version 4.0'spr~press errorc~ec~ing,is
now ln sync with XPress4.0. the,company
sai9; the software. no longer reports ~rror
messaqes thet are lrrelevantln ,XPress, 4.0.
Aslnqle-usercopy, ~~X0rltxwess4~Rhi3~
astre~tprice pf$70;asite Ji~~ns~,is:~350.
ypd,i3t~1.arefree ,~()t~gisFe\ed .ForltXpr~ss

users~,:~,\lYin?()~~,yt;!?iO~,is.:<:I:tJ}'in)~nuafY.
:M~~JilSl:)ftD~~~:,C)f'~~~~C)~t:!~

-ancfplace'and

Adobe Photoshop 4.x and later. Set to
ship on Jan. 25 for Mac OS and Windows 95, 98 and NT, PhotoGraphics
will cost $150, Extensis said.
Ted Alspach, Extensis senior product
marketing manager, said that Photo- few simple tasks, such as placing text
Graphics was conceived not to replace along a path.
Adobe Illustrator or Macromedia FreePhotoGraphics grew out of Extensis'
Hand, but more as a workflow system . PhotoText plug-in, Alspach said, and
for graphic designers using Photoshop retains all its text layout and effects
who find themselves launching draw- functions, with additions such as
ing applications in order to complete a super- and subscript.
an~···m.m
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PhotoAlto ships collections
IIt!J ,;!.';;t:1Jt .' _. " Stock image company
llII!fl' ·"mtJ UNIX· PhotoAltothis month
released five new CD-ROMs depicting

busi ness and,nat~re:,rhefll€s.:-'·'.'i }:.';:::,:::~~.:(_ ' ' '

The CDs, $299 each, are Building Indus-

try, Panora micl~r1dsca pes, alld.,BlI?J n~5~
a ndTeaffl\ft,'9 r~,e.a .ch,fr() rT1Ja tTI~s.H%c:fY;_

Chil~f"~r1Os'life f~om C9rilJ~e. Mal~t;an?,::/.

Symbols & Signs from Isabelle Rozenbaum.
Compatible with Mac as. Windows, Sun
Sclarls erid lrix, eachCDcontains.120
imag~~,(exceptf()r~anor~rnicLa~dscapes.

which has 50). The A4-size images, in
300-dpi and 75-dpi resolutions, are ]pEG
files in RGB mode, the company said.
Phil's Fonts Inc; of SUver Spring. Md.-.
the U.S. distributor of Pards-baaed
PhotoAlto (www.photoalto.com). is at
(301)

879~0601

or (800) 424~2977;

www.philsfontl!i.com.
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The vector drawing tools in PhotoGraphics are intentionally reminiscent
of Illustrator's, Alspach said, complete
with Illustrator-like keyboard shortcuts. Artists will be able to use Bezier
curves to create vector shapes and to
See PHOTOGRAPHICS, page 10 ...

National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for CD
Society scans its archives
for digital consumption

N.C., is at (704) 597-3789 or (800) 5832917;WWW'DlorrisollSoftdel!i~gn'c()Dl'

format multiple
blocks of
text along a path
or object.

BY ERIC A. TAUB

With their bold yellow spines, striking
photography and magnificent maps,
National Geographic magazines are
collector's items in many homes; stacks
lie dusty in thousands of attics, too
cherished to be thrown away. Now the
National Geographic Society has
brought its archives to life by putting
the contents of every issue since its
1888 inception on a set of CD-ROMs.
More than 190,000 pages and 109
years of history are reproduced and indexed in The Complete National Geographic, including every article, photograph, page map and advertisement.
"We code-named this project 'Everest,'parrially because we had not realized the enormity of this undertaking,"
said Larry Lux, senior vice president and
managing director at National Ceographic Interactive;' afor-profirdivision
of the National Geographic Society.

Setting up base camp
The National Geographic
Society, based in Washington, D.C., decided in 1995
to archive its magazine content as a resource' for students and educators. National Geographic sought
a product that would be
as faithful to the print
product as possible, without any extraneous bells
and whistles.
"We were not going to introduce video or delete any Manabout town. larry lux led the effort to digitize
content," Lux said. "We more than 100 years of National Geographic magazines.
knew that we couldn't improve the print version of the magazine." the primary concern: Stanton said
One of the first tasks was deciding team members· feared that if they rehow to format the content. The team arranged information in any way,
considered converting the pages to they'd have to reacquire certain copyAdobe Acrobat PDF or coding the text rights. So they reproduced the content
in HTML, but it decided against both in such a way that consumers can't cut
options, according to Tom Stanton, and paste information.
National Geographic Interactive vice
Although they said they wanted to
president of operations. Copyright was
See ARCHIVES, page 11 ..
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Archives

that information into a searchable
index using its CD Author DevelopContinued from page 8
ment System, manually indexing the
include everything in the bound maga- magazine's advertisements as well.
zines, they soon realized it wasn't feasiNational Geographic and Daraware
ble to include the many two-sided gate- chose Document Automation Developfold maps because the scanning process ment of Overland Park, Kan., to scan
was too complex.
the magazine's pages. That company's
propriety software, DocuTrak, indexes
Beginning the ascent
and tracks images and information,
In August 1996, National Geographic which helps automate the workflow.
commissioned Dataware Technologies of
For internal quality control, DAD inCambridge, Mass., to design a familiar dexed each page it scanned, entering
and easy-ro-use interface for the product. the page number,volume and year into
"OUf focus group testing told us that a database; identifying whether content
people wanted to be able to use this was editorial or advertising; and noting
product without having to read any where editorial ended and ads began.
manuals," Lux said.
DAD worked from three sets of magEach disc's opening screen displays azines: a master and two backups. Two
thumbnails of the magazine covers; sets also went to Dataware. Short on
clicking on a cover opens the table of some issues, Lux's staff canvassed
contents for that issue.
garage .salesandused. bookstores, and
Indexing was the next decision. Lux contacted individual collectors to acand his associates said they ruled out quire missing copies.
using OCR to generate full text searches.
DAD used Hewlett-Packard Scan]et
"We didn't think the value would 4C scanners; DocuTrak automatically
justify the resources to put it into prompted the scanner operator to place
place," he said.
the correct page on the glass. The comNational Geographic had long in- panyadded two manual levels of qualdexed irs issues for internal purposes, ity control: Each day, staff members
so much of the search data, such as ar- checked the previous day's work to
ticle titles, dates and photographers,' make sure all. the pages were scanned.
was available. Dataware incorporated Later they checked the CDs and com-
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When it comes to printing:
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Variable Data
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pared the scanned images
with the original pages.
Color correction was
modest. National Geographic wanted to replicate
the original look of each
page as closely as possible.
If originals were saturated
or washed out, the image
was kept that way. If a page
was printed off-center in the
magazine, it was scanned
off-center. Older issues with
damaged covers were electronically restored by copy- Birds of paradise. Thiscover from September 1995 is one
ing and pasting from others of more than 190,000 pages scanned.
in Adobe Photoshop.
A year's issues - about 2,000 pages limit the number of CDs.
- were scanned each day. Every
"We didn't know how many discs
evening, DocuTrak compressed the im- most people could deal with," he said.
ages and moved the files to a Panasonic
Apparently, 31 isn't too many.NaCD-ROM burning station, clearing the tional Geographic has sold 300,000 of
Windows NT server for the next day's the $150 CD-ROM sets since the packinput. DAD burned two sets of CDs: a age was released in the fall of 1997,
set containing JPEG images that was making it the best-selling reference
sent to Da ta ware to be incorpora ted product in North America, according
into the product, and a noncompressed to Lux. (A $199 four-disc DVD verbackup disc.
sion, not included in these figures, Was
released this fall.) Yearly updates are
Reaching the summit
available on disc. National Geographic
Lux said he and his development hopes that by the end of 1999, cuspartners struggled to maintain the tomers will be able to download upquality of the scanned images and dates from the Internet. m
-'''''':'
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amaged covers were eleconically restored by copy- Birds of paradise. This cover from September 1995 is one
g and pasting from others of more than 190,000 pagesscahned.
Adobe Photoshop.
A year's issues - about 2,000 pages limit the number of CDs.
were scanned each day. Every
"We didn't know how many discs
ening, DocuTrak compressed the im- most people could deal with," he said.
ges and moved the files to a Panasonic
Apparently, 31 isn't too many.NaD-ROM burning station, clearing the tional Geographic has sold 300,000 of
T7indows NT server for the next day's the $150 CD-ROM sets since the packput. DAD burned two sets of CDs: a age was released in the fall of 1997,
t containing JPEG images that was making it the best-selling reference
nt to Dataware to be incorporated product in North America, according
to the product, and a noncompressed to Lux. (A $199 four-disc DVD verackup disc.
sion, not included in these figures, was
released this fall.) Yearly updates are
eaching the summit'
available on disc. National Geographic
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Adobe said it believes the case has no

meritand intends to vigorously defend itself,

FontXpress 4.0 collects
fonts faster, squashes bugs
1lPf·;'j £':::ClJJ Morrison SoftDesignthis month
~2fi!ii&l.J refreshed its utility for coll,~ctjng

fonts from QuarkX~n~ss docu~ents~,,:,:

FontXpress for Macintosh 4.0 wiil coliect
PostScript fonts more quickly because it no
.Ionger searches entire storage volumes.
Morrlsonsald, I~e ,ppda,te al?o.fjxe,s,}~~()rTI.~'.

patibilities with Mac as 8.0's Appearance

rvIanager'and EasYOp~f1 control,pane.ls.
Vefsion4,0's prepress .err()f chec.king}s
now In sync witryXPres? 4.0, the company
sai~;thesoftwa~~.n().longerreports ~fror
messages.that. C1 re,irrele\la.nt i f1 :?<pre55~4 ~ o.
,I) single-usercopy.?f 'F()f1tXp~e.!iS;4.9;h~s
a~tr~:~price.of-.$?q;,a:::.sjrelis~,!,",:s~,is.~~,SQ.

lJp~.~t.~s.C1refr~~_~p'"m9i5~~r~d,:F?ntXpr~5s
~,~~g::,,~:•.Y",in9grr,~:;xef:N6:? ,i,7,;.,9:,~,~:,i,~.,JCI?~,~:,~.~;
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__ n

;:M:°rfi~.?~.,f3~!~Il·~'~~~i~f:,P~#i~~:~:~'-C;i:\,' :~
2917;. www.morrisons~ft4esJ~
..c~)):JJ.'-

BY ERIC A. TAUB

cOllecti~~s
~~~~~~Tt~gt~i~o;~~tt

With their bold yellow spines, striking
PhotoAltoships
photography and magnificent maps,
National Geographic magazines are
l!iR; JIIl!X"
.' . collector's items in many homes; stacks
. released five new CD-ROMs depictini( ...
lie dusty in thousands of attics, too
bUSiri;~5s:.~.n d·~~~'~9r~:'~p:e:M.¢5:;; . :';::";;:Lt,':;J~F:·:~;,.,/y;.;::; cherished to be thrown away. Now the
The CDs, $299 each, are BUilding Indus-. . National Geographic Society has
try, .~~rl?ramic:L'~'.~'dscape~; .• ~ ~?,B.~?}ne~~:f':(~::
brought its archives to life by putting
and Teamwork. each from James Hardy;... '
the contents of every issue since its
Children's Life from Corinne Malet; and '. ,.'
1888 inception on a set of CD-ROMs.
Symbols & Signs from I",belle Rozenbaurn.
More than 190,000 pages and 109
Compatible with Mac as. Windows, Sun.
years
of history are reproduced and inSol~ris ,and Irix.-.each,C[).contains120
dexed
in The Complete National Geoimages (except for Panorarntc Landscapes,
graphic, including every article, photowhich has 50). The A4-size images, in
graph, page map and advertisement.
30D-dp; and 75-dpi resolutions, are JPEG
files in RGB mode, the company said.
"\Ve code-named this project 'Everest,' partially because we had not realPhil's Fonts Inc. of Silver Spring, Md.,
the U.S. distributor of Paris~based
ized the enormity of this undertaking,"
PhotoAlto (WW-W.photoalto.comJ, is at
said Larry Lux, senior vice president and
(301) 879-0601 or (800) 424-2977;
managing director at National Geowww.philsfonts.com.
graphicInteractive, a for-profit division
of the National Geographic Society.
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and place and

format multiple
blocks of
text along a path
or object.
The vector drawing tools in PhotoGraphics are intentionally reminiscent
of llIustrator's, Alspach said, complete
with Illustrator-Iike keyboard shortcuts. Artists will be able to use Bezier
curves to create vector shapes and to
See PHOTO GRAPHICS, page 10 ...
..

National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for CD
Society scans its archives
for digital consumption

'N'~~:''-'~~.:~t, ~~q::""j-:,5~iT~7~~:~~:'(~()(??,:~83~

~~

Adobe Photoshop 4.x and later. Set to
ship On Jan. 25 for Mac as and Windows 95, 98 and NT, PhotoGraphics
will Cost $150, Extensis said.
Ted Alspach, Extensis senior product
marketing manager, said that Photo- few simple tasks, such as placing text
Graphics was conceived not to replace along a path.
Adobe Illustrator or Macromedia FreePhotoGraphics grew out of Exrensis'
Hand, but more as a workflow system . PhotoText plug-in, Alspach said, and
for graphic designers using Photoshop retains all its text layout and effects
who find themselves launching draw- functions, with additions such as
ing applications in order to complete a super- and subscript.
~
_ ,.•..•..........•...•... ,
.
.

Setting up base camp
The National Geographic
Society, based in Washington, D.C., decided in 1995
to archive its magazine content as a resource- for students and educators. National Geographic sought
a product that would be
as faithful to the print
product as possible, without any extraneous bells
and whistles.
"We were not going to introduce video or delete any Man about town. Larry Lux led the effort to digitize
content," Lux said. "We more than 100 years of National Geographic magazines.
knew that we couldn't improve the print version of the magazine." the primary concern: Stanton' said
One of the first tasks was deciding team members feared that if they rehow to format the content. The team arranged information in any way,
considered converting the pages to they'd have to reacquire certain copyAdobe Acrobat PDF or coding the text rights. So they reproduced the content
in HTML, but it decided against both in such a way that consumers can't cut
options, according to Tom Stanton, and paste information.
Nat16rtalGeographic Interactive vice
Although they said they wanted to
president of operations. Copyright was
See ARCHIVES, page 11 ...
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Heidelberg sues Adobe
Heidelberger Druckrnaschinen AG of Heidelberg, Germany, recently sued~an J9s~,
.
Calif..:basedfldo~e SystellJs!%,~ljegi9~h;'f
patent infrlnqernent.The patent.which .'

Heideiberg acquired whenit merged with:.
linotype-Hell AG, covers colorretouching. In
a statement. Heidelberg said the complaint

was filed inan effortto defend itstechnological developments 'and "isnot meant as
an offensive move against Adobe per se~~",
Peter Dyson, online editor at Seybold Publi-\
cations of Media, Penn., saidthetechnology
In question Is used by Adcbe'sPhotoshop ..
Image editing software and "would affect any."
developer with a color retouching packaqe,". .
Adobe said it believes the case has no.. '.,
meritand intends to vigorouslyd~f~9dits~lf,

FontXpress 4.0 eolleets
font~ fast.er~ •. squashlls~~I?i~).
/!!i;~ MOrrisonSoftD~.sign tbis.mo~t.b,;.

l!Jl

.: "C'
refreshed Its utlhtyfor':9n~.Stlng
. fonts from QuarkXPress documents.'. "/,'
FontXpress for Macintosh 4.0 willcollect'
PostScript fontsl1)ore quickiy becay~~itr9
.Ionqer searches entire st()~a9~,yolur"Tui~;\~?:':,,:
Morrison said, Theupdate also fixe~_jrlcorm~:(
patlbllltieswith Mac as 8.0's Appearance.
Manager and Easy Opencontrol panels.
Version 4.0's prepress error che~kIng_is:/_,
now insync with XPress 4.0,'the company
said;the software no lonqer reports error
messages that are irrelevant in XPress,4.0,:
Asingle-user copyof FontXpress 4.0 has
a street price of $70;a site license is $350.
Updatesare free to registered Font)(press','
users. A Windows version is due in january;'

•

-';',""

Morrison SoftDesignof' Clt~lotte;,~ .:,.:';:,i.:
N.C., is at ('1'04) 59'1'-3'1'89 or (8QO) 5832917; www.morrisonsoftdesign;colll.;:\,:;

PhotoAlto ships eolleettons

~J i:ti7iS

~~:~~~~gt~i~°rrilt~t

,UNIX!
.
released five newCD·ROMs depicting
business and nature themes.-,:::.,--,-",,-,::,,:::;:
The CDs, $299 each, are Buildingin.du;;•. '.
try, Panoramic landscapes.and,,~usine~s::-i}':::':-'
and Teamwork, each from James Hardy; iCc
Children's life from Corinne Malet;~nd,,<,.
Symbols & Signs from Isabelle Rozenbaurn.i
Compatible withMac as, Windows,Sun· '
Solaris and Irix, each CD contains 120.
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PhotoGraphics 1.0 ex
Photoshop plug-in from
Extensis offers vector
drawing, text handling
BY DANIEL DREW TURNER

IItm

Extensis this week pulled
the veil off PhotoGraphics
1.0, its plug-in that adds vector drawing and text handling features to
Adobe Phoroshop 4.x and later. Set to
ship on Jan. 25 for Mac as and Windows 95, 98 and NT, PhotoGraphics
will cost $150, Extensis said.
Ted Alspach, Extcnsis senior product
marketing managel; said that Photo- few simple tasks, such as placing text
Graphics was conceived not to replace along a path.
Adobe Illustrator or Macromedia FreePhotoGraphics grew out of Extensis'
Hand, but more asa workflow system . PhotoText plug-in, Alspach said, and
for graphic designers using Photoshop retains all its text layout and effects
who find themselves launching draw- functions, with additions such as
ing applications in order to complete a super- and subscript.
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National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for CD
Society scans its archives
for digitalconsumption
BY ERIC A. TAUB

With their bold yellow spines, striking
photography and magnificent maps,
National Geographic magazines are
collector's items in many homes; stacks
lie dusty in thousands of attics, too
cherished -to be thrown away. Now the
National Geographic Society has
brought its archives to life by putting
the contents of every issue sinee its
1888 inception on a set of CD-ROMs.
More than 190,000 pages and 109
years of history are reproduced and inri -'··~t! G
!
b7
Ie

Setting up base camp
The National Geographic
Society, based in Washington, D.C., decided in 1995
to archive its magazine content as a resource for students and educators. National Geographic soLIght
a product that. would be
as faithful to the print
product as possible, without any extraneous bells
and whistles.
"We were not going to introduce video or delete any Man about town, larry lux I
content," Lux said. "We more than 100 years of Nati
!
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D[ffiro~fim~
that information into a searchable
index using its CD Author DevelopContinued from page 8
ment System, manually indexing the
include everything in the bound maga- magazine's advertisements as well.
zines, they soon realized it wasn't feasiNational" Geographic and Dataware
ble to include the many two-sided gate- chose Document Automation Developfold maps because the scanning process ment of Overland. Park, Kan., to scan
the magazine's pages. That company's
was too complex.
propriety software, DocuTrak, indexes
Beginning the ascent
and tracks .images and information,
In August 1996, National Geographic which helps automate the workflow.
For internal quality control, DAD incommissioned Dataware Technologies of
Cambridge, Mass., to design a familiar dexed each page it scanned, entering
and easy-to-use interface for the product. the page number, volume and year into
"Our focus group testing told us that a database; identifying whether content
people wanted to be able ro use this was editorial or advertising; and noting
product without having to read any where editorial endedand ads began.
manuals,": Lux said;
DAD worked from three sets of magEach disc's opening screen displays azines: a master and two backups. Two
thumbnails of the magazine covers; sets also went to Dataware. Short on
clicking on a cover opens the table of some issues, Lux's staff canvassed
garage sales and used, bookstores, and
contents for that issue.
Indexing was the next decision. Lux contacted individual collectors· to acand his associates said they ruled out quire missing copies.
using OCR to generate full text searches.
DAD used Hewlett-Packard Scan]et
"We didn't think the value would 4C scanners; DocuTrak automatically
justify the resources to put it into prompted the scanner operator to place
place," he said.
the correct page on the glass. The comNational Geographic had long in-. pany added two manual levels of qualdexed its issues for internal purposes, ity control: Each day, staff members
so much of the search data, such as ar- checked the previous day's work to
ticle titles, dates and photographers,' make sure all the pages were scanned.
was available. Dataware incorporated Later they checked the CDs and com-
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pared ..the scanned images
with the original pages.
Color correction was
modest. National Geographic wanted to replicate
the original look of each
page as closely as possible.
If originals were saturated
or washed out, the image
was kept that way. If a page
was printed off-center in the
magazine, it was scanned
off-center. Older issues with
damaged covers were electronically restored by copy- Birds of paradise. This cover from September .19$5.1s()ne
ing and pasting from others of more than 190,000 pages scanned.
in Adobe Phoroshop,
A year's issues ~ about 2,000 pages limit the number of CDs.
were scanned each day. Every
"We didn't know how marry discs
evening, DocuTrak compressed the im- most people could deal with," he said.
ages and moved the files to a Panasonic
Apparently, 31 isn't too many. NaCD-R011 burning station, clearing the tional Geographic has sold 300,000 of
Windo\vs NT server for the next day's the $150 CD-ROM sets since the packinpur. DAD burned two sets of CDs: a age was released in the fall of 1997,
set containing JPEG images that was making it the best-selling reference
sent to Dataware to be incorporated product in North America, according
into the product, and a noncompressed to Lux. (A $199 four-disc DVD verbackup disc.
sion, not included in these figures, was
released this fall.) Yearly updates are
Reaching the summit
available on disc. National Geographic
Lux said he and his development hopes that by the end of 1999, cuspartners struggled to maintain the tomers will be able to download upquality of the scanned images and dates from the Internet. til
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Heidelberg sues Adobe
Heidelberger Druckruaschlncn AG of Heldolberg. Germany,recently sued SanJose,

CaUL·based Adobe SystemsJ~c.,,_allc9ing:,~ .. ,
patent infringement. Thepatent, which,"
Heidelberg acquired when it mergedwith,
linotype-Hell AG. covers colorretouching. In
iI statement. Heidelberg said the complaint
was filedin an effort to defend its techno-

logical developments and "isnot meantas
an offensive moveagainstAdobe per se."
PeterDyson, online editorat Seybold PUbJi~
cations ofMedia, Penn., said the technology
inquestion isused byAdobe's Photoshop.'..'
image editing sof,tware and "would affect<my
developer with iI color retouching pack<lgc,"
Adobe said it believes the case has no
meritandintends to VjQOfOUS!Y defend. itself:

FontXpress 4.0 collects
fonts faster, squashes bugs
rd',j

~;

!,~"':I;D Morrison SoftDesign this month

refreshed itsutility forcollecting
fonts from Quar!<XPress documents.
Foruxpress for Macintosh 4.0 will collect
PostScript fonts more quickly because it no
longersearches entirestoragevolumes.
Morrison said.The,update also fixe,si~com:
patibiJities,with Mac OS ,8.0'5 Appe~rance .
Manager and Easy Opencontrolpanels,
VerSion 4.0'5 Prepress errcr checking .is
nowinsyncwithXPress 4.0, the company
said; the softwareno longerreportserror
messagesthat are irrelevant in xrress 4.0.
Asingle-user copyof FontXpress 4.0 has
a street price of $70;a site license is pSO.
Updates are freeto registeredFontXpress
users.A Win,do"',svers.ion isd.~~ injanuilry.
':;"J.iJ.,J

MorrlsonSorme~j~ orChariott~,

·N.C., is at (704)597~3789 or (800) 583.
2917;· ,\~Vl.v.m~rris;~~OftdCSign;.COJ;lI.,

Phot()Alt~Ships.COl1E~cti~~s
W\1

~,

A~T.D r . ;'.Sto~k imagecomp"a'ny :,'

·",IoiJ../, ,~NJl· PhotoAlto this month
released five ne'wCD'R()Ms d~.pictin~::.,::
business and nature' themes:.,.. , :',",','-:::"::':
TheCDs. $299each,are BUilding'Jn?~s':'
try,Panoramklandscapes, and Busine~s
andTeamwork,'each from James Har~y; ,.
Children's life from Corinne Malet; endr">
Symbols & Signs from Isabelle Rozenb~um.
Compatible with,Mac as, Windows, Sun
Solaris and lrix, eachCD contains120
images(exceptfor Panoramic landscapes,
which has SO). TheAe-slzc images, in
30Q.dpi and 7S-dpi resolutions, areJPEG
files in RGB mode. the company said.

PhU's Pouts Inc. of Silver Spring, Md.,
the us. distributor of Paris.based
PhotoAlto (www.Photoalto.cOlll). Is at
(301) 879·0601 or (800) 424.2977;
www.phlIsronts.com.
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PhotoGraphics 1.0 eXI
Photoshop plug-in from
Extensis offers vector
draWing, text handling
llY DANIEL DREW 'runrnm
rr/' /"". Extcnsis this week pulled
~~ 'iiliFj the veil off PhoroSraphlcs
1.0, its plug-in that adds vector drawing and text handling features to
Adobe l'hotoshop 4.x uud later. Set to
ship all Jan. 25 for Mac as and Willcrows 95, ;)1) and" NT; Photo Graphics
will COst $150, Extensk said.
text along a path
Ted Alspach, Extensis senior product
or object,
marketing manager, said that Photo.
Graphics was conceived not to replace few simple tasks, such as placing rcxr
The vector drawing tools in Photoalong a path.
Adobe Illustrator or Macromedia Free.
Graphics are intentionally reminiscent
grew
our
of
Exrcnsis'
PhotoGraphics
Hand, but more as a workflow system
of Illustrator's, Alspach said, complete
for graphic designers using Photoshop , PhotoText plug-in, Alspach said, and with Illustrator-like keyboard shortretains
all
its
text
layout
and
effects
who find themselves launching drawcuts, Artists will be able to usc Bezier
ing applications in or~er to complete a functions, with additions such as curves to create vector shapes and to
super- and subscript.
See PHOTO GRAPHICS, page 10)0
~illt... ,1
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National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for CD

...................................·..·..·····.... ..._.m......__......
~

Society scans its archives
for digital consu111ption

Sctthlg up base camp
The National Geographic
Society, based in WashingBY ERIC A. TAU))
ton, D.C., dcCided in 1995
With their bold yellow spines, striking
to archive its magazine can.
photography and magnificent maps,
National Geographic magazines arc reur as a resource for stucollector's irems in many homes; stacks dents and educators. Nalie dusty in thousands of attics, too tional Geographic sought
cherished to be thrown away. Now the a product. that would be
National Geographic Society has as faithful to the print
brought its archives to life by putting producr as. possible) withthe COntents of every issue since its OUt any extraneous bells
and whistles.
1838 inception on a set of CD~ROMs,
"We were not going to inMore than 190,000 pages and 109
years of history arc reproduced and in- troduce video or'delcte any MilO. about town,larry tux led the effortto digitize
dexed in The Complete National Geo- content," Lux said. "We more than 100years of National Geographic magaZines.
graphic, including every article, photo. knew th<lt we couldn't improve the print version of the magazine."
graph, page map and advertisement.
One of the first tasks was deciding the primary concern: Srnnton said
"\'{fC code·named this project 'Everhow
to format the COntent. The ream team members feared that if they reest,' panialJy because we had not realarranged illformation in any way,
ized the enormity of this undertaking," considered convening the Pages to
they'd have to reacquire certain copy,
Acrobat
PDF
or
coding
the
text
Adobe
said Larry L1IX, senior vice president and
rights. So they reproduced the conrcnr
managing director ,H National Geo- in J-lTML, but lr decided ngninst both
in such a way that Consumers can'r cur
graphic Interactive, a for-profit division Options, accordin'g. to Tom Stanton, and paste information.
National Geographic Interactive vice
of the National Geographic Socicty.
Although they said they wanted to
president of opcrations. Copyright was

See ARCHIVES, Ilage 11
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fi lJLQJ ro ~ Dffi~
that information into a searchable
index using its CD Author DevelopContinued from page 8
ment System, manually indexing the
include everything in the bound maga- magazine's advertisements as well.
zines, they soon realized it wasn't feasiNational- Geographic and Dataware
ble ro include the many two-sided gate- chose Document Automation Developfold maps because the scanning process ment of Overland Park, Kan., to scan
was' toO complex.
the magazine's pages. That company's
propriety software. DocuTrak, indexes
Beginning the ascent
and tracks images and information,
In August 1996, National Geographic which helps automate the workflow.
For internal quality control, DAD incommissioned Daraware Technologies of
Cambridge, Mass., to design a familiar dexed each page it scanned, entering
and easy-ro-use interface for the product. the page number, volume and year into
"Our focus group testing told us that a database; identifying whether content
people, wenred to be able' to use this . was editorial or advertising; and noting
produce without having to read' any where editorial endedand ads began.
manuals," Lux said,
DAD worked from three sets of magEach disc's' opening screen displays azines: a master and (\\'0 backups. Two
thumbnails .of the magazine covers; sets also went to Daraware. Short on
clicking on a cover opens' the table of some issues, Lux's staff canvassed
contents for that issue.
garage sales and used, bookstores, and
Indexing was the next decision. Lux contacted individual collectors to acand his, associates said they ruled om quire missing copies.
using OCR to generate full text searches.
'DAD used -Hewlerr-Packard Scanjec
"\X'e didn't think the value would 4C scanners; Docu'Trak automatically
justify the resources to put it into prompted the scanner operator to place
the correct page on the glass. The cornplace." he said.
National Ceographic had long in-. pany added two manual levels of qualdexed its issues for internal purposes, ity control. Each day, staff members
so muchof the search data, such as ar- checked the previous day's work to
ticle tides, dates and photographers,· make sure all the pages were scanned.
was available. Daraware incorporated Later they checked the CDs and. com-

Archives

•

~
~.

Variable Data
Variable Images
Booklets
Impositions
Printer Marks
4

Mrrlf·i_lln.<::::

pared the scanned images
with the original pages.
Color correction was
modest. National Geegraphic wanted to replicate
[he original look of each
page as closely as possible.
If originals 'were saturated
or washed out, the image
was kept that way. If a page
was printed off-center in the
magazine, it was scanned
off-center. Older issues with
damaged covers were elecrronicelly restored by copy- Birdsof paradise. This cover from September 1995 is one
ing and pasting from others of more than 190,000 pages scanned.
.
in Adobe Phoroshop.
A year's issues - about 2,000 pages limit the number of CDs.
"We didn't know how many discs
- were scanned each day. Every
evening, Docu'Trak compressed the im- most people could deal with," he said.
Apparently, 31 isn't too many.Na·
ages and moved [he files to a Panasonic
CD-ROM burning station, dearing the tional Geographic has sold 300,000 of
Windo'vs Nf server for the next day's the $150 CD·ROM sets since the packinput. DAD burned two sets of CDs: a age was released in the fall of 1997,
set containing lpEG images that was making it the best-selling reference
sent to Deraware to be Incorporated product in North America, according
into the product, and a noncompressed to Lux. (A $199 four-disc DVD version, not included in these figures, was
backup disc.
released this Iall.) .Yearly updates are
available on disc. National Geographic
Reaching the summit
Lux said he and his development hopes rhar by the end of 1999, cuspartners strugglediro maintain the comers will be able to download upquality of the scanned images and dares from the Internet. m
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Heidelberger DruckrnaschinenAq of Heldel-.
berg,Germany, recently sued.?an jose,
Calif.-based Adobe SysteJTIs IryS.nlllegjryg.,",
patent infringement. The patent, WhiCh'::.>';'
Heidelberg acquired when It merged with': .
Linotype-Hell AG, covers colorretouching. In
a statement, Heidelberg said the complaint
was filed in an effortto defend itstechnological developments and "isnot meant as
an offensive move against Adobeper se.t,
PeterDyson, online editorat Seybold Publi;
cations of Media, Penn., said. the technology.·.
inquestion isused byAdobe·sPhotoshop.· ...
image editing software andvwould affect ~ny
developer witha colorretouchIng p'a:ckag~_.~,;
Adobe said it believes the .ease has no
meritand intends tovigoro~slydefenditsel(.'

FontXpress 4,0 collects
fonts faster, squashes bugs

~ t7!i/iIJ ~~:;~~:~~~f~~i~~o~h~~I~~~~~

fontsfrom QuarkXPress documents.
FontXpress for Macintosh 4.0 will collect
PostScript fonts more quickly because it no
longer searches 'entire storage volumes.
Morrison said. The update alsofixes incompatibilities with Mac OS 8.0's Appearance"
Managerand Easy Open control panels.
Version 4,0'5 prepresserror c~ec~:ingis
now insync with Xr'ress 4.0',the company
said; the software,n?lollg7r report~:~rror

messages that are irrelevant in XPress 4.0.
Asingle-user copy of FontXpress 4.0 has
street price of $70; a site license is $350.
Up~~t~~,ar~ fr~e,!?'rfgj~~er~ci~?ntXpr~ss

u.se(S,.;A,.,"Yin,:d;?:~\~.&t~;i,~nI~.,?~G·}g J~,U.~Nt

MO~f,~:?~.S~r.~D,~l'i,~.-8,f"q~~~.P~~~~J:,'~',./,

N:C., is at (704) 597-3789 or (800) 583291'7;. www.m()rrisonso~tdesign.;cO;,m.

PhotoAlto ships cOllectio:s
releasedfive new CD-ROMs depicting'
busiDe,s5:: ~n qfla't~t~tbe rl),~S:,"":,::L'>7~"::, '" ;r~'
TheCDs, $299 each, are Building lridus-"" ".'try, .P~,~or~m,ic Lardscapes; .~~.~:,BLJ~ip~~'~::·:::f:>
and Teamwork, each fromJames Hardy;. "
Children's Life from Corinne Malet; and· .
Symbols & Signsfrom Isabelle Rozenbaum.
Compatible with Mac OS. Windows, Sun"
Solaris and Irix, each CD contains 120
images(except forPanoramicLandscapes,
which has 50). The A4-size images, in
300-dpi and 75-dpiresolutions, are JPEG
files in RGB mode, the companysaid.
Phil's Fonts Inc. of Silver Spring, Md.•
the U.S. distributor of Paris-based
PhotoAlto (www.photoalto.com). is at
(301) 879-0601 or (800) 424-2977;
www.philsfonts.com.
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PhotoGraphies 1.0 ex
Photoshop plug-in from
Extensis offers vector
drawing, text handling
BY DANIEL DREW TURNER

11II\1

.i?!!Cl!J Extensis this week pulled

IiIl"' "'''"4 the veil off PhotoGraphics
1.0, its plug-in that adds vector drawing and text handling features to
Adobe Photoshop 4.x and later. Set to
ship on Jan. 25 for Mac as and Windows <J5, ss and' NT, PhoioGraphlcs
will Cost $150, Extensis said.
Ted Alspach, Extensis senior product
marketing manager, said that Photo- few simple tasks, such as placing text
Graphics was conceived not to replace along a path.
Adobe Illustrator or Macromedia FreePhotoGraphics grew out of Extensis'
Hand, but more as a workflow system . PhotoText plug-in, Alspach said, and
for graphic designers using Photos hop retains all its text Iayour and. effects
who find themselves launching draw- functions, with additions such as
ing applications in order to complete a super- and subscript.
~._mm

.

The vector drawing tools in PhotoGraphics are intentionally reminiscent
of Illustrator's, Alspach said, complete
with Illustrator-like keyboard shortcuts. Artists will be able to use Bezier
curves to create vector shapes and to
See PHOTO GRAPHICS, page 10 ~
.

.

National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for CD
Society scans its archives
for digital consumption
BY ERIC A. TAUB

With their bold yellow spines, striking
photography and magnificent maps,
National Geographic magazines are
collector's items in many homes; stacks
lie dusty in thousands of attics, too
cherished to be thrown away. Now the
National Geographic Society has
brought its archives to Jife by putting
the contents of every issue since its
1888 inception on a set of CD-ROMs.
More than 190,000 pages and 109
years of history are reproduced and indexed in The Complete National Geographic, including every article, photograph, page map and advertisement.
"We code-named this project 'Everest: partially because we had not realized the enormity of this undertaking,"
said Larry Lux, seniorvice president and
managing .director at 'National Geographic Interactive, a for-profit division
of the National Geographic Society.

Setting up base camp
The National Geographic
Society, based in Washington, D.C., decided in 1995
to archive its magazine content as a resource' for students and educators. National Geographic sought
a product that would be
as faithful to the print
product as possible, without any extraneous bells
and whistles.
"We were not going to introduce video or delete any Man about town. Larry Lux led the effort to digitize
content," Lux said. "We more than 100years of National Geographic magazines.
knew that we couldn't improve the print version of the magazine. " the primary concern: Stanton said
One of the first tasks was deciding team members feared that if they rehow to format the content. The team arranged information in any way,
considered converting the pages to they'd have to reacquire certain copyAdobe Acrobat PDF or coding the text rights. So they reproduced the content
in HTML, but it decided against both in such a way that consumers can't cut
options, according to Tom Stanton, and paste information.
National Geographic Interactive vice
Although they said they wanted to
president of operations. Copyright was
See ARCHIVES, page 11 •
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lIeidelbcl'g sues Adobe
HeidelbergerDruckrnaschinen AG of Heidel-

berg,Germany, recently sued SanJose,
Callt-based Adobe Systemslryc.".aUcging, ., ,,:
patentinfringement. Thepatent.which -. "Heidelberg acquired when it merged with, .
Linotype-Hell AG. Covers colorretouching. In
n statement. Heidelberg said the complaint
was filed in an effort to defend its techno-

logical developments and "isnot meant as
an offensive move ilgainstAdobe per se.~
Peter Dyson,' online editorat Seybold Publi~

cations ofMedia, Penn., said the technology
inquestion isusedbyAdobe'S Phctoshop ,
image editing software and "would affect <IllY
developer with a color retouching p<lckagc.".
Adobesaidit believes the casehas no
meritand intends to vloorouslv defenditself.

FontXpress 4.0 collects
fonts faster, squashes bugs
W'j :t;;:1:1:1 Morrison SoftDesign thismonth
.t=:t:'. "";Jr!4;f refreshed its utihty forcollecting
fonts from QuarkX.Press documents.
Fontxpress for Macintosh 4.0 will collect
PastScript fonts more quickly becauseit no
longersearchesentirestorage volumes.
Morrison said.Theupdate else fixes:incom~
patibilities,with Mac OS ·8.0's Appc'ara'nce .
Manager and Easy Opencontrol panels.
Version 4.0'sprepresserror checking ,is
nowin syncwithXPress 4.0. the company
said;the software. no longerreports error
messagesthat are irrelevant inXPress 4.0.
Asingle-user copyof FontXpress 4.0 has
a street priceof 570;a site license is.$350.
Updates are freeto registeredFontXpress
users.A Win,~o~sver~,ion is d~~Jrla.~uary.

MOlTj~0:'l SOftDe~j~ ,of G~ari()~te.
N.C:; 1s: at (704j.5l)7~378nor'(800)583_

2917; ,www.JIlo.t:risO~Oft~es~gn:e9J;U\

PhotoAl t9:ihiPscoP.~cti~,p.~.

l!iq £~~Cn r" ;::Sto~kjm'agec~mpa~y:::.·
iSf~'" .'''~.-l.,f: ,~NJX:'PhotoAlto thlsrnonth

reiea~ed five n'eWCD-ROMs d,epicti~~:;::.'::;,;
business and nature themes: " :'::::>"::,~.':,':'::';
TheCDs', $299 each. are BUildinglndu,s,:try. PanoramkLandscapes, and 8usin~"s,s~
and Teamwork,' each from James H~rdY;.·
Childr.en's Ufe from Corinne Malet; end,=,:':.
Symbols & Signs fromIsabelle Rozenbaum.
Compatible withMac as. Windows. Sun
Solaris and lrix, each CO contains 120
images(exceptfor Panoramic landscapes.
which has 50). TheA4-size images, in
300-dpi and 75·dpiresolutions. are jPEG
files in RGB mode. the company said.
PhH's Fonts Inc. of Silver Spring. Md .•
the U.S. tlistrlbutor of Paris-based
PhotoAlto (www.photoll.1to.eOJIl). is at
(301) 679-0601 or (800) 424-2977;

ww,v.phllsfonts.com.
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PhotoGraphics 1.0 eXI
Photoshop plug-in from
Extensis offers vector
drawing, text handling
BY DANIEL DREW TURNER

W:"'"

~U

Extcnsis this week pulled

ikif7i/!j the veil off Phoro'Sraphics

1.0, its plug-in that adds vector drawing and text handling features to
Adobe Phoroshop-l.x and later. Set to
ship on Jan. 25 for Mac
and Wincrows 95, n and' NT, PhotoGraphics
will COSt $150, Extensis said.
Ted Alspach, Exrcnsis senior product
marketing manager, said that PhotoGraphics was conceived not to replace
Adobe Illustrator or Macromedia FreeHand, but more as a workflow system
for graphic designers using Photoshop
who find themselves launching drawing applications in or?cr to complete a
~a¥~
··-·M.M _
M.•.M.•.._.•

as

,)11Wr..

text along a path
or object.
few simple tasks, such as placing text
The vector drawing tools. in Photoalong a path•
Graphics are intentionally reminiscent
l)hotoGrnphics grew out of Extcnsk'
. Phoro'Icxr plug-in, Alspach said, and of Illustrator's, Alspach said, complete
keyboard shortwith IIlustrator
retnins all its text layout and effects
functions, with additions such as cuts. Artists will be able to usc Bczier
Curves to create Vector shapes and to
super- and subscript.
Sec PHOTOGRAPHlCS, !Jage 10)0
Mlikc·

National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for CD
Society scans its archives

for digital consumption
BY ERIC A. TAUD

With their bold yellow spines, striking
photography 'and . . magnificent maps,
National Geographic magazines arc
collector's items in many homes; stacks
lie dusty in thousands of attics, too
cherished to be thrown away. Now the
National Geographic Society has
brought its archives to Jifeby putting
the Contents of every issue, since its
1388 inception on a-set of CD-ROMs.
More than 190,000 pages and 109
years of history arc'rcproduccd and indexed in The Complete National Ceographic, including e~ery article, photograph, page map and advertisement.
"We code-named.this project 'Everest,' pnrtinfly because we,hadnot real.
ized the enormity ofthis undertaking,"
said Larry-Lux,senior vicepresident and
managing director at Natiol1a! Ge6graphic Interactive, a' [or-profit division
oUhe National Geogr<lphicSocicty.

,>c
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Setting up base camp
The. National Geographic
Society, based in Washingtall, D.C., decided in 1995
to archive its magazine content as a reSOurce' for studenrs end .educators. National Geographic sought
a productehat would . be
as faithful; to. the print
product as possible, withalit any ·extr3neousbells
and whistles.
"We were nor going to introduce video or delete any
contenr," Lux said. "We Man about town. Larry Lux ledthe effort to digitize
knew that we couldn't im- marc than 100 yearsof National Geographic magilzines.
prove the prim version of the magazine."
One of the first. tasks was deciding the primary concern: .Stanton .said
how to format the' conrcnr. The team team members fcared that if they rec~nsidered, converting the pages, to arranged information •in any way,
AdobeAcrobat PDF or coding the text they'd have to rcacqllirc certain copyin HTML, 'bur: it decided,against bcrh rights. So they reproduced the Content
options, accClrding to Tom Stamon, in such away that consu:merscan't cut
and paste information.
National GC9£raphic Interactive vice
Although they said they wanted to
presidemof operations. Copyright was
See ARCHIVES, page 11 )0
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Dl.Q..iU @J{~~D rn~
that information into a searchable
index using its CD Author DevelopContinued from page 8
ment System, manually indexing the
include everything in the bound maga- magazine's advertisements as well.
zines, they soon realized it wasn't feasiNational" Geographic and Dataware
ble to include the many two-sided gate- chose Document Automation Developfold maps because the scanning process ment of Overland Park, Kan., to scan
was too complex.
the magazine's pages. That company's
propriety software, Docu'Irak, indexes
Beginning the ascent
and tracks images and information,
lit August 1996, National Geographic which helps automate the workflow.
For internal quality control, DAD incommissioned Dataware Technologies of
Cambridge, Mass., to design a familiar dexed each page it scanned, entering
and easy-to-use interface for the product. the page number, volume and year into
"Our focus group testing told us that a database; identifying whether content
people wanted to be able to use this· was editorial or advertising; and noting
product without having, to read any whereeditorial endedand ads began.
manuals," Lux said;
DAD worked from three sets of magEach disc's opening screen displays azines: a master and two backups. Two
thumbnails of the" magazine covers; sets also went to Dataware. Short on
clicking on a cover opensthe table of some issues, Lux's staff canvassed
contents for that issue.
garage .seles and used. bookstores, and
Indexing was, the next decision. Lux contacted individual collectors to acand his, associates said they ruled out quire missing copies.
.DAD. used. Hewlett-Packard Scanjer
using OCR to generate full text searches.
"We didn't think the' value would 4C scanners; DocuTrak automatically
justify the resources to put it into prompted the scanner operator to place
place," he said.
the correct page on the glass. The cornNational Geographic had long in-. pany added two manual levels of qualde~e:1,its,i~sue~fori l1tern al p uJ:poses, ity cCHltrol:.Each day, .staff members
so D1uchol the sear,ch data,su~~asa~- che~ke~, the pre~ious day's work to
~icle_ titles, dates, and- photographers,· make mre·~lr thel'age~we,re. sC<l,nrJe~~,
\'i:'ls availatHe:-'Dafi\vareii1corpori'fed-'-- "Larei-meYchecke:atne 'CDs-a-nd c'onl-'

Archives

pared the scanned images
with the original pages.
Color correction was
modest. National Ceographic wanted to replicare
the original look of each
page as closely as possible.
If originals were saturated
or washed out, the image
was kept that way. If a page
was printed off-eenter in the
magazine, it was scanned
off-center. Older issues with
damaged covers were electronically restored by copy- Blrdsof paradise. This cover from September 1995 is one
ing and pasting from others of more than 190,000 pages scanned.
in, Adobe Photoshop;
.
A year's issues - about 2,000 pages limit the number of CDs.
- were scanned each day. Every
"\X'e didn't know how many discs
evening, DocuTrak compressed the im- most people could deal with," he said.
Apparently, 31 isn't too many..Naages and moved the files to a Panascnic
CD-ROM burning station, clearing the tional Geographic has sold 300,000 of
Windows N! server for the next day's the $150 CD-ROM sets since the packinput. DAD burned two sets of CDs: a age was released in the fall of 1997,
set containing JPEG images that. was making it the best-selling reference
sent to Dataware to be, incorporated product in North America, according
into the product, and a noncompressed to Lux. (A $199 four-disc DVD version, not included in these figures, was
backup disc.
released this fall.) .Yearly updates are
Reaching the summit
available on disc. National Geographic
Lux said he and his· development hopes that by the end of 1999, cuspartners struggled to maintain the tomers will be able to download upqua'\lty o{thescanned images and dates from the Internet. rn
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PhotoGraphies 1.Oexl
Photoshop plug-in from
[xtensis offers vector
drawing, text handling
BY DANIEL DREW TURNER

rU',"'~","·

~

FontXpress 4.0 collects

fonts fast~r, squashes bugs
m";{ .::Z7r.:D

Morrison $oftDesign, this month

1.0, its plug-in that adds vector drawing and text handling features to
Adobc Photoshop 4.x and later. Set to
ship on Jan. 25 for Mac OS and Win~
dews 95. 98 ana NT, PhmoGraphics
will Cost S150, Extensis said.
Ted Alspach. Extcnsis senior product

text along a path
or object.

~. t,,:u.;;q refreshed its utility forcollecting

marketing manager, said that PhotoGraphics was conceived not to replace

longer searches entire storage volumes.

Adobe Illustrator or Macromedia Free]>hotoGraphics grew out of Exrensis'
Hand, but more as a workflow system -. PhotoText plug-in, Alspach said, and
for graphic designers using Photoshop rerains all its text layout and effects
who find themselves launching draw- functions, with additions such as
ing applications in order to complete a super- and subscript.

fonts from Quar!<XPress documents.
FontXpress forMacintosh 4.0 wHl collect
PostScript fonts more quickly because it no
Morrisons.aid. The,upda,te. also fjxeslncompatibilities,With Mac()S 8.0's Appearance Manager and EasyOpen','control panels.
Version4,O's'prepresserror checking,is
now in sync with Xrress 4.0, the company
said; the software ,no longer reports error
messages that are irrelevant in',Xpress 4.0,
Asingle-user copy of Fontxpress 4.0 has
a street price Of, $70;'a site li.cens~js ssso,
Updates are free toregistered FontXpiess
.,user~~ ,~Wind()~s,'yefs,io,n,is,du~,il) l~?uary.
MOl:r;~o~'s~rtI),~'si~ .o.rCh~l~tt~~:: ::
,N;C;; i~ at' (704j,597~37B9or'(Booi~B3.
"29.1?;

:~vw.,m9r.rl~()~ortdcs1gn,.CCl~"

~ll?tOAlt~sl1ips• col}e:~i~.:S

I!f~ i7;;~t;DiONJX.Sto;kimage (0nip,oy.·

"tcOf.",'-'u...:L.1: -,"-:"~,:::~,:PhotoAlto thism,on~;~,:'

, refea~~dfiv~ new qiR{)Ms ,~,~pictin'g'}§,,;::( "
business and nature',themes:"':<'<:i::;_'\"-:"'"":",,
The'CDs', $'299 each, areB~ading,_i~~~us:;L:i"
try, Pal)oramic,Landscapes,' and BU~iry~~~..:::;:,"~
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National Geographic scans
acentury of issues for CD
Society scans its archives
for digital consumption
BY ERIC A, TAUB

With their bold yellow spines, striking
photography and magnificent maps,
National Geographic magazines are
coUector's items in many homes; stacks
lie dusty in thousands of attics, too
cherished to be thrown away. Now the
National Geographic Society has
brought its archives to life by putting
rhe COntents of every issue since irs
1888 inception on a set of CD~ROMs.
More than 190,000 pages and 109
years of history are reproduced and Indexed in The Complete National Geegraphic, including 'every article. photo w
graph, page map and advertisement,
"We code·named this prcjecr 'Ever- .
est,' partially because we had not realized the enormity of this undertaking,"
said Larry Lux, senior vice president and
managing director at National Geographic Interactive, a fOt-profit division
of the National Geographic Society.
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The vector drawing tools in PhotoGraphics arc intentionally reminiscent
of Illustrator's, Alspach said, complete
with lIlustrator-like keyboard shortCUts. Artists will he able to use Bezicr
Curves to create vector shapes and to
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Setting up base camp
The National Geographic
Society, based in \Y'ashingw
ton, D.C., decided in 1995
to archive its magazine content as a resource' for srudents .and educiuors. National Geographic sought
a product that would be
as faithful to the print
product as possible, withour any extraneous bells
and whistles.
"We were not going to introduce video or delete any
Content," Lux said. lIWe Manabout town. larry Lux led the effort to digitize
knew that we couldn't im- more than lOa years of National Geographic magazines.
prove the print version of the magazine."
the primary Concern: Stanton said
One of the first tasks Was deciding
how to format the COntent. The team team members feared that if they reconsidered converting the pages to arranged information in any way,
Adobe Acrobat PDF or coding the text they'd have to reacquire certain copyrights. So they reproduced the Content
in HTML, but it decided against both
in
such a way that consumers can't cut
options. according to Tom Stancon,
and paste information.
National Geographic Intetactivc vice
Although they said they wanted to
president of operations. Copyright was
See ARCHIVES, page 11 ~

that information into a searchable
pared the scanned images
index
using its CD Aurhor Develop,
Coutitmed from page 8
with the original pages. rnent System, manually indexing the
include everything in the bound magaColor correction was
magazine's advertisements as well.
zines, they soon realized ii:wasn't feasimodest. National CeoNational Geographic and Dataware
ble to include the many two-sided gategraphic wanted to replicate
chose Document Automation Developfold maps because the scanning process
the original look of each
ment
of
Overland
Park,
Kan.,
to
scan
was too complex.
page as closely as possible.
the magazine's pages. That company's
If originals were saturated
propriety
software,
DocuTrak,
indexes
Beginning the ascent
or washed out, the image
and tracks images and information,
In August 1996, National Geographic
was kept that way. If a page
which helps automate the workflow.
commissioned Dataware Technologies of
was printed off-center in the
For internal quality control, DAD inCambridge, Mass., to design a familiar
magazine, it was scanned
and easy-ro-use interface for the product. dexed each page it scanned, entering off-center. Older issues with
the page number, volume and year into
"Our focus group testing told us that
damaged covers were elec- .
a database; identifying whether COntent
people wanted to be able to use this
tronically
restored by copy- Birds of paradise. Thiscover from September 1995 is one
was editorial or advertising; and noting
product without having to read any
ing and pasting from others of more than 190.000 pages scanned.
where
editorial
ended
and
ads
began.
manuals," Lux said.
[n Adobe Phoroshop.
DAD worked from three sets of mag.
Each disc's opening screen displays
A year's issues - about 2,000 pages
azines: a master and two backups. Two
limit the number of CDs.
thumbnails of the magazine covers;
were scanned each day. Every
sets also went to Datawan-, Shorr on "We didn't know how many discs
clicking on a cover opens the table of
evening, DocuTrak compressed the imsome issues, Lux's staff canvassed
most people could deal with," he said.
COntents for that issue.
ages and moved the files to a Panasonic
Apparently, 31 isn't too many. NaIndexing was the next decision. Lux garage sales and used. bookstores, and CD-RQ.M burning station, clearing the
contacted individual collectors to actional Geographic has sold 300,000 of
and his associares said they ruled out
Windows NT server for the next day's
quire missing copies.
using OCR to generate fuU text searches.
input. DAD burned two sets of CDs: a the $150 CDwROM sets since the packDAD used Hewlett~Packard Scanjet
age was released in the fall of 1997,
"We didn't think the' value would
4C scanners; DocuTrak automatically set containing JPEG images that was making it the best-selling reference
justify the resources to put it inca
sent
to
Dataware
to
be
incorp'orated
prompted the scanner operator to place
product in North America) according
place," he said.
the correct page on the glass. The com- into the product, and a noncompressed to Lux. (A $199 four-disc DVD verNational Geographic had long in-.
backup disc.
pany added two manual levels of qualsion, not included in these figures, was
dexed its issues for internal purposes,
ity
control: Each day. staff members
released this fall.) Yearly. updates are
so much of the search data, such as arReaching the Summit
checked the previous day's work to
ticle titles, dares and photographers,.
Lux said he and his development available on disc. National Geographic
was available. Dataware incorporated make sure all the pages were scanned. partners struggled to maintain the hopes that by the end of 1999, cusLater they checked the CDs and comquality of the scanned images and tamers will be able to download updates from the Internet. m
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Dtill ill ~fiffi~
that information into a searchable
index using its CD Author DevelopContinued from page 8
ment System, manually indexing the
include everything in the bound maga- magazine's advertisements as well.
zines, they soon realized it wasn't feasiNational Geographic and Dataware
ble to ind ude the many two-sided gate- chose Document Automation Developfold maps because the scanning process ment of Overland Park, Kan., to scan
was too complex.
the magazine's pages. That company's
propriety. software, DocuTrak, indexes
and tracks images and information,
Beginning the ascent
In August 1996, National Geographic which helps automate the workflow.
commissioned Dataware Technologies of
For internal quality control, DAD inCambridge,Mass., to .design a familiar dexed each page it scanned, entering
and easy-to-use interface for the product.
the page number, volume and year into
"Our focus group testing told us that a database; identifying whether content
people wanted to be able to use this was editorial or advertising; and noting
product without having to read any where editorial ended and ads began.
manuals," Lux said.
DAD worked from three sets of magEach disc's opening screen displays azines: a master and two backups. Two
thumbnails of the magazine covers; sets also went to Dataware, Short on
clicking on a cover-opens the table of some issues, Lux's staff canvassed
contents for that issue.
garage sales and used -bookstores, and
Indexing was the next decision. Lux contacted individual collectors to acand his associates said they ruled out quire missing copies.
using OCR to generate full text searches.
DAD used Hewlett-Packard Scan]et
"We didn't think the value would 4C scanners; DocuTrak automatically
justify the resources to put it into prompted the scanner operator to place
place," he said.
the correct page on the glass. The comNational Geographic had long in- pany added two manual levels of qualdexed .its issues for internal purposes, ity control: Each day, staff members
so much ofthe search data, such-as ar- checkedv thevprevious day's work to
ticle- tides, .dates andphorographers,' make sure all the pages were scanned.
was available. Dataware incorporated Later they checked the CDs and com-
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pared the scanned images
with the original pages.
Color correction was
modest. National Geographic wanted to replicate
the original look of each
page as closely as possible.
If originals were saturated
or washed out, the image
was kept that way. If a page
was printed off-center in the
magazine, it was scanned
off-center. Older issues with
damaged covers were electronically restored by copy- Birds of paradise. This coverfrom September1995 is one
ing and pasting from others of more than 190,000 pages scanned.
in Adobe Photoshop.
A year's issues - about 2,000 pages limit the number of CDs.
"We didn't know how many discs
were scanned each day. Every
evening, DocuTrak compressed the im- most people could deal with," he said.
Apparently, 31 isn't too many. Naages and moved the files to a Panascnic
CD-ROM burning station, dearing the tional Geographic has sold 300,000 of
Windows NT server for the next day's the $150 CD-ROM sets since the packinput. DAD burned two sets of CDs: a age was released in the fall of 1997,
set containing JPEG images that was making it the best-selling reference
sent to Dataware to be incorporated product in North America, according
into the product, and a noncompressed to Lux. (A $199 four-disc DVD version, not included in these figures, was
backup disc.
released this fall.) Yearly updates are
available on disc. National Geographic
Reaching the summit
Lux said he and his development hopes that by the end of 1999, cuspartners struggled to maintain the tomers will be able to download upquality of the scanned images and dates from the Internet. ro
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Here is an almost instant report on LAW.COM about Jerry Greenberg's
Appeals Court hearing in Atlanta on Tuesday, Oct. 3, 2000.
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Case Could Alter Copyright Law for Internet, CD Use
R. Robin McDonald
Fulton County Daily Report
October 5, 2000

In a case that pits a freelance photographer against a publisher, an
11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals panel could redefine copyright law to
fit today's high-tech era.
A three-judge panel of Atlanta's 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals on
Tuesday heard oral arguments on whether the National Geographic
Society violated copyright law when it reproduced on CD-ROM disks a
series of magazines containing freelance photographer Jerry
Greenberg's photos without his permission. Greenberg v. Nationai
Geographic Society, No. 00-10510-C (11th Circ. Oct. 3, 2000).
The case is being watched closely by publishers. Kilpatrick Stockton
partner Joseph M. Beck has filed a "friend of the court" brief on behalf
of Gannett Co., The New York Times Co., Time Inc., the Times Mirror
Co., Hatchette Filipacchi Magazines, the Tribune Co., the Magazine
Publishers of America and the Newspaper Association of America. In
that brief, Beck claims a ruling favoring Greenberg "would seriously
diminish public access to a substantial portion of the historical record
compiied by this nation's magazines and newspapers."
The American Society of Photographers has countered with a brief on
Greenberg's behalf.
A district court judqe in Florida last year ruled that the National
Geographic Society's CD-ROM set had not infringed on Greenberg's
photo copyrights.
In oral arguments that lasted a nearly unprecedented 90 minutes
Tuesday, the judicial panel aggressively questioned opposing counsel
and laid out in often biunt language issues that are surfacing in
Internet
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and computer copyright suits across the country.
SIMILAR CASE BEFORE HIGH COURT
The Greenberg case is similar to a New York case pending before the
U.S. Supreme Court. In Tasini v. The New York Times, 206 F.3d 161,
(2nd Circ., Sept. 24,1999, amended Feb. 25, 2000) a 2nd Circuit panel
ruled last year that newspaper and magazine publishers must obtain
reprint permission from freelancers and other independent contractors
for works published on the Internet through electronic archives such as
Nexis.
The Atlanta panel included Judge Gerald B. Tjoflat, Chief Judge R.
Lanier Anderson III, and JUdge Stanley F. Birch Jr. Anderson was one of
two appeals court judges last year who revived a copyright
infringement suit against CBS by the family of Martin Luther King Jr. A
federal district court judge had ruled that King's "I Have A Dream"
speech was in the public domain. But Anderson penned the appeals
court opinion that King's copyright had not been forfeited. Birch is a
scholar of intellectual property law whose courthouse portrait depicts
him holding "Nimmer on Copyright," the definitive legal text on
copyright law.
Among the legal issues raised by the judges:
• Who owns publication rights-the freelancer or the publisher?-for a
medium that was not expressly included in a licensing agreement
because the medium did not exist at the time of the agreement.
• Is a publisher's reproduction, without alteration, of back magazine
issues on CD-ROM a simple compilation, equivalent to microfilm or
microfiche reproduction, which is allowed by copyright law?
• Does translating the published material to a new computer medium
and adding a separately copyrighted search engine that functions as an
index sufficiently alter the freelancer's work so that it is derivative
and,
thus, subject to copyright protection?
At stake are royalties that publishers could be forced to share with
freelancers whenever they reproduce and sell the freelancers' published
works. in merchandise designed for computer access.
Said Birch: "All this is about who gets the money, whether you
[publishers] can get the money. or have to share it with some author."
PHOTOGRAPHER'S CONTRACTS
Greenberg has been selling photos for publication in The National
Geographic since 1961. According to Greenberg's attorney, Norman
Davis of the Miami firm Steel Hector & Davis, the photographer's
contracts generally included a copyright clause stating that, after
publication, all rights to his photos reverted to him. In addition, in
1985, Greenberg wrote to the magazine, asking for a letter clarifying
his ownership of the rights to his published photos. The magazine's
attorney complied in a notarized letter reassigning the rights to
Greenberg's published photos to the photographer, Davis said.
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But in 1997, the National Geographic Society began selling a set of 30
CD-ROM disks containing 108 years of The National Geographic, which
included Greenberg's photos. Greenberg contended the society had no
right to republish his photos because they had reassigned the photo
rights to him and because the CD-ROM set was "a new derivative work"
protected by federal copyright law.
The CD-ROM set, in addition to containing reprints of each magazine
cover and contents, also included a video sequence of moving covers,
including one shot by Greenberg.
'A NEW ANTHOLOGY'
Greenberg's attorney argued in his appellate brief that the CD-ROM set
was "a new anthology" rather than a simple reprint. National
Geographic, Davis argued, retained the rights to reprint only copies of
.
the original magazine.
"Congress," he wrote, "did not intend to permit the inclusion of
previously pubiished freelance contributions -? such as the Greenberg
photographs --in a completely new anthology or in later collective
works not in the same series. The society cannot contend that The
Complete Geographic is a collective work in the same series as each
issue of the monthly magazine."
But defense attorney Robert Sugarman of the New York law firm Weil,
Gotshal & Manges argued that the reproduction, including revisions, of
the original publication are not a copyright infringement. In his
appellate brief, he argued that the CD-ROM library was no different
from bound volumes of The National Geographic or reproductions on
microfilm and microfiche.
"The difference in the medium is immateriai," he wrote. "The fact that
multiple issues of the magazine are included on one CD-ROM disk is
immaterial, just as the inclusion of more than one issue of the
magazine in a bound volume or on a roll of microfilm or microfiche is
immaterial.
The addition of tables of contents, introductions and advertisements is
immateriai, just as the addition of tables of contents and indices in
bound volumes, microfilm and microfiche is immaterial."
IS CD SET A REPRINT?
From the bench, JUdge Anderson searched for a distinction between
selling the CD· ROM set of National Geographics and simpiy selling
bound volumes of back issues, which Davis acknowledged did not
infringe Greenberg's copyright. And he pondered whether binding a
decade's worth of issues in a single volume was truly the same as
"binding" them on a computer disk.
"The question in my mind is whether reproduction in a computer format
constitutes a sufficient transformation," he said. "You say the medium
makes no difference. But here, the medium creates a new market."
Does the legal privilege that grants publishers certain reprint rights
extend to that new market, he asked.
Anderson also questioned whether a collective work refers to a single
8-10-00
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published issue or to the entire, historical body 01 the publication.
The
difference is key, he noted. II the entire back list 01 a publication is
considered a single "collective work" to which a Ireelance author,
illustrator or photographer contributed, copyright law may permit
reprints or revisions 01 muitiple issues in a single volume without
inlringement.
Said Davis: "Each magazine is a coliective work. The combined product
is
a dillerent collective work."
Anderson also asked at what point a revised edition 01 a collective work
might metamorphose into a new, derivative publication. Greenberg's
lawyer, the judge noted, argued that the National Geographic's
CD-ROM "is so changed it is more than a revision, it is a derivative
work. II you're wrong in that, you lose." But, Anderson added, "I think
you may be right on that."
Birch and Tjollat zeroed in on the details 01 the contracts between
Greenberg and The National Geographic and how clearly those
contracts spelled out the disposition 01 the photo copyrights.
"I don't see how anybody can decide this case without knowing what
the contract arrangements were," Tjollat complained, "They told us
nothing in the record that sets out the agreements."
And Birch noted that copyright law only comes into piay "il there's a
void, il the contract doesn't speak to it." II the licensing agreements
between a Ireelancer and a publisher do not include reproducing a
purchased work in a new medium or as a new product, "You lose," he
told Sugarman, the Nationai Geographic's attorney. "II the licensing
agreement doesn't contemplate it, you lose."
BIRCH: MEDIUM MAnERS
Birch also took issue with Sugarman's argument that the medium in
which a work was reproduced is irrelevant.
"II an author 01 a novel gives a license ... to a publisher to publish a
novel in hardback or in sottback, we're saying the medium doesn't
matter. A publisher can make a movie 01 it, too. 01 course not. The
medium matters in copyrights. One of the exclusive rights 01 the author
is to make a derivative work. II a CD-ROM constitutes a derivative
work, they [the National Geographic Society] are in violation 01 an
exclusive right 01 the author."
Like Anderson, Birch questioned whether the National Geographic's
CD-ROM set is really a compilation or whether the National Geographic
Society and Mindscape, which produced the CD-ROM set, are being
disingenuous in making that claim. Birch noted that both the society
and Mindscape secured new copyrights lor the set.
"What a CD-ROM set is really not analogous to is bound volumes," he
8-10-00
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said. "What you've got is a brand new work for a new medium for a
new market that was never contemplated by the parties or in the
licensing agreement. '" I suggest the author has exclusive right to
make derivative works. It is as piain as day to me this is a derivative
work, and the society has exercised a right it doesn't have."
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Case Could Alter Copyright Law for Internet, CD Use
R. Robin McDonald
Fulton County Daily Report
October 5, 2000

In a case that pits a freelance photographer against a publisher, an
11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals panel could redefine copyright law to
fit today's high-tech era.
A three-judge panel of Atlanta's 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals on
Tuesday heard oral arguments on whether the National Geographic
Society violated copyright law when it reproduced on CD-ROM disks a
series of magazines containing freelance photographer Jerry
Greenberg's photos without his permission. Greenberg v. National
Geographic Society, No. 00-1051 O-C (11th Circ. Oct. 3, 2000).
The case is being watched closely by publishers. Kilpatrick Stockton
partner Joseph M. Beck has filed a "friend of the court" brief on behalf
of Gannett Co., The New York Times Co., Time Inc., the Times Mirror
Co., Hatchette Fillpacchi MagaZines, the Tribune Co., the MagaZine
Publishers of America and the Newspaper Association of America. In
that brief, Beck claims a ruling favoring Greenberg "would seriously
diminish public access to a substantial portion of the historical record
compiled by this nation's magazines and newspapers."
The American Society of Photographers has countered with a brief on
Greenberg's behalf.
A district court [udqe in Florida last year ruled that the National
Geographic Society's CD-ROM set had not infringed on Greenberg's
photo copyrights.
In oral arguments that lasted a nearly unprecedented 90 minutes
Tuesday, the judicial panel aggressively questioned opposing counsel
and laid out in often blunt language issues that are surfacing in
Internet
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and computer copyright suits across the country.
SIMILAR CASE BEFORE HIGH COURT
The Greenberg case is similar to a New York case pending before the
U.S. Supreme Court. In Tasini v. The New York Times, 206 F.3d 161,
(2nd Circ., Sept. 24,1999, amended Feb. 25, 2000) a 2nd Circuit panel
ruled last year that newspaper and magazine publishers must obtain
reprint permission from freelancers and other independent contractors
for works published on the internet through electronic archives such as
Nexis.
The Atlanta panel included Judge Gerald B. Tjoflat, Chief Judge R.
Lanier Anderson Ill, and Judge Stanley F. Birch Jr. Anderson was one of
two appeals court judges last year who revived a copyright
infringement suit against CBS by the family of Martin Luther King Jr. A
federal district court judge had ruled that King's "I Have A Dream"
speech was in the public domain. But Anderson penned the appeals
court opinion that King's copyright had not been forfeited. Birch is a
schoiar of intellectual property law whose courthouse portrait depicts
him holding "Nimmer on Copyright," the definitive legal text on
copyright law.
Among the legal issues raised by the judges:
• Who owns publication rights-the freelancer or the pUblisher?-for a
medium that was not expressly included in a licensing agreement
because the medium did not exist at the time of the agreement.
• Is a publisher's reproduction, without alteration, of back magazine
issues on CD-ROM a simple compilation, equivalent to microfilm or
microfiche reproduction, which is allowed by copyright law?
• Does translating the published material to a new computer medium
and adding a separately copyrighted search engine that functions as an
index sufficiently alter the freelancer's work so that it is derivative
and,
thus, subject to copyright protection?
At stake are royalties that publishers could be forced to share with
freelancers whenever they reproduce and sell the freelancers' published
works in merchandise designed for computer access.
Said Birch: "All this is about who gets the money, whether you
[publishers] can get the money.or have to share it with some author."
PHOTOGRAPHER'S CONTRACTS
Greenberg has been selling photos for publication in The National
Geographic since 1961. According to Greenberg's attorney, Norman
Davis, of the Miami firm Steel Hector & Davis, the photographer's
contracts generally included a copyright clause stating that, after
publication, all rights to ,his photos reverted to him. In addition, in
1985, Greenberg wrote to the magazine, asking for a letter clarifying
his ownership of the rights to his published photos. The magazine's
attorney complied in a notarized letter reassigning the rights to
Greenberg's published photos to the photographer, Davis said.
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But in 1997, the National Geographic Society began selling a set of 30
CD-ROM disks containing 108 years of The National Geographic, which
included Greenberg's photos. Greenberg contended the society had no
right to republish his photos because they had reassigned the photo
rights to him and because the CD-ROM set was "a new derivative work"
protected by federal copyright law.
The CD-ROM set, in addition to containing reprints of each magazine
cover and contents, also included a video sequence of moving covers,
including one shot by Greenberg.
'A NEW ANTHOLOGY'
Greenberg's attorney argued in his appellate brief that the CD-ROM set
was "a new anthology" rather than a simple reprint. National
Geographic, Davis argued, retained the rights to reprint only copies of
the original magazine.
"Congress," he wrote, "did not intend to permit the inclusion of
previously published freelance contributions -? such as the Greenberg
photographs --in a completely new anthology or in later collective
works not in the same series. The society cannot contend that The
Complete Geographic is a collective work in the same series as each
issue of the monthly magazine."
But defense attorney Robert Sugarman of the New York law firm Weil,
Gotshal & Manges argued that the reproductlon, including revisions, of
the original publication are not a copyright infringement. In his
appellate brief, he argued that the CD-ROM library was no different
from bound volumes of The National Geographic or reproductions on
microfilm and microfiche.
"The difference in the medium is immaterial," he wrote. "The fact that
multiple issues of the magazine are included on one CD-ROM disk is
immaterial, just as the inclusion of more than one issue of the
magazine in a bound volume or on a roll of microfilm or microfiche is
immaterial.
The addition of tables of contents, introductions and advertisements is
immaterial, just as the addition of tables of contents and indices in
bound volumes, microfilm and microfiche is immaterial."
IS CD SET A REPRINT?
From the bench, Judge Anderson searched for a distinction between
seiling the CD-ROM set of National Geographics and simply selling
bound volumes of back issues, which Davis acknowledged did not
infringe Greenberg's copyright. And he pondered whether binding a
decade's worth of issues in a single volume was truty the same as
"binding" them on a computer disk.
"The question in my mind is whether reproduction ina computer format
constltutes a sufficient transformation," he said. "You say the medium
makes no difference. But here, the medium creates a new market."
Does the legal privilege that grants publishers certain reprint rights
extend to that new market, he asked.
Anderson also questioned whether a collective work refers to a single
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published issue or to the entire, historical body of the publication.
The
difference is key, he noted. If the entire back list ofa publication is
considered a single "collective work" to which a freelance author,
illustrator or photographer contributed, copyright law may permit
reprints or revisions of rnuitiple issues in a single volume without
infringement.
Said Davis: "Each magazine is a collective work. The combined product
is
a different collective work."
Anderson also asked at what point a revised edition of a collective work
might metamorphose into a new, derivative publication. Greenberg's
lawyer, the judge noted, argued that the National Geographic's
CD-ROM "is so changed it is more than a revision, itis a derivative
work. If you're wrong in that, you lose." But, Anderson added, "I think
you may be right on that."
Birch and Tjoflat zeroed in on the details of the contracts between
Greenberg and The National Geographic and how clearly those
contracts spelled out the disposition of the photo copyrights.
"I don't see how anybody can decide this case without knowing what
the contract arrangements were," Tjoflat complained. "They told us
nothing in the record that sets out the agreements."
And Birch noted that copyright law only comes into play "if there's a
void, if the contract doesn't speak to it." If the licensing agreements
between a freelancer and a publisher do not include reproducing a
purchased work in a new medium or as a new product, "You lose," he
told Sugarman, the National Geographic's attorney. "If the licensing
agreement doesn't contemplate it, you lose."
BIRCH: MEDIUM MAnERS
Birch also took issue with Sugarman's argument that the medium in
which a work was reproduced is irrelevant.
"If an author of a novel gives a license ... to a publisher to publish a
novel in hardback or in softback, we're saying the medium doesn't
matter. A publisher can make a movie of it, too. Of course not. The
medium matters in copyrights. One of the exclusive rights of the author
is to make a derivative work. If a CD-ROM constitutes a derivative
work, they [the National Geographic Society] are in violation of an
exclusive right of the author."
Like Anderson, Birch questioned whether the National Geographic's
CD-ROM set is really a compilation or whether the National Geographic
Society and Mindscape, which produced the CD-ROM set, are being
disingenuous in making that claim. Birch noted that both the society
and Mindscape secured new copyrights for the set.
"What a CD·ROM .set is really not analogous to is bound volumes," he
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said. "What you've got is a brand new work for a new medium for a
new market that was never contemplated by the parties or in the
licensing agreement. .... 1suggest the author has exclusive right to
make derivative works. It is as plain as day to me this is a derivative
work, and the society has exercised a right it doesn't have."
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Here is an almost instant report on LAW.COM about Jerry Greenberg's
Appeals Court hearing in Atlanta on Tuesday, Oct. 3, 2000.
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Case Could Alter Copyright Law for Internet, CD use
R. Robin MeDonaid
Fulton County Daily Report
October 5, 2000

ln a case that pits a freelance photographer against a publisher, an
11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals panei could redefine copyright law to
fit today's high-tech era.
';'

A three-judge panei of Atlanta's 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals on
Tuesday heard oral arguments on whether the National Geographic
Society violated copyright law when it reproduced on CD-ROM disks a
series of magazines containing freelance photographer Jerry
Greenberg's photos without his permission. Greenberg v. National
Geographic Society, No. 00-10510-C (11th Circ. Oct. 3, 2000).
The case is being watched closely by publishers. Kilpatrick Stockton
partner Joseph M. Beck has filed a "friend of the court" brief on behalf
of Gannett Co., The New York Times Co., Time Inc., the Times Mirror
Co., Hatchette Filipacchi Magazines, the Tribune Co., the Magazine
Publishers of America and the Newspaper Association of America. In
that brief, Beck claims a ruling favoring Greenberg "would seriously
diminish public access to a substantial portion of the historical record
compiled by this nation's magazines and newspapers."
The American Society of Photographers has countered with a brief on
Greenberg's behalf.
A district court jUdge in Florida last year ruled that the National
Geoqraphk; Society's CD-ROM set had not infringed on Greenberg's
photo copyrights.
In oral 'arguments that lasted a nearly unprecedented 90 minutes
Tuesday, the judicial panel aggressively questioned opposing counsel
and laid out in often blunt language issues that are surfacing in
Internet
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and computer copyright suits across the country.
SIMILAR CASE BEFORE HIGH COURT
The Greenberg case is similar to a New York case pending before the
U.S. Supreme Court. In Tasini v. The New York Times, 206 F.3d 161,
(2nd Circ., Sept. 24,1999, amended Feb. 25, 2000) a 2nd Circuit panel
ruled last year that newspaper and magazine publishers must obtain
reprint permission from freelancers and other independent contractors
for works published on the Internet through electronic archives such as
Nexis.
The Atlanta panel included Judge Gerald B. Tjoflat, Chief Judge R.
Lanier Anderson III, and Judge Stanley F. Birch Jr. Anderson was one of
two appeals court judges last year who revived a copyright
infringement suit against CBS by the family of Martin Luther King Jr. A
federai district court judge had ruled that King's "I Have A Dream"
speech was in the public domain. But Anderson penned the appeals
court opinion that King's copyright had not been forfeited. Birch is a
scholar of intellectual property law whose courthouse portrait depicts
him holding "Nimmer on Copyright," the definitive legal text on
copyright law.
Among the legal issues raised by the judges:
• Who owns publication rights-the freelancer or the publisher?-for a
medium that was not expressly included in a licensing agreement
because the medium did not exist at the time of the agreement.
• Is a publisher's reproduction, without alteration, of back magazine
issues on CD-ROM a simple compilation, equivalent to microfilm or
microfiche reproduction, which is allowed by copyright iaw?
• Does translating the published material to a new computer medium
and adding a separately copyrighted search engine that functions as an
index sufficiently alter the freelancer's work so that it is derivative
and,
thus, SUbject to copyright protection?
At stake are royaities that publishers could be forced to share with
free lancers whenever they reproduce and sell the freelancers' pubiished
works in merchandise designed for computer access.
Said Birch: "All this is about who gets the money, whether you
[publishers] can get the money. or have to share it with some author."
PHOTOGRAPHER'S CONTRACTS
Greenberg has been selling photos for publication in The National
Geographic since 1961. According to Greenberg's attorney, Norman
Davis of the Miami firm Steel Hector & Davis, the photographer's
contracts generally included a copyright clause stating that, after
publication, all rights to his photos reverted. to him. In addition, in
1985, Greenberg wrote to the maqazine, asking for a letter clarifying
his ownership of the rights to his published photos. The rnaqazlne's
attorney complied in a notarized letter reassigning the rights to
Greenberg's published photos to the photographer, Davis said.
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But in 1997, the National Geographic Society began selling a set of 30
CD-ROM disks containing 108 years of The National Geographic, which
included Greenberg's photos, Greenberg contended the society had no
right to republish his photos because they had reassigned the photo
rights to him and because the CD-ROM set was "a new derivative work"
protected by federal copyright law.
The CD-ROM set, in addition to containing reprints of each magazine
cover and contents, also included a video sequence of moving covers,
including one shot by Greenberg.
'A NEW ANTHdLOGY'
Greenberg's attorney argued in his appellate brief that the CD-ROM set .
was "a new anthology" rather than a simple reprint. National
Geographic, Davis argued, retained the rights to reprint only copies of
.
the original magazine.
"Congress," he wrote, "did not intend to permit the inclusion of
previously published freelance contributions -? such as the Greenberg
photographs --in a completely new anthology or in later collective
works not in the same series. The society cannot contend that The
Complete Geographic is a collective work in the same series as each
issue of the monthly magazine."
But defense attorney Robert Sugarman of the New York law firm Weil,
Gotshal & Manges argued that the reproduction, including revisions, of
the original publication are not a copyright infringement. In his
appellate brief, he argued that the CD-ROM iibrary was no different
from bound volumes of The National Geographic or reproductions on
microfilm and microfiche.

:.'.

"The difference in the medium is immateriai," he wrote. "The fact that
multiple issues of the magazine are included on one CD-ROM disk is
immaterial, just as the inclusion of more than one issue of the
magazine in a bound volume or on a roll of microfilm or microfiche is
immaterial.
The addition of tables of contents, introductions and advertisements is
immaterial, just as the addition of tabies of contents and indices In
bound volumes, microfilm and microfiche is immaterial."
IS CD SET A REPRINT?
From the bench, Judge Anderson searched for a distinction between
selling the CD-ROM set of National Geographics and simply selling
bound volumes of back issues, which Davis acknowledged did not
infringe Greenberg'S copyright. And he pondered whether binding a
decade's worth of issues in a single volume was truly the same as
"binding" them on a computer disk.
"The question in my mind is whether reproduction ina computer format
constitutes a sufticlent transformation," he said. "You say the medium
makes no difference. But here, the medium creates a new market."
Does the iegai privilege that grants publishers certain reprint rights
extend to that new market, he asked.
Anderson also questioned whether a collective work refers to a single
8-10-00
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published issue or to the entire, historical body of the publlcation,
The
difference is key, he noted. If the entire back list ota publication is
considered a single "collective work" to which a freelance author,
illustrator or photographer contributed, copyright law may permit
reprints or revisions of multiple issues in a single volume without
infringement.
Said Davis: "Each magazine is a collective work. The combined product
is
a different collective work."
Anderson also asked at what point a revised edition of a collective work
might metamorphose into a new, derivative publication. Greenberg's
lawyer, the jUdge noted, argued that the National Geographic's
CD-ROM "is so changed it is more than a revision, it is a derivative
work. If you're wrong in that, you lose." But, Anderson added, "I think
you may be right on that."
Birch and Tjoflat zeroed in on the details of the contracts between
Greenberg and The National Geographic and how clearly those
contracts spelled out the disposition of the photo copyrights.
"I don't see how anybody can decide this case without knowing what
the contract arrangements were," Tjoflat complained. "They told us
nothing in the record that sets out the agreements."
And Birch noted that copyright law only comes into play "if there's a
void, if the contract doesn't speak to it." If the licensing agreements
between a freelancer and a publisher do not Include reproducing a
purchased work in a new medium or as 'a new product, "You lose," he
told Sugarman,the National Geographic's attorney. "If the licensing
agreement doesn't contemplate it, you iose."
BIRCH: MEDIUM MATTERS
Birch also took issue with Sugarman's argument that the medium in
which a work was reproduced is irrelevant.
"If an author of a novel gives a license ... to a publisher to publish a
novel in hardback or in softback, we're saying the medium doesn't
matter. A publisher can make a movie of it, too. Of course not. The
medium matters in copyrights. One of the exclusive rights of the author
is to make a derivative work. If a CD-ROM constitutes a derivative
work, they [the National Geographic Society] are in violation of an
exclusive right of the author."
Like Anderson, Birch questioned whether the National Geographic's
CD-ROM set is really a compilation or whether the Nationai Geographic
Society and Mindscape, which produced the CD-ROM set, are being
disingenuous in making that claim. Birch noted that both the society
and Mindscape secured new copyrights for the set.
"What a CD-ROM set is really not analogous to is bound volumes," he
8-10-00
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said. "What you've got is a brand new work for a new medium for a
new market that was never contemplated by the parties or in the
iicensing agreement. ....1suggest the author has exclusive right to
make derivative works. It is as plain as day to me this is a derivative
work, and the society has exercised a right it doesn't have."
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Every period has its symbols or

Thefair use exception in modern

mercial in nature or is for nonprofit

icons that instantly communicate

copyright law recognizes that excep-

the look and feel of that particnlar
time. More than anything else. the
Internet is our of-the-moment sym-

tions to exclusive or monopoly

educational purposes. The natureof
the copyrighted work is examined,

bol. The question for us is how to

author orartist without harming the

dealwith and manage the Internet's

value of the work. The fair use exception is one of the most litigated
areas of copyright law. At the same

impact on culture, social institu-

rights oftenresult ina public benefit
that far outweighs the rights of an

tions, and the law-the latter being
time, fair use is one of the least unthe glue that holdsit alltogether.
Increasingly, thecourts have been derstood defenses to a charge of
faced with cases that have forced copyright infringement, because the
them to consider the impactthe Internet has on laws from an unwired
age. The Single biggest impact has
been in the field of copyright. Rumors to the contrary, copyright is
eitherdead nor dying. It is merely
pting. Copyright law is fonnded .
he constitutional principal that
artist or author should derive the
enefits of his work by controlling
e creation, publication, and disination of the work. The rights

erated inthecopyright statutes
by which those bene-

i:
I

I

monopoly to his work for a limited
periodof time, afterwhich the public receives the benefit of the work.
Hence the term "public domain."
In onesense theInternet is irrelevant tn any discnssion of copyright.
since it is the actions of people. not
the medium they work in, that determine the outcome of copyright
infringement suits. But the large
issue the Internet has raised is
whether the useof any copyrighted
material on the Internet constitutes
a fair use.
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tiality of the copiedportion as used
in relation to the copyrighted work
as a whole. Finally, the effect of the
copying upon the potential market
foror value of the copyrighted work
is examined and is oftenconsidered
to be the most important factor

weighed bythe court.
The natureof the Internetmakes
the issue of fairusean everyday concern. All through the 1980s the
courts placed new computer technology within the contextof classic
copyright law. Today, hardware and
software copyright issues are well
settled: We know whether the software code, menu structure, or the

lookand feel of a program arecopyrightable. We are only now beginningto findout whethercopying for
digital sampling, fanzines, Webzines,
or bulletin boards constitutes a fair
use of copyrighted material.

the means

Its are secured and protected.
Here's how the Constitution outlinesthe bargain. Asan incentive to
create, an artist or author receives a

as well as the amount and substan-

line" rules. Instead, the statute pro-

In Religious Technology Center v.
Lerma, a federal court in Virginia
was pointedly asked to consider

vides a series of tests that a court
must examine and then weigh in

whether information posted on the
Internet required special treatment

favor of the copyright owner or the
alleged infringer.
A fair use of a copyrighted work
is generally one that is used for the

under copyright law. Lerma defended his posting of Church of Scien-

purposes of criticism, comment,

reporting, and scholarship-and
therefore a fairuseexception. In rejecting Lerma's fair usedefense, the
court also explicitly considered the
ephemeral nature of newsgroup
postings. Thecourt reasoned that if
newsgroup postings contained unlicensed copyrighted work, it was the

statute has no identified or "bright

news reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research. When hearing a

copyright infringement suit in
which fair use has been raised as a
defense, a court must examine the
purpose and character of the use,
including whether the use is corn-

tology material on the Internet as
intended criticism, comment, news

........ character of use-not the method
of transmission-that determined
whether their lisewas a fair lise.
,...,.,.
In Scga Enterprises Ltd. v. Maphia, a
__ federal district court in California
.- determined that a bulletin board
,/ operator maynot have direct Iiabili~ ty for copyright infringement if his
.; or her BBS receives unauthorized
/ postings of copyrighted work. The
court did find, however, that a BBS
J. operator could be held as a contrib~ utory infringer if he had knowledge
of thenature of thepostings andactively facilitated or encouraged the
unauthorized postings.
In an earlier Sega case, Sega Enterprises Ltd. v. Accolade, the court
found that the reverse engineering
of software was a fair use, if the reverse engineering was used to create
an entirely new program. Here, the
court found that the fair use excep~
tion worked as it was intended. Ac~
colade's use of Sega's copyrighted
computer code facilitated anentirely new creative expression, which
did not harm Sega's market.
Whetheror not fanzines' or Webzines' use of copyrighted work is
considered :.1 fair lise is being resolved on a case-by-case basis. Because they are a relatively new phenomenon, the courts haven't yet
been involved to any great extent.
However, the main issue raised in
anycasewhere fair liseisoffered as a
defense will be the familiar one:
Copyright is intended to protect the
expression of a creative thought or
act. Since those expressions take
form in manymedia, the doctrineof
fair use as it relates to the work of
designers and artists also applies in
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more traditional mediasuch as film
andtelevision.
Lately, twoproducershavefound
that thefair useexception couldnot
shield them against a charge of
copyright infringement in instances
where there was unauthorized use
of an artist's works in film and television.
Traditionally, the use of an
artist's or designer's work in these
mediawasalmostalways considered
a fair use of an otherwise protectable work. Recently, however,
several cases were heard in the
influential Second Circuit Court of
Appeals in New York that may
modify the longstanding notion
that the minimal useof a designer's
or artist's work in film or television
is normally considered a fair use
under copyright law.
In one case, the artist Faith Ringgold brought a suit alleging that
Black Entertainment Television's
use of a posterreproduction of her
work Church Picnic was extensive
enough to constitute a copyright infringement of herexclusive rights in
the work--even though the original
work is owned by High Museum of
Art in Atlanta, which hada non-exclusive licenseto publish posters of
the work. BET used Church Picaic
during an episodeof the television
series "Roc," a sitcom depicting the
lives of a middle-class AfricanAmerican family.
Ringgold's case will probably
have an impact on the copyright
doctrine of fair use as it relates to
the use of a designer's or artist's
work in film, television, or newmedia. In reviewing the facts of the

case, the court examined the boundaries of the fair use defense as it relates to the use of artworkin televisionand helpedclarify thedefinition
of what constitutes a de minimis use
of a copyrighted work. In addition,
the court noted that a regulation establishedbythe Library of Congress
(the governing body for the Copyright Office) required the payment
of a royalty for public broadcastsof
published pictorial and visual
works, whether used in a feature or
as background display in a television program.In pointingto a regulation directed to public broadcasting,the court noted that the Library
of Congress had concluded that
even a background use of a copyrightedworkin a television program
normally requires payment of a licensefee.The court concludedthat
the regulation could reasonably be
interpreted to apply with equal
force to commercial broadcasters.
Like many artists before her,
Ringgold was faced with a twopronged defense. Normally, if the
use by another of a copyrighted
work is deminimis, it is usually considereda fairuseof the copyrighted
work. In addition, sincevisual works
of art are so different from film or
television, it has traditionally been
considered impossible for a movie
or a film to erode or supplant the
market for a visual work Consequently, one of the most important
tests an artist or designer must address in a copyright infringement
case could almost never be proved
using the traditional analysis applied to writtenworks.
In the Ringgold case, the court

found that the use was not de min-

imis because the workappearedsubstantially complete in sequences
throughout the television episode
for a totalof 26.75 seconds. In addition, thecourt found that useof the
copyrighted work to decorate a set
wasso closely related to the reason
the original work was created that
BET's usecould not be considered a
fair use within the normal context.
Thecourt noted that the useof Ringgold's work to decorate the set for
the television episode was not even
remotely similar to any of the uses
normally associated with a fair use.
What makes thiscaseparticularly
important for designers and artists
is the court's novel application of
the Library of Congress "background license fee" provision. The
court's explicit recognition that
works of art deserve greaterprotection when they are exploited in the
television medium provides needed
clarity to an important area of law.
In a secondcase, Woods II, Universal Studios; Inc., the court awarded
damages to a graphic designer
whose work was thebasis for one of
the sets for the science-fiction film
12Monkeys. Prior toanactual finding
of damages for copyright infringement, however, the court issued an
injunction against the showing of
the film. Traditionally, such injunctions are almost never issued since
any delay in the release of a film almost always results in a loss of revenue. Normally, income lost as the
resultof an injunction isconsidered
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legible, and more economicai than
Helvetica. Although designed as an
alternative to Helvetica (it is 10per
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cent narrower), Parisine is actually

this case represents one of only a

closer in feeling to Frutiger.' This
similarity is especially noticeable in
the open counters of C, G,S, a, c, e,
and s. But the resemblance stops
there. Parisine has a taller x-height
than Frutiger and is darker in
weight. It also has a trueitalic. Finally, Parisine's g (in both the roman
and theitalic) istwo-storied.
WhatsetsPorchez apartfrom his
French contemporaries is the typishness of his fonts. Typishness
refers toqualities of letterforms that
differ from calligraphy in their

handful everissued in the entire historyof film in thiscountry.
The case is important from the
perspective of defining the rights of
a designer or artist because the
court's decision illustrates the copyright principle that copying in a different medium can still be an infringement. Here, the producer of

repetitiveness and self-effacement.

Pure calligraphy is often a poor
model for type because it is too
beautiful, too self-aware. Unlike the
work of Puyfoulhoux, Ialleau, and
Arin, allof Porchez's fonts-including FF Angie and Apolline-keep
their calligraphic influences in
check. In addition, his fonts-with
their full complement of weights,
small caps, and old style figuresare geared more toward reading
thandisplay. His calligraphic knowledge has been used to aid legibility,
as well as to temper functionality
with beauty. Porchez Typofonderie
has achieved an enviable balance
between calligraphy and type, between utility and beauty, between
the pastand thepresent.
Porchezs fonts can be purchased
through several sources:
FFAngie isavailablefrom FontShop
andother FontFont resel/ers at http://
wwwfontfont.de.
Angie Sans and the Le Mondefamily
are available exclUSively from the
Porchez Typofonderie at http://www.
porcheztypo.com. Phone and fax:
33·1·46-54-26-92.
Apolline andParisine are available
from both the Porchez Typofonderie and
the AgfaType Creative AI/iance library.
Anisette isavailablefrom the Porchez
Typofonderie and the Font Bureau:
http://wwwfontbureau.com.

ZOZPRINT

is always examined in light of the
particular facts of each case and
there are no rules or guidelines for
artists whousethework of othersin
someappropriative manner. Insuch

cases, however, a court will look to
the distinctive nature-of each of the
works, how much was copied in the
creation of the new work, and the
purpose of the newwork, as well as
the entirelook, feel, or soundof the
new work as compared to the uriginal.

the movieuseda set that wasessen-

The creative process is, in some

tially a three-dimensional reproduction of a: prior two-dimensional
work by Lebbeus Woods. In this instance, the court noted that the
movie producer'suse of the work

ways, like the law. Artists and designers study and learn from the
past.Each new work isjudged on its

was not "transformative" under

as it isalmost impossible to define a
great work of art by category, the
defense uf fair use in copyright law
also resists simple definitions.

copyright law and since the set designer for the film had no authorship rights in the underlying work,
the set design couldnot be considered a permissible derivative work
under copyright law. In addition,
the court found that Universal Studios' use was not aninconspicuous
or background use of the artist's
work, which would have weighed in
Universal's favor.
In orderfor a work to be consideredtransformative, the single most
important factor iswhether thenew
work will supplant the copyrighted
work'. Stated simply, the work will
not be considered transformative if
the new work is merely a copy or a
barely disguised copy. A transformative work is one where the creative portions contributed by an alleged infringer are such that a new
wurk of art is created. This test cannot be reduced to mathematical
pronouncements beyond the basic
inquiry of the amount and substantiality of theportionused in relation
to the copyrighted work asa whole.
These cases canbe interpreted as
broadening the rights of artists and
designers since they identify factors
that better determine when the use
of a graphic work is or is not a fair
use.However, thedefense of fair use

own merits, and trusted concepts
are adapted to new situations. Just

NIcholas Callaway
Continuedfrom page 38D
first Christmas-wandering the
aisles of Toys R Us, appalled by the
bad design, cheap manufacturing,
and ugly packaging. I went to
Mythology [now closed), an offbeat
store on the Upper West Side of
Manhattan, and was dumbstruck by
a wooden pulltoycalled a Sneaking
Baby Alligator. Everything about it
was original, clearly the result of a
single, and singular, creative mind,
as opposed to a marketing committee: brilliant, strange palette, beautifully engiueered, and in a boxwith a
painted label that stimulated the
child's imagination by placing the
three-dimensional toyinalittle stury
context. It was also an immediate,
huge hit with mydaughter. Iwanted
to find out who was behind this
Hoobert Toy, so I called the company and asked to speak to the president. It was David Kirk on the line,
and he said, "That's me." I told him
how impressed my daughter and I
were with his toy, and asked who
painted his packaging. He said,
"That's me--I used to be a painter

before becoming a toyrnaker," I
asked if he hadever thought ofillustrating achildren's book, and he said
he had indeed done one; it was

calledMlss Spiders Tea Party, abouta
lonely spider's questto make friends
against the odds. "Do you have a
publisher?" I inquired. "Yes," he said
quietly. Not knowing what tosay, I
blurted out, ''Well, are you happy
with your publisher?" He said that he
wasn't because he had been paid a
tiny advance and then his editor orphaned him by going to another
house. Iasked him tosend any mate'
rials-and it was a moment I will reo
member all myIife, because [ knew
thathe was literally a visionary.
Heller: How would you describe
Kirk's vision?

Callaway: I describe it as David's
toll-free 800number into thecollec·
tive unconscious of children. Icalled
himand saidthathiswas one ofthe
most amazing children's books I'd
ever seen. I offered him anadvance
four times what he had been paid,
This was morethanDavid had ever
made in a year, so he was pleased.
We went to the publisher, and they
let him out of his contract. Four
years and threebooks later, the Miss
Spider books [published by Scholastic] have become the biggest-selling
non-movie, non-TV children's picture booksof our time. David and I
are partners in a family entertain-

ment company, Callaway & Kirk.
Four new books are in the works
(not about bugs), plus three more
Miss Spider titles, two computer-ani·
mated feature films (one starring
Miss Spider) for Universal, a learnto-read CD-ROM with Scholastic,
and many toys.
Heller: Do you see the children's
bookfield expanding creatively?
Callaway: From a field of approxi·
mately 5000 children's books pub·
lished eachyear, thereareabout ten
1 find interesting. I don't see itexpanding creatively, especially in reo
lation to the enormous creative potential. Wearetrying.
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DETAIL WORK: The
cards look like
photos of sea life,
but they're not. Idaz
Greenberg draws
and paints each one
by looking at photos
by husband Jerry.

.."..,.

......

I".~~"

~,:

FINISHED
PRODUCTS:The
couple's
Seahawk
Press sells
about 100,000
marine life
cards to
distributors
each year. The
cards are
tailored to
regions around
the world.

0'·'

Sea life.is their living
-

working on a video project on the
coral reef.Keeping the business at
home brings personal benefits, the
Greenbergs said.
"This is a mom-and-pop business," Idaz said. uAll our hats are
worn by all of us. We keep the
business at a size we can manage.
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
We're not greedy. Once, we were
tempted to open an office and hire
, MIAMI - Jerry and Idaz itsecretary, butwechose notto do
Greenberg's business is a house of it."
cards - fish cards, that is.
She said she wouldn't give up
For 16 years, the Dade County her home business for anything.
couple have been creating colorful
"We got married with a total
plastic fish cards that help divers, dedication first ofallto eachother
tourists and students learn'about and secondly (to) doing work that
marine life;
we love and not doing work for
Theirhome business, 40-year- anyone else," she said.
old Seahawk Press- which began
There are several editions of
with marine books - sells about the fish cards. The couple pro100,00'0 cards annually to 11 dis- duced five cards for the Florida,
tributors, Jerry Greenberg said.
Bahamas and Caribbean area,
The distributors sell them to which, includes shells, game fish,
shops, which price the cards at marine invertebrates, reef fish and
about $5.50 apiece. Cruise lines common fish. Some cards are
orderthecopyrighted cardsbythe available in Spanish. Theyhave six
thousands, and dive shops,sell cards for the Pacific Ocean 'and
them throughout the world.
IndoPacific area anda cardforthe
"I don'tlike to put money val- RedSea- in Hebrew.
ues on anything personal and priNorwegian Cruise Lines gives
vate," Idaz Greenberg said when the fish cards to their passengers
asked about profits. "We've raised for souvenirs. They've proved so
three 'children and put them popular that many teachers askfor
through college, and,we have a more cards to use in theirclasses.
nice home... , We have noworries
Besides the fish cards, the
financially:'
Greenbergs havepublished severDivers take the waterproof al books on marine life: Guide to
cards underwater to identify fish. Corals and Fishes, which was
Beachcombers usethem to search translated into Spanish and has a
for shells. Teachers display them waterproof version; The Living
'
inscience classes.
Ree/, which the Greenbergs say'is
The cards are so exact they the first all-color book on coral
look like photographs of fish, but reefs; Beneath Tropic Seas: the
they're not. Idaz draws and paints Fishes, The Coral Reefand Coral
each one bylooking at photographs Ree!ColoringBook.
taken byhusband Jerry.
Then there was another
'The couple began making the Greenberg success story.
cards in 1979, the first to make
Jerry Greenberg produced a
them of thatsize andformat. They book onsharks afterworking onan
fit in a diver's life vest.
assignment for National GeoBecause it's a home business, graphic magazine. Sharks and
overhead costs are low. How low? Other Dangerous Sea Creatures
They won't say, because the way became an instant success when
they run the business is a family the movie Jaws was released inthe
secret - there's'no outside help, , late 1970s.
not even a secretary.
"We couldn't printthose books
Son Michael, 37, sometimes fast enough," Jerry Greenberg
takes pictures for thecouple andis said. "They're still selling:'

• Ahusband-wife team's
waterproof cards help
divers worldwide identify
fish. The cards arepopular
on land, too.

,
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Photos by PaulRublera/Mlaml Herald

MEETMOMANDPOP:Jerry and Idaz Greenberg produce the fish cards from their Dade County home.
"This is a mom-and-pop business," Idaz said. "All our hats are worn by,all of us:'
,,
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Greenberg prepares his cameras for a photo shoot.
-Harlen Brown photo

Mangroves Continued from Page 3
Why it happened 1 don't know,"
he said. "Ask the experts. 1 just
documented il."
Greenberg said he cut back on
his work for National Geographic
as it began to take too mueh time
away from his family.
And so, with his wife Idaz,
they began publishing some of
their own books, doing the first as
a spin-off of the John Pennekamp
Park photos entitled "Adventures
of a Reefcomber." Then came
"The Living Reel" in 1972 followed by "Coral Reef' in 1977.
Next, "A Guide to Coral and
Fishes, Florida, Bahamas and the
Caribbean" written and illustrated
by Idaz Greenberg W<lS published.
In 1979, ldaz created the first
of twelve waterproof plastic cards
identifying almost all the reef and
game fish in the world, and in various languages.
Using photos taken by her and

Jerry, Idaz literally duplicates the
appearance of the fish and their
colors with amazing realism.
"People can use them for all
the warm water snorkeling in all
the areas of the world,"
Greenberg said.
After seeing his most recent
publication, "Mangroves," a man
approached Greenberg and said
he thought the name should be
changed to "Mangroves, The
Land Builders."
"Number one, they don't build
land," 1 told him, "they build
swamps. It is wc who come along
and dig canals and usc thc landfill
to fill the swamp and do away
with the mangroves. You just try
to walk through the mangroves
and you will find it's impossible.
Preparing to go out on a shoot
in the mangroves, you quickly
learn that here is a man who has
done this before <IS he methodically prepares for everything. The
camera and bank of electronic
flashes is made ready and thoroughly checked over. Other flash
units used to light up under the

water's surface arc given a once
over before being loaded into the
Boston Whaler. The wet suit goes
on after a quick wet down from an
outdoor shower as the final preparations are complete.
Then it's into the boat and a
slow waveless trip up the creeks
ncar his second horne in Key
Largo.
As we drift "long, Greenberg
points out the spots where some
of the photos in Mangroves were
taken. At one pi<Ice he slows
down even more as he points out
where he took the photograph of
"Perpetual Autumn."
"I had to pick up the empty
Coca Cola and beer cans to get a
shot of what appears to be a
Persian carpet of leaves that fall
from the Red Mangroves. What a
shame," he added.
Sometimes when the weather is
bad, Greenberg says he will pack.
up his equipment and head for the
mangroves where he finds no
winds blowing and no waves to
disturb the water.
He anchors the boat and throws
overboard an inner tube with several ropes attached. To each rope
he snaps into place a piece of
camera equipment, then treads the
water as he moves along the mangrove line going deeper and deeper into the undergrowth until he
finds that place where he can
lower himself below the surface
and find solitude among the roots
and
the beauty of
the
"Mangroves."

,

----~-___::_-_------"c~o~.~er

•

· with photos taken 'over the past
seven years, mostly in the shallow waters along the creeks that
wind through the.mangroves in
Key Largo and in the Everglades
'around Florida Bay.
Over on the bayside, up',
Dusenbury Cut which runs from
Tarpon Basin to Blackwater
Sound, there is a creek where an
old boat has. been anchored for

years. Greenberg traveled up that
creek and captured a panoramic
view of a Red Mangrove forest
wbich he calls the "Grotto."
"One of those Red Mangroves
I saw had to be a thousand years
· old," he said.. "But you would
have to cut it to count the rings to
determine its age:'
One photo in his new book
reveals what Greenbergdescribes,

,,'"

,
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'
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"Everything had to be just right. I
had my camera handy, it was on
auto focus, I was there and the,
timing was perfect." The photo
depicts two .Bluestriped Grunts,
· approaching each otherwith open
mouths as though preparingfor a'
kiss.
As you flip slowly through' the
pagesof this Sxs soft-ccver book...
you will be amazed at what you
arc seeing and how. each photo
looks better then the one before.
Greenbergdid not have to make a
• heavy hardcover coffee.. table
book to .display histalentwith a
camera.' He .calls it "a labor of
,:Iove:; And it shows.
'Idaz,createdthe drawings that

angraves:

By lIARLENBROWN
New. Editor
. Sixty years ago a young boy
from the South Side of Chicago
was shuffling through some magazines found in a neighbor's storc-:
room in the basement,'
1'1" came across a batch, of
National Geographic magazines,
from the 30's and the 40's," said
Jerry Greenberg of Key Largo.
IC.Boy was I hooked!"
Greenberg. and his family
moved to 'Miami in the 40's and
. there he discovered .Florida's
, wonderful marine 'environment.

Thus began a lifetime of love. of
photography and the water above,
but mainly below the surface.
It was a combination that
.would lead him to have several
articles published in the magazine
he" so . admired, National.
Geographic, then go on to publish
several books, and this year to
publish what may be his greatest

>

"The fish , and the, lobster
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work, "Mangroves, Trees in the
Sea.",.

story:

petered out and of course we got. _Carysfort Reef which was six
older."
overlapping photos and became
Many people spearfished off the first underwater panoramic.
the bridges at that time, while oth- photo in the world. The ,article'
ers gathered coral off the bottom was published as a two-part story
to take it home or sell it. using all color photos. It was choGreenberg remembers one time sen as the most popularpiece of.
when' a large Jewfish they had the. year to appear inNalional
caught began thrashing around Geographic.
the boat.
.
In. 1989 he was assigned-to.
"Back then, the Dead End Kids work with .author Fred Ward, as'
made a gas gun out of a fire extin- co-photographer on another.arti-:
guisher which had a blunt driver cle about John Pennekamp Park.
and they would use that to get It was published in Aprilof 1990,'
Grouper. It was so powerful I using some of the photos taken at:
once. saw them blast it through a
the same spots Green~efg:.h~('
piece of Dade County Pinerand shot 30 years earlier. '0';::':: i".
you know how hard that is.
"It really showed the detcriora- ,
"Well this Jewfish kept thrash- lion that had occurred on the'reef

",vi'::::::'" "'" ,', .',"\~;2j:i:.·;<-~;;,:-:il·r· /;:g~e~~;f~~e%'::~;~:;,4~g~~~~~~ts~~u::e~~~h~~e~~n~k'::i:
p

--'-~--

.photographs but to spearfish for' had fashioned and built his own
grouper with his companions" underwater camera' housings
whom he referred to as "The Dead began shooting underwater
End Kids."
scenes, still in black and white of
"I started spearfishing here off course.
Molasses Reef in 1948,"
Prior to the early 60's
Greenberg said. "We fished com- Greenberg had amassed a large
mcrcially.for grouper taking our collection of black and white and
catch. back to Miami and selling color photos. Then one. day the
to some of the finest restaurants in call
came
from
National
town for 25 cents a pound."
Geographic. They wanted him to
They would get to the Keys shoot a piece on John Pennekamp
. early and rent a boat. from Park which was still not open to
Gordon's Mandalay.' "He had' the public. He was given the
some real good skiffs," Greenberg assignment in 1960 and began to
recalled. They would go out and put it all together, using a lot of
spearfish bringing their catch .photos shot at Carysfort Reef,
.back in old banana boxes. "There which he described at the lime as
was plenty of fish out there and one of the most beautiful in the
we thought they would last forev- shallow waters off Key Largo.
er ... but then we also thoughtwe
The Geographic article pubwould stay young forever.
Iished in January of. 1962-began '

as "a once in a lifetime shot."

'.Thec;over-'of the Greenbergs'. new book.

.. '-'--

from the other and certainly more
recognizable to the rookie cnvi-

went right through the fish and
the bottom of the boat. We could

ronmentalist.
"Idaz, along with others, spent"

not rent 'boats from that livery
anymore!"

.counness hours writing and
rewriting then reading', and cor-

In the early fifties the aqualung came out and Greenberg who'

tracks the deterioration of the reef
over the past 20 years. "Notice
how 'it seems to get, much worse

during the years between ')9')7'

and 98. Everything started togo.'
Tum 10 Mangrove., Page n

.recting," Grcenbcrgisaid.vShc

''Yrote the words detailing infer- .
The book, composed of 65 full- marion about, each' photograph
color photographs, portrays the' and giving us a more thorough
beauty ,of the Florida Keys .that knowledge of themangrove and
many people never get the oppor;' what it means to the Keys, as a
tunity -tosec. If you arcane of .thing of beauty and asa natural
them this book-is for you.Jtwlll :Hnk to the underwater fish, lobhelp you to understand why so, sters and other species that draw
many arc' concerned' about -the life from the mangroves."
fragile Keys and whatbashap-"." This book is one ,that every
pcned to them Over the ,years as library in the Keys should have
well as what could happen.
,and one that tile wholefamily can
But at the sametime It gives .. enjoy and learn from.'

you a perception of. what is still
"Mangroves," 'suggested.rctail .
there and why millions of people price is only $7.95, and can be
from all over the world flock here . found in' most bookstores in the
each year to get just two to three . Keys and in many of the, dive
hour glimpse of. a part of our shops.'
'.
undersea world and the 'beauty
THE· MAN
that still remains.
Greenberg, his wife Idaz and
Greenberg in a Mangrove swamp, on a recent photo
It was in the late .40's when
son Michael, with a lot of help
shoot.
'
from many people, have brought Jerry Greenberg began coming to
-Henen Brown photo
the' Keys to life ,in "Mangroves" the Florida Keys, not to shoot

Cmail us at keysindependent@aol.com.
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National Geographic maps out licensing strategy
BY MARTHA MCNEIL HAMILTON
Washington Post Service

National Geographic is venturing into new' territory,
exploring additional ways to
turn its prestigious name and
black-and-yellow trademark
into green.
In the past four years the
. Washington, D.C.-based nonprofit National Geographic
Society has increased by nine
times the money it raises by
licensing companies to manufacture and sell products with
the National Geographic brand
name. This year it expects to
sell more than $200 million
worth· of products through
retail outlets, and not just maps
and calendars.
Coming soon: rugged backpacks and luggage; casual and
high-performance jackets
designed by an Italian manufacturer; fanciful umbrellas
designedto withstand winds of
up to 74 m.p.h.; and yellow-andblack hiking boots. The boots,
by outdoor equipment manufacturer Rugged Shark and
footwear
manufacturer
K~Swiss, are part'
a line of
National Geographic footwear
that eventually will include 1I0
styles.
Linda Berkeley, president of
the National Geographic licensing arm, and John Dumbacher,
vice president for licensing,
both worked for Walt Disney
Co. and Universal Studios
before National Geogra2hic

of

that will bear the National Geographic name. Photographers
helped design travel bags in a
series of brainstorming sessions, emphasizing the value of
dry compartments and of bags
that don't shout "photographer," he said.
Products are packaged with
what the National Geographic
Society describes as educa-
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tional materials. For instance, a

JAHI CHIKWENDlUITHE WASHINGTON POST

MORE THAN BOOKS AND MAPS: Washington-based nonprofit National Geographic plans to
continue expanding its line of licensed merchandise.

$20 watch featuring a picture of
a Siberian tiger is packed in a
box that includes information
about the history. of the animal,
its average weight, what it eats,
and its habitat. Boots and other
products are designed to
encourage people to get out
and explore and are packed
with information about the
society and its mission.
In addition, people are helping to fund additional research
and exploration with the purchase of these products," Dumbacher said.
The profit-making ventures
are part of a commitment by
National Geographic to remain

relevant, Berkeley said. In addithe brand in the broadest way the Museum ~
,~and First
"significant millions of dollars" tion to licensing' products to
as the television channel was USA Bank, which issues a . but declined to be more spe- sell, the organization is promotdeveloping and the magazine National Geographic Master- cific.
ing the National Geographic
was expanding," Berkeley said. Card.
.f>
Not driven by meeting Channel, promoting its website,
The goals are to get the sociNational Geographic offi- investors' expectations nor tax launching a magazine for chilety's mission in front of more cials won't say how much considerations, "we have the dren to be distributed through
people, to extend the reach of licensing contributes. to its luxury of saying we'll do what schools with teaching guides;
the brand and to raise more operations. The society usually we feel right about, what the and providing National Geomoney to support the organiza- gets royalties of10 percent to IS market's interested in and what graphic Expeditions for traveltion's mission to increase percent of the wholesale price makes sense from the institu- ers.
knowledge about geography.
of licensed products. Rick tion's perspective," Allen said.
_ilien; president and chief exec- _ _Q]llillQ.1lf!'~'--'''''''''--ll'l!!S~.L
Dumbacher, who handles _ _"Verv
few nonprofits have
..!!.!:.rJ'-!'IO\"!~~!!!.~""-.!!"='---'--__
National Geograph:lii~c:..lh"a",s,--AJlkJll,Jlli~:!§llilllitc;!lli'fJ~~

premrers' throug
retail outlets, and not just maps
and calendars.
Coming soon: rugged backpacks and luggage; casual and
high-performance jackets
designed by an Italian manufacturer; fanciful umbrellas
designed to withstand winds of
up to 74 m.p.h.; and yellow-andblack hiking boots. The boots,
by outdoor equipment manufacturer Rugged Shark and
footwear
manufacturer
K-Swiss, are part of a line of
National Geographic footwear
that eventually will include no
styles.
Linda Berkeley, president of
the National Geographic licensing arm, and John Dumbacher,
vice president for licensing,
both worked for Walt Disney
Co. and Universal Studios
before National Geographic
recruited them three years ago.
National Geographic President John M. Fahey Jr. wanted
to "build the brand and support

JAHI CHIKWENDIUITHE WASHINGTON POST

MORETHAN BOOKS AND MAPS: Washington-based nonprofit National Geographic plans to
continue expanding its line of licensed merchandise.
the brand in the broadest way
as the television channel was
developing and the magazine
was expanding," Berkeley said.
The goals are to get the society's mission in front of more
people, to extend the reach of
the brand and to raise more
money to support the organization's mission to increase
knowledge about geography.
National· Geographic has
annual revenue of more than
$500 million, including membership fees and grants. It has
23 licensing partners, including

the Museum ~
", and First "significant millions of dollars"
USA Bank, which issues a . but declined to be more speNational Geographic Master- cific.
Card.
Not driven by meeting
National Geographic offi- investors' expectations nor tax
cials won't say how much considerations, "we have the
licensing contributes to its luxury of saying we'll do what
operations. The society usually we feel right about, what the
gets royalties of 10 percent to 15 market's interested in and what
percent of the wholesale price makes sense from the instituof licensed products. Rick tion's perspective," Allen said.
Allen, president and chief execDumbacher, who handles
utive of National Geographic licensing negotiations, said the
Ventures, which oversees the society's explorers and photoglicensing, said its contribution raphersare enthusiastic particito the society's operations is pants in developing products

encourage people to get out
and explore and are packed
with information about the
society and its mission.
In addition, people are helping to fund additional research
and exploration with the purchase of these products," Dumbacher said.
The profit-making ventures
are part of a commitment by
National Geographic to remain
relevant, Berkeley said. In addition to licensing products to
sell, the organization is promoting the National Geographic
Channel, promoting its website,
launching a magazine for children to be distributed through
schools with teaching guides,
and providing National Geographic Expeditions for travelers.

UVery few nonprofits have
the full-fledged media outlets
and range" in terms of content
that the National Geographic
can offer, Berkeley said.

Nonprofits often profit from profit-making ventures
uncertainty and the desire to mendous for us," said Janee
raise funds outside of grant Ries, the Museum Company's
money that often is given for executive vice president and
Nonprofits turning to profitspecific programs, LaMontagne chief merchandising officer.
making activities is not new;
said. Money from profit-rnakmuseums have been profiting
ing ventures can be used for
National Geographic prodfrom museum stores for
overhead and administrative ucts are sold at about 150 outdecades. National Geographic
expenses or for new programs. lets, including national parks,
has long sold books and maps,
The Museum Company is zoos and JCPenney Go., which
plus a wider range of products
the largest retailer and licensee carries its T-shirts. Other poputhrough its catalog since the
for the National Geographic. lar items are puzzles and arts1970s.
I
.
They signed a four-year deai in and-crafts kits with themes
While the IRS has required
December 1999. One best-seller such as dinosaurs. "Dinosaurs
that nonprofits create taxable status - if they are related to Center for Nonprofit Boards.
has been wooden ballpoint have the longest life for an
subsidiaries for unrelated busi- the organization's exempt purNonprofits turning to busi- pens topped with carvings of extinct species," said Linda
nesses, other activities have pose and don't get too big, said ness ventures results from a dinosaurs, dolphins, tigers and Berkeley, president of the
been allowed to operate under Lisa LaMontagne, communica- combination of reduced gov- . other creatures that sell for National Geographic licensing
the organization's
.np11J2t:C?P,t tions manflger,or~4;e~~t~?1?-~
~~.nme.n.t JSPY~,ding,
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NationalCeographicmaps'out'licensing strategy
BY MARTHA MCNEIL HAMILTON
Washington Post Service

National Geographic is venturing into new territory,
exploring additional ways to
turn its prestigious name and
black-and-yellow trademark
into green.
In the past four years the
. Washington, D.C.-based nonprofit National Geographic
Society has increased by nine
times the money it raises by
licensing companies to manufacture and sell products with
the National Geographic brand
name. This year it expects to
sell more than $200 million
worth of products through
retail outlets, and not just maps
and calendars.
Coming soon: rugged backpacks and luggage; casual and
high-performance jackets
designed 'by an Italian manufacturer; fanciful umbrellas
designed to withstand winds of
up to 74 m.p.h.;and yellow-andblack hiking boots. The boots,
by outdoor equipment manufacturer. Rugged Shark and
footwear
manufacturer
K-Swiss, are part of a line of
National Geographic footwear
that eventually will include no
styles.
Linda Berkeley, president of
the Nationa! Geographic licensing arm, and John Dumbacher,
vice president for licensing,
both worked for Walt Disney
Co. and Universal Studios
before National Geographic
recruited them three years ago.
National Geographic President John M. Fahey Jr. wanted
to ''build the brand and support

JAHI CHIKWENDIUITHE WASHINGTON POST

MORE THAN BOOKS AND MAPS: Washington-based nonprofit National Geographic plans to
continue expanding itsline of licensed merchandise.
the brand in the broadest way
as the television channel was
developing and the magazine

and First
the Museum c
USA Bank, which issues a
National Geographic Masterwas expanding," Berkeley said. Card.
"
National Geographic offiThe goals are to get the society's mission in front of more cials won't say how much
people. to extend the reach of licensing contributes. to its
the brand and to raise more operations. The society usually
money to support the organiza- gets royalties oflO percentto IS
tion's mission to increase percent of the wholesale price
knowledge about geography.
of licensed products. Rick
National Geographic has Allen, president and chief execannual revenue of more than utive of National Geographic
$500 million, including mem- Ventures, which oversees the
bership fees and grants. It has licensing, said its. contribution
23licensing partners, including to the society's operations is

"significant millions of dollars"
. but declined to be more specific.
Not driven by meeting
investors' expectations nor tax

considerations, "we have the
luxury of saying we'll do what
we feel right about, what the
market's interested in and what
makes sense from the institu-

that will bear the National Geographic name. Photographers
helped design travel bags in a
series of brainstorming sessions, emphasizing the value of
dry compartments and of bags
that don't shout "photographer," he said.
Products are packaged with
what the National Geographic
Society describes as educational materials. For instance, a
$20 watch featuring a picture of
a Siberian tiger is packed in a
box that includes information
about the history of the animal,
its average weight, what it eats,
and its habitat. Boots and other
products are designed to
encourage people to get out
and explore and are packed
with information about the
society and its mission.
In addition, people are helping to fund additional research
and exploration with the purchase of these products," Dumbacher said.
The profit-making ventures
are part of a commitment by
National Geographic to remain
relevant, Berkeley said. In addition to licensing products to
sell, the organization is promoting the National Geographic
Channel, promoting its website,
launching a magazine for children to be distributed through
schools with teaching guides,
and providing National Geographic Expeditionsfortravelers.

tion's perspective," Allen said.

Dumbacher, who handles
licensing negotiations, said the
society's explorers and photographers are enthusiastic participants in developing products

"Very few nonprofits have
the full-fledged media outlets
and range" in terms of content

that the National Geographic
can offer, Berkeley said.

Nonprofits often profit from profit-making ventures
BY MARTHA MCNEIL HAMILTON
Washington Post Service

Nonprofits turning to profitmaking activities is not new;
museums have been profiting
from museum stores for
decades. National Geographic
has long sold books and maps,
plus a wider range of products
through its catalog since the
1970s.
While the IRS has required
that nonprofits create taxable
subsidiaries for unrelated businesses, other activities have
been allowed to operate under
the orga~i,z:~tI9l).:~,PP17Er,9IV

:e

,,

uncertainty and the desire to
raise funds outside of grant
money that often is given for
specific programs, LaMontagne
said. Money from profit-making ventures can be used for
overhead and administrative
expenses or for new programs.
The Museum Company is
the largest retailer and licensee
for the National Geographic.
They signed a four-year deal in
December 1999. One best-seller
Center for Nonprofit Boards.
has been wooden ballpoint
Nonprofits turning to busi- pens topped with carvings of
ness ventures result's from a dinosaurs, dolphins, tigers and
combination of reduced gov- other creatures that sell for

While the IRS has required that
nonprofits create taxable
subsidiaries for unrelated businesses,
other activities have been allowed to
operate under the organization's
.
nonprofit status.
status - if they are related to
the organization's exempt purpose and don't get too big, said
Lisa LaMontagne, communica-

.t!'lns map.fger()rt~e t:'~ti(m~
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mendous for us," said Ianee
Ries, the Museum Company's
executive vice president and
chief merchandising officer.

National Geographic products are sold at about ISO outlets, including national parks,
zoos and JCPenney Go., which
carries its T-shirts. Other popuIar items are puzzles and artsand-crafts kits with themes
such as dinosaurs. "Dinosaurs
have. the longest life for an
extinct species," said Linda
Berkeley, president of the
National Geographic licensing
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Davis, Norman
From:

Robin McDonald [Robin.McDonald@incisivemedia.com)

Sent:

Wednesday, December 10, 2008 2:32 PM

To:

Davis, Norman

Subject: Here's the story

Thanks again for always being willing to talk to me about this case.

Robin.

Supreme Court Closes Book on Photographer's Case
R. Robin McDonald
12-10-2008
111e U.S. Supreme Court has closed the book on an l l-year-old copyright case that, in its final fotm, granted
'The National Geographic Society -- and by extension, other publishers -- the right to reproduce its magazine
archive in digital format without paying additional royalties to freelance contributors,
The high court on Monday denied a petition for a writ of certiorari from Florida undersea photographer and
fanner National Geographic magazine contributor Jerry Greenberg. In July, the full 11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals voted 7-5 in favor of National Geographic.
Greenberg petitioned the high court for a hearing, claiming that the 11th Circuit, and the 2nd Circuit in a nearly
identical case, had misinterpreted the Supreme Court's 2001 landmark copyright ruling, Tasiniv. New York
Times.
But the high court, with~ut comment, let stand rulings that Tasini -- which bars publishers from selling
published articles to Internet databaseswithout securing new copyright permissions from freelance contribntors
-- did not prohibit publishers from selling their digital archives on CD-ROMs without securing new copyright
contracts.
In 1997, Greenberg challenged National Geographic's use without permission of more than 60 of the

photographer's photos, which had appeared in the magazine, in a 3D-disk CD·ROM compilation of the society's
entire magazine archive.
Greenberg's suit caused National Geographic to pull the archive off'the market in 2003, after Greenberg, with
the approval of the 11th Circuit, was awarded damages bye Florida district court. But the llth Circuit's final of
three rulings favored the magazine.
Terry Adamson, executive vice president of the National Geographic Society, said Tuesday that tile magazine is
considering issuing a new version of tile CD archive.
Greenberg's attorney, .fu\uire, Sanders & Dempsey senior counsel Norman Davis, said that his client, "did this
not only for himself but to try to look after tile interest of others who were also creative people. In pursning this
cause, he has exhausted virtually all ofhis means."
Incisive Media is a leading provider of specializedbusiness information for legal, commercial real estate,
interactive marketing, financial services, and risk management professionals.Tn print, online and in person, .
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The National Geographic Society (NGS) was warned
repeatedly In advance by outside attorneys and its
own editorial staff that its archival CD product
would Infringe the copyrights of photographers and
expose the publisher to legal liability, according to
court documents filed in May by two photographers.
NGS now faces a barrage of lawsuits over The
Complete National Geographic CD, which reproduces
its complete magazine archive page by page. And
despite contradiction by its own internal documents, the publisher has steadfastly maintained In
its public statements and In court proceedings that
its CDdoesn't Infrlnge copyright.
Photographers suing the publisher are now using
the internal memos to bolster their claims that NGS
not only infringed their copyrights, but did so wlll-

fully.lfthey succeed. NGS i,lIkely toface much higher penalties than it would Iffound guilty of so-called
innocent infringement.

ACCORDING TO FAULKNER'S COURT PAPERS, AN ATTORNEY
WARNED NGS ITS LEGAL LIABILITY COUU::rREACH
$16 MILLION FOR UNAUTHORIZED USEOF STOCK PHOTOS.
archival CD, Faulkner asserts. The third attorney
apparently didn't give NGS a direct warning
against publishing the CD, but according to
Faulkner, that attorney 'told NGS "there Is equitable appeal to [the] argument that a publisher
should not be able to profit from exploitation of
an author's work In a different medium without
additional compensation...especially if exploltatlon in the later medium was not contemplated
at the time of the contract."
Author Jonathan Tasini was making Just such an
argument against TheNew York Times at that time,
and he eventually prevailed inthe Supreme Court's
New York Times v. Tasini ruling last summer,

tographer for "outright dtstortlon of the record"
regarding the legal advice obtained by the publlsher.r'Two of the NGS's three outside attorneys
as, well as its in-house counsel, opined that the
Society had the right to publish The Complete National Geographic," NGS says,
One attorney, alleged by Faulkner to have
advised against the CD, I~ quoted by NGS as having
written, "[NGS] has a persuasive argument that'
[publication of the CD] does not create any Obligation to make additional: payments to writers and
photographers, ..."
NGS also says opinioris about the legality of reusing stock photos "Is irrelevant" in Faulkner's case

NGS'S INCRIMINATING

In the latest battles over the National Geographic
Society's CD, photographers are using the
publisher's own internal memos and e-mails as
evidence NGS willfully infringed copyrights.
By David Walker
So far, the memos appear in court papers filed by
photographers Douglas Faulkner and FredWard in a
New York federal court.
':According to Faulkner's papers, NGS consulted
"several outside attomeys-c-prtcr to publishing the
first edition of the CD in' 1997--':'for advice on
whether it had the rights it needed to re-use images
on the CD, One of the attorneys responded that the
publisher's legal liability could be as high as $16 million for unauthorized use of images provided by
stock photo agencies. And that estimate was only

Faulkner's papers also cite a letter from NGS staff
attorney Suzanne Dupre,who told one of the publisher's outside ,lawyers that reviewing contributor
contracts for "print use only" restrictions on photo
licenses would take too much time and effort. "We
are not clearing rights to images in these situations," Dupre wrote, according to Faulkner's filing.
NGS went ahead and published the images
on the CD anyway. Only In its third and latest
version of the CD-released late last year-did
NGS begin removing stock images provided for

because his images were shot on assignment.
Besides quoting NGS lawyers, Faulkner's motion
also quotes' various NGS staff members who allegedlywarned NGS executives during the production phase of the CD that they were making an
ethical and legal mistake,
In March 1997,for instance, assistant director of
photography Kent Kobersteen sent an e-mail to director of photography Tom Kennedy and NGS editor
Bill Allen warning against publtshtng the co Without permission from photographers,

forstock photos published inthe magazine between

use in the magazine with licenses that specified

".. .It seems to be these two situations [that CD

1992 and 1996, according to Faulkner's court papers.
, A second outside counsel told NGS that he did
-nct believe any of the photo licenses from stock
houses would permit re-use of the photos in an

"no electronic use." In all, about 60 images have
been removed.
tn its response to charges that it Infringed
Faulkner's images Willfully, NGS blasts the pho-

product is marketed to the general public and Is
more interactive than microfiche] invite any Judgeand most certalnly any jury-to conclude that the
CD-ROM and microfiche are considerably different
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produds,"Kobersteen wrote. (Kobersteen is now the
magazine's director of photography.)
Around the same time, National Geographic i1
lustrations editor Dennis Dimick sent an e-rnail to

NGS says those messages are also taken out of
For instance,. Kobersteen and Poole
weren t making legal Judgments. instead, their

Allen. "I attempted to point out the moral issues
of not making good faith efforts to find [and]

business judgment, it would be prudent to embark
upon a course that was likelyto upset contributors

compensate all copyright holders," he said in his

to the magazine."

w

conte~t.

concerns related to whether "as a matter of sound

e-mail. "I was essentially told by counsel this was

NGS says it is confident that if the evidence is

a business decision, and thank you for your emotional arguments."
In April, then executive editor Robert Poole also

"fairly presented and considered, the jury will find
that [NGS] did not willfully infringe [the photographers'] copyrights."
But if NGS has its way, the case won't get to
trial. The publisher has asked for summary dismissal on the grounds that the CD and its magazines are different versions of the same product,

appealed to Allen on both legal and moral grounds
in- another- written memo. "Since we· expressly re-

turned copyright to many authors," he wrote, "I do
not see how we can take the position that it's ours
not theirs. We are republishing it in another form,
for profit. Even If our legai position is sound (and I
don't think it is), our ethical posrtlon is not. Does
any~me care about

that]"

"EVEN IF OUR lEGAL
POSITION IS SOUND {AND I
DON'T TH INK IT I~ OUR
,
_
-"
ETH ICAl POSITIO IS NOT.

and, so, as a matter of law, no copyright infringement occurred.

An Atlanta appeals court already rejected that arc
gument last year, however.That court ruled that the

-ROBERT POOLE APRIL'97
I

-

,

permits buyers to re-use the images in any digital
or print- product, commercial or personal. In -other
words, the images were released as clip art.:

NGS says it was a mistake that nobody noticed
until a photographer's agent brought it to the publisher's attention onMay 6-about six months-atter the release.
. .
"Since that date, we have aggressively pursued
a recall and remedies to fix the mistake," says
NG. spokesperson Mary Jeanne Jacobsen. Shedeclined to say how many of the CDs were sold, but

.-----

--.;:-....

Allen was certainly concerned, according to

Faulkner's court papers. In March '997, Allen
wrote to his boss, NGS CEO and president John Fahey, "We are so far down the road at this point

that we probably just have to keep smoothing as
many bumps as possible and drive like hell with
our fingers crossed."

"WE ARE SO FAR DOWN THE
ROAD AT THIS POINT, WE
PROBABLY JUST HAVE TO...
DRIVE LIKE HELL WITH OUR
FINGERS CROSSED."
-BILL ALLEN, MARCH '97

NGS CD infringed photographer Jerry Greenberg's
copyright by reproducing several of his photos without permission. NGS had argued that the CD was a

adds, "We know of no misuse by anyone who has
purchased the CD-ROM with the erroneous end-

reproduction of its magazines In a different medium, like microfiche, so no permission was required.

Ward says he's skeptical about the ability of NGS
to recall the CDs. "I don't see how it's possible for
NGS to .contact buyers of the product because
there's no mandatory registration," he says:

The court disagreed with' NGS, concluding that the
CD was a completely different product from the
magazine. The Supreme Court later affirmed the rultng by refusing to review it. Greenberg's case is now

in the penalty phase, and the photographer is also
using the internal memos to prove wiliful infringement-and boost the publisher's penalty.
Meanwhile, the saga of the CD has taken

user agreement."

Jacobsen says, "We have the names and address- ,

es of neariy ail the people who bought the product
from the vendor because of the sales channels used;
for example, many were sold online. We are in the
process of contacting all purchasers by letter."

another bizarre twist. Late last year, NGS released

Fred Ward and Douglas Faulkner's court papers

the latest version of the CD (The Complete National
Geographic: 112 Years on CD-ROM) with a license that

quoting the NGS's memos are now online at
<www.pdnonline.com!featuresllawsuitl>.
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The NationalGeographic Society (NGS) was warned
repeatedly in advance by outside attorneys and its
own editorial staff that its archival CD product

would infringe the copyrights of photographers and
expose the publisher to legal liability, according to
court documents filed in May by two photographers.
NGS now faces a barrage of lawsuits over The
Complete National Geographic CD, which reproduces
its complete magazine archive page by page. And
despite contradiction by its own internal documents, the publisher has steadfastly maintained in

its publ!c statements and in court proceedings that
its CD doesn't infringe copyright.
Photographers suing the publisher are now using
the internal memos to bolster their ciaims that NGS
not only infringed their copyrights, but did so willfully. ifthey succeed, NGS is likelyto face much higher penalties than it would iffound guilty of so-called
innocent ·infrlngement.

ACCORDING TO FAULKNER'S COURT PAPERS, AN ATTORNEY
WARNED NGS ITS LEGAL LIABILITY COULOREACH
$16 MILLION FOR UNAUTHORIZED USE OF STOCK PHOTOS.
archival CD, Faulkner asserts. The third attorney
apparently didn't give NGS a direct warning
against publishing the CD, but according to
Faulkner, that attorney told NGS "there is equitable appeal to [the] argument that a publisher
should not be able toprofit from exploitation of
an author's work in a different medium without
additional compensation ...especially if exploita-

tographer for "outright distortion of the record"

tion in the later medium was not contemplated

written, "[NGSl has a persuasive argument that

regarding the legai advice obtained by the publisher. "Two of the NGS's three outside attorneys
as, well as its in-house counsel,opined that the

Society had the right to publish The Complete National Geographic," NGS says.
One attorney, alleged by Faulkner to have
advised against the CD, is quoted by NGS as having

at the time of the contract."

[publication of the CD] does not create any obliga-

Author Jonathan Taslnl was making just such an
argument against The New York Times at that time,
and he eventually prevailed in the Supreme Court's
New York Times v. Tasini ruling last summer.

tion to make additional payments to writers and

photographers... "
NGS also says opinions about the legality of reusing, stock photos "is irrelevant" in Faulkner's case

NGS'S INCRIMINATING

In the latest battles over the National Geographic
Society's CD, photographers are using the
publisher's own internal memos and e-mails as
evidence NGS willfully infringed copyrights.
By David Walker
Sofar, the memos appear in court papers filed by

Faulkner's papers also cite a letter from NGS staff

photographers Douglas Faulkner and Fred Ward in a

attorney Suzanne Dupre, who told one of the pub-

York federal court.

According to Faulkner's papers, NGS consuited
severa outside attorneys-prior to publishing the
first edition of the CD in 1997-for advice on
whether it had the rights it needed to re-use images
on the CD. One of the attorneys responded that the
publisher's legal liability could be as high as $16 million for unauthorized use of Images provided by
stock photo agencies. And that estimate was only
stock photos published in the magazine between
and 1996, according to Faulkner's court papers.

A second outside counsei told NGS that he did
not, believe any of the photo licenses from stock
houses would permit re-use of the photos in an
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lisher's outside Iawyers that reviewing contributor
contracts for "print use only" restrictions on photo

because his images were shot on assignment.
Besides quoting NGS lawyers, Faulkner's motion
also quotes various NGS staff members who al-

licenses wouid take too much time and effort. "We

legedly warned NGS executives during the production phase of the CD that they were making an

are not clearing rights to images in these situa-

ethical and legal mistake.

tions," Dupre wrote, according to Faulkner's filing,
NGS went ahead and published the images
on the CD anyway, Only in its third and iatest
version of the CD-released iate last year-did
NGS begin removing stock images provided for
use in the magazine with iicenses that specified

In March 1997, for instance, assistant director of

SoImages have

photography Kent Kobersteen sent an e-mail to director of photography Tom Kennedy and NGS editor
Bill Allen warning against publishing the CD without permission from photographers.
", .. it seems to be these two situations [that CD
product is marketed to the general public and is

In its response to charges that it infringed

and most certainly any jury-to conclude that the

Faulkner's images Willfully, NGS blasts the pho-

CD-ROM and microfiche are considerably different

"no electronic use." In all, about
been removed.

more interactive than microfiche] invite any judge-

TheNationalGeographic Society (NGS) was warned

repeatedly in advance by outside attorneys and its
own editorial staff that its archival CD, product
would infringethe copyrightsof photographers and
expose the publisher to legal liability, according to
court documents filed in May bytwo photographers.
NGS now faces a barrage of lawsuits over The
Complete National GeographicCD, which reproduces
Its complete magazine archive page by page, And
despite contradiction by its own internal documents, the publisher has steadfastly maintained in
its publicstatements and in court proceedings that
its CD doesn't infringe copyright.
Photographers suing the publisher are now using
the internal memos to bolster their claimsthat NGS
not only infringed their copyrights, but did so willfully. Ifthey succeed,NGS is likely to face much higher penalties than it would lffound guiltyof so-called
innocent Infringement.

ACCORDING TO FAULKNER'S COURT PAPERS, AN ATTORNEY
WARNED NGS ITS LEGAL LIABILITY COULD REACH
$16 MILLION FOR UNAUTHORIZED USE OF STOCK PHOTOS.
archival CD, Faulkner asserts. The third attorney tographer for "outright distortion of the record"
apparently didn't give NGS a direct warning regarding the legal advice obtained by the pubagainst publishing the CD, but according to lisher. "Two of the NGS's three outside attorneys
Faulkner, that attorney told NGS "there is equi- as well as its in-house counsel, opined that the
table appeal to [the] argument that a publisher Society had the right to publish The Complete Noshould not be able to profit from exploitation of t/onal Geographic," NGS says.
One attorney, alleged by Faulkner to have
an author's work in a different medium without
additional compensation...especially if exploita- advised against the CD, is quoted by NGS as having
tion in the later medium was not contemplated written, "[NGS] has a persuasive argument that
[publication of the CD] does not create any obligaat the time of the contract:'
Author Jonathan Taslnl was making just such an tion to make additional payments to writers and
argument against The New York Times at that time, photographers... :'
NGS also says opinions about the legality of reand he eventually prevailed in the Supreme Court's
using stock photos "is irrelevant" In Faulkner's case
New York Times v. Tasin; ruling last summer.

"

NGS'S INCRIMI NATI NG

In the latest battles over the National Geographic
Society's CD, photographers are using the
publisher's own internal memos and e-mails as
evidence NGS willfully infringed copyrights.
By David Walker
; So far,the memos appear in court papers filed by
Faulkner's papers also cite a ietter from NGS staff
photographers Douglas Faulkner and Fred Ward in a attorney Suzanne Dupre, who told one of the publisher's outstde lawyers that revlewlng contributor
'
" " New York federal court.
';~::Y::',iAccording to Faulkner's papers, NGS consulted contracts for "print use only" restrictions on photo
',;'i',:''':'several outside attorneys-prior to publishing the licenses would take too much time and effort. "We
'first edition of the CD in 1997-for advice on are not clearing rights to images in these situa,
whether it had the rights it needed to re-use images tions," Dupre wrote, according to Faulkner's filing.
NGS went ahead and published the Images
"<:" . onthe CD. One of the attorneys responded that the
",/,.,
'publisher's
legal
liability
could
be
as
high
as$16
milon
the CD anyway. Only in its third and latest
\;,::";"
lion for unauthorized use of images provided by version of the CD-released late iast year-did
'"stock photo agencies. And that estimate was only NGS begin removing stock images provided for
';"Jorstock photos published in the magazine between use In the magazine with licenses that specified
<': ,,' "; 1992 and 1996, according to Faulkner's court papers. "no electronic use.rtn all, about 60 images have
'<,:::::;A second outside counsel told NGS that he did been removed.
In its response to charges that it infringed
;'not believe any of the photo licenses from stock
, .. houses would permit re-use of the photos in an Faulkner's images Willfully, NGS blasts the pho,'.:".":,','-., .. '.:

because his images were shot on assignment.
Besides quoting NGS lawyers, Faulkner's motion
also quotes various NGS staff members who allegedly warned NGS executives during the production phase of the CD that they were making an
ethical and legal mistake.
In March 1997, for instance, assistant director of
photography Kent Kobersteen sent an e-mail to director of photographyTom Kennedy and NGS editor
Bill Allen warning against publlshing the CD without permission from photographers.
".. .It seems to be these two situations [that CD
product is marketed to the general public and is
moreinteractivethan microfiche] inviteanyjudgeand most certainly any jury-to conclude that the
CD-ROM and microfiche are considerably different
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,products," Kobersteen wrote. (Kobersteen is now the
, magazine's director. of photography.)
Around the sametime, National Geographic illustrations editor Dennis Dimick sent an e-mail to
Allen."I attempted to point out the moral issues
of.not making good faith efforts to find [and]
'compensate all copyright holders:' he said In his
e-mail."1 was essentially told by counsel this was
a business decision, and thank you for your erno, tiona I arguments."
In April, then executive editor Robert Poole also
appealed to Allen on both legal and moral grounds
, in another written memo. "Since we expressly re, turned copyright to many authors:' he wrote, "I do
not see how we can take the position that it's ours
not theirs. We are republishing it in another form,
for profit. Even lfour iegal position is sound (and I
don't think it is), our ethical position is not. Does
anygne care about that?"

NGS says those messages are also taken out of
context. For. instance: Kobersteen and pool.e
'weren't making legal Judgments. Instead, their
concerns related to whether"asamatter of sound
business judgment, it would be prudent to embark
upon a course that was likely to upset contributors
to the magazine,"
NGS says it is confident that if the evidence is
"fairly presented and considered, the jury will find
that [NGS] did not willfully infringe [the photographers'] copyrights,"
But if NGS has its way, the case won't get to
trial. The publisher has asked for summary dismissal on the grounds that the CD and its magazines are different versions of the same product,
and, so, as a matter of law, no copyright infringement occurred.
An Atlanta appeals court already rejected that argument last year,however. That court ruled that the

"EVEN IF OUR LEGAL "
, {,;
POSITION IS SOUND (ANDl"
DON'T TH INK IT' I~ " 'ou R,"" """",.'
ETH ICAL POSITIO IS
-ROBERT PC10LI:"AP!<'IL,'9
permits buyers to re-use the images in any digital,
or print product, commercial or personal. In other', '
words,the Images were released as clip art.
NGS says it was a mistake that nobody noticed
until a photographer's agent brought it to the
Iisher's attention on May 6-about six I1)O''1~tlS'',f
ter the release.
"Since that date.we have aggressively pursued,
a recall and remedies to fix the mistake'," says,
NGS spokesperson Mary Jeanne Jacobsen. She de'
clined to say how many of the CDs were sold, but,

--:::----

----

Allen was certainly concerned, according to
Faulkner's court papers. In March '997, Allen
wrote to his boss, NGS CEO and president John Fahey, "We are so far down the road at this point
that we probably just have to keep smoothing as
many bumps as possible and drive like hell with
our fingers crossed."

"WE ARE SO FAR DOWN TH E
ROAD ATTHIS POINT, WE
PROBABLY JUST HAVE TO...
DRIVE LIKE HELL WITH OUR
FINGERS CROSSED."
-BILL ALLEN, MARCH '97

NGS CD infringed photographer Jerry Greenberg's
copyrightby reproducing several of his photoswithout permission. NGS had argued that the CD was, a
reproduction of its magazines in a different medium, like microfiche, so no permission was required.
The court disagreed with NGS, concluding that the
CD was a completely different product from the
magazine. TheSupremeCourt later affirmedthe'ruling by refusingto review it. Greenberg's case is now
In the penalty phase, and the photographer is also
using the internal memos to prove willful Infringement-and boost the publisher's penalty.
Meanwhile, the saga of the CD has taken
another bizarre twist. Late last year, NGS, reieased
the latest version ofthe CD (The Complete National
Geographic: 11< Years on CD,ROM) with a license that

adds, "We know of no misuse by anyone who has
purchased the CD-ROM with the erroneous enduser agreement,"
Ward says he's skeptical about the ability of NGS
to recall the CDs. "I don't see how it's possible for
NGS to contact buyers of the product because
there's no mandatory registration:' he says.
Jacobsen says, "We have the names and addresses of nearly all the people who bought the product
from the vendor because ofthe sales channels used;
for example, many were sold online. We are in the
process of contacting all purchasers by letter."
Fred Ward and Douglas Faulkner's court paperi
quoting the NGS's memos are now online at
<www.pdnoniine.coml!eaturesllawsuitl>.
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TheNational Geographic Society (NGS) was warned

ACCORDING TO FAULKNER'S COURT PAPERS, AN ATTORNEY

repeatedly in advance by outside attorneys and its
own editorial staff that its archival CD product WARNED NGS ITS LEGAL LIABILITY COULD REACH
would infringethe copyrightsof photographers and $16 MILLION FOR UNAUTHORIZED USE OF STOCK PHOTOS.
expose the publisher to legal liability, according to
court documents filed in May bytwo photographers. archival CD, Faulkner a~serts. The third attorney tographer for "outright distortion of the record"
NGS now faces a barrage of lawsuits over The apparently didn't give NGS a direct warning regarding the legal advice obtained by the pubagainst publishing the CD, but according to lisher. "Two of the NGS's three outside attorneys
Complete National Geographic CD, which reproduces
its complete magazine archive page by page. And Faulkner, that attorney told NGS "there is equi- as well as its in-house counsel, opined that the
despite contradiction by its own internal docu- table appeal to [the] argument that a publisher Society had the right to publish The Complete Naments, the publisher has steadfastly maintained in should not be able to profit from exploitation of tional Geographic," NGS says.
One attorney, alleged by Faulkner to have
its publicstatements and in court proceedings that an author's work in a different medium without
additional compensation...especially if exploita- advlsed against the CD, is quoted by NGS as having
its CD doesn't infringe copyright.
Photographers suing the publisherare now using tion In the later medium was not contemplated written, "[NGS] has a persuasive argument that
[publication of the CD] does not create any obligathe Internal memos to bolster their claimsthat NGS at the time of the contract."
tion
to make additional payments to writers and
Author Jonathan Taslnl was makingjust such an
not only infringed their copyrights, but did so will. fully, ifthey succeed,NGS is likely to face much high- argument against The New York Times at that time, photographers... :'
er penalties than it would iffound gulltyof so-called and he eventually prevailed in the Supreme Court's
NGSaiso says opinions about the legality of reinnocent Infringement.
using stock photos "is irrelevant" in Faulkner's case
New York Times v. Tasin! ruling last summer.

NGS'S INCRIMINATING

In the latest battles over the National Geographic
Society's CD, photographers are using the
publisher's own internal memos and e-mails as
evidence NGS willfully infringed copyrights.
By David Walker
;
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. " ",50 far,the memos appear in court papers filed by
. ' ,,' photographers Douglas Faulkner and Fred Ward in a
'-."i. NewYorkfederal court.
.
Y<' "~,J":t·'."",
",',,',"
:;~,':i,;·.,i,Aceording to Faulkner's papers, NGS consulted
"'>";Y;C"several outside attorneys-prior to publishing the
"'" :first edition of the CD in 1997-for advice on
'!,':Whether it had the rights it needed to re-use images
,',{::: ". on the CD. One of the attorneys responded that the
t·",·/,.· publisher'slegal liability could be as high as $16 mil~."
lion for unauthorized use of images provided by
't:" :.,.stock photo agencies. And that estimate was only
-,.;::C.;:::forstock photos publishedin the magazine between
\."." ...• i; )992and 1996,according to Faulkner's court papers.
(·':.:';:-:A second outside counsel toid NGS that he did
. . ··,;;·notbelieve any of the photo licenses from stock
":",,jhouses would permit re-use of the photos in an

Faulkner's papers also cite a letter from NGS staff
attorney Suzanne Dupre, who told one of the publisher's outside lawyers that reviewing contributor
contracts for "print use. only" restrictions on photo
licenses would take too much time' and effort. "We
are not clearing rights to images in these situations," Dupre wrote, according to Faulkner's filing.
NGS went ahead and published the images
on the CD anyway. Oniy in its third and latest
version of the CD-released late last year-did
NGS begin removing stock images provided for
use in the magazine with licenses that specified
"no electronic use:' in all,about 60 images have
been removed.
in its response to charges that it infringed
Faulkner's images Willfully, NGS blasts the pho-

because his images were shot on assignment .
Besides quoting NGS lawyers, Faulkner's motion
also quotes various NGS staff members who allegedly warned NGS executives during the production phase of the CD that they were making an
ethical and legal mistake.
In March 1997, for instance, assistant director of
photography Kent Kobersteen sent an e-mail to director of photography Tom Kennedy and NGS editor
Bill Allen warning against publishing the CD without permission from photographers.
"...it seems to be these two situations [that CD
product is marketed to the general public and is
more interactivethan microfiche] inviteanyjudgeand most certainly any jury-to conclude that the
CD-ROM and microfiche are considerably different
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products," Kobersteen wrote.(Kobersteen is nowthe
magazine's dlrector, of photography)
Around the sametlme, National Geographic illustrations editor Dennis Dimick sent an e-mail to
Allen. "I attempted to point out the moral issues
of, not making good faith efforts to find [and]
'compensate all copyright holders," he said in his
e-mail. "I was essentially told bycounsel this was
a business decision, and thank you for your emotional arguments."
In Apri1., then executive editor Robert Poole also
appealed to Allen on both legal and moral grounds
, Inanother written memo. "Since we expressly returned copyright to many authors," he wrote, "I do
not see how we can take the position that it's ours
not theirs. We are republishing it in another form,
for profit. Even if our legal position is sound (and I
don't think it is), our ethical position is not. Does
any,?ne care about that?"

--:::----

----

Allen was certainly concerned, according to
Faulkner's court papers. In March 1997, Allen
wrote to his boss, NGS CEO and president John Fahey, "We are so far down the road at this point
that we probably just have to keep smoothing as
many bumps as possible and drive like hell with
our fingers crossed."

"WEARE SO FAR DOWN THE
ROAD ATTHIS POINT, WE
PROBABLY JUST HAVE TO...
DRIVE LIKE HELL WITH OUR
FINGERS CROSSED."
-BILL ALLEN, MARCH '97

NGS CD infringed photographer Jerry Greenberg's
copyright byreproducing several of his photos without permission. NGS had argued that the CD was a
reproduction of its magazines in a different medium, like microfiche, so no permission was required.
The court disagreed with NGS, concluding that the
CD was a completely different product from the
magazine. TheSupremeCourtlater affirmed the ruling by refusingto reviewit. Greenberg's case is now
in the penalty phase, and the photographer is also
using the internal memos'to prove willful infringement-and boost the publisher's penalty.
Meanwhi1.e, the saga of the CD has taken
another bizarre twist. Late last year, NGS released
the latest version of the CD (The Complete National
Geographic: 11~ years on CD-ROM) with a license that

adds, "We know of no misuse by anyone who has
purchased the CD·ROM with the erroneous enduser agreement."
Ward says he's skeptical about the ability of NGS
to recall the CDs. "I don't see how it's possible for
NGS to contact buyers of the product because
there's no mandatory registration," he says.
Jacobsen says, "We have the names and addresses of nearly all the people who bought the product
fromthe vendor because of the sales channels used;
for example, many were sold online. We are in the
process of contacting all purchasers by letter."
FredWard and Douglas Pautkner's court papers
quoting the NGS's memos are now online at
<www.pdnonline.comljeatures/lawsuit/>.
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GEOGRAPHIC GUILTY OF COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
June 16, 1999

Judge Joan A. Lenard has found that National Geographic Society infringed the copyright of
underwater photographers Jerry and Idaz Greenberg when they used the Greenberg's copyrighted
images as reference materialsfor two projects without permission or compensation. The case was
heard in Federal Court in the Southern Districtof'Florida in Miami.
The case has been referred to Magistrate Judge William C. Turnoff for the purposes of holding a
settlement conference to determine the amount National Geographic will be required to pay to the
Greenbergs,
/
This is the first time National Geographic has been found guilty of copyright infringement of a
photographer's work. The Case mayopen the door for legal action by other photographers against the
Society.
In a reviewof the facts of the case it was shownthat WalterCutler, the work-for-hire illustrator hired
by the Society to produce illustrations for an educational GeoPack project, improperly used books
produced by the Greenbergs as reference for his illustrations.
On his working drawings Cutler noted the page references referring to the photographs he had copied
so the Society editors could verify that the illustrations were accurate. This clearly laid the
responsibility on the Society editors because they were fully aware of what had been done and were
responsible to obtain proper permissions and deal with compensation issues.
Cutler's illustrations also met the test of "substantial similarity" according to Judge Lenard. The
Greenbergs had produced overlays from their books that clearly showed the illustrations were almost
exact matches of the Greenberg's photos.
In challenging the Greenbergs' motion for Summary Judgement on Liability, lawyers for National
Geographic Society argued that the newly created illustration did not violate the Greenbergs'
copyright, and "thateven if these images reflect copyrighted material,this use constitutes "fair use".
Judge Lenard found that the illustrations "improperly infringed the photographs at issue, and that the
doctrine of fair use is not applicable to these facts."
The court took into consideration the four nonexclusive factors to be considered when determining
whether the fair use doctrine applies and concluded, "that neither the Geof'ack product nor the Jason
Projectposter qualifyas fair use."
The four factors are:
I - the purpose and characterof the use, including whethersuch use is of a commercial nature
or is for nonprofit educational purposes;
2 - the nature ofthe copyrighted work;
3 - the amountand substantial ity of the portion used in relationto the copyrighted work as a

:OEOGRAPHIC GUll-TY OF COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
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whole; and
4 - the effectof the use upon the potential marketfor or value ofthe copyrighted work.
The courts detailed presentation ofthe facts related to each of these points should be useful to others
faced witha "fair use" claim by any organization, and particularly National Geographic.
Counts three and four in the Greenberg's case are not a part ofthis decision and dealt with the use of
the Grcenbergs copyrighted images in the" 108 Years of National Geographic on CJ).ROM". Earlier
in the proceedings lawyers for National Geographic argued that these two counts should
be
considered based on the "Tasini" decision.
On this pointthe judge agreed with National Geographic and the arguments for the use of the
Greenberg's images in that project were not heard. The Greenbergs have the option to appeal that
decision of thejudge.
Oral arguments for the appeal of the "Tasini" decision have been heard in the New YorkAppeals
courtand all parties are presently waiting for thejudge's rulingin that case. The results ofthat case
could affect the Greenbergs ultimate decision.
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Here is an almost instant report on LAW.COM about Jerry Greenberg's
Appeals Court hearing in Atlanta on Tuesday, Oct. 3, 2000,
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Case Could Alter Copyright Law for Internet, CD Use
R. Robin McDonald
Fulton County Daily Report
October 5, 2000

In a case that pits a freelance photographer against a publisher, an
11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals panel could redefine copyright law to

fit today's high-tech era.
A three-judge panel of Atlanta's 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals on
Tuesday heard oral arguments on whether the National Geographic
Society violated copyright law when it reproduced on CD-ROM disks a
series of magazines containing freelance photographer Jerry
Greenberg's photos without his permission. Greenberg v. National
Geographic Society, No. 00-10510-C (11th Circ. Oct. 3, 2000).
The case is being watched closely by publishers. Kilpatrick Stockton
partner Joseph M. Beck has filed a "friend of the court" brief on behalf
of Gannett Co., The New York Times Co., Time Inc., the Times Mirror
co., Hatchette Filipacchi Magazines, the Tribune Co., the Magazine
Publishers of America and the Newspaper Association of America. In
that brief, Beck claims a ruling favoring Greenberg "would seriously
diminish public access to a substantial portion of the historical record
compiled by this nation's magazines and newspapers."
The American Society of Photographers has countered with a brief on
Greenberg's behalf.
A district court jUdge in Florida last year ruled that the National
Geographic Society's CD-ROM set had not infringed on Greenberg's
photo copyrights.
In oral arguments that lasted a nearly unprecedented 90 minutes
Tuesday, the [udiclal panel aggressively questioned opposing counsel
and laid out in often blunt language issues that are SUrfacing in
Internet
8-10-00
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and computer copyright suits across the country.
SIMILAR CASE BEFORE HIGH COURT
The Greenberg case is similar to a New York case pending before the
U.S. Supreme Court. In Tasini v. The New York Times, 206 F.3d 161,
(2nd Circ., Sept. 24,1999, amended Feb. 25, 2000) a 2nd Circuit panel
ruled last year that newspaper and magazine publishers must obtain
reprint permission from freelanCers and other independent contractors
for works published on the Internet through electronic archives such as
Nexis.
The Atlanta panel included Judge Gerald B. Tjoflat, Chief Judge R.
Lanier Anderson III, and Judge Stanley F. Birch Jr. Anderson was one of
two appeals court judqes last year who revived a copyright
infringement suit against CBS by the family of Martin Luther King Jr. A
federal district court judge had ruled that King's "I Have A Dream"
speech was in the public domain. But Anderson penned the appeals
court opinion that King's copyright had not been forfeited. Birch is a
scholar of intellectual property law whose courthouse portrait depicts
him holding "Nimmer on Copyright," the definitive legal text on
copyright law.
Among the legal issues raised by the judges:
• Who owns publication rights-the freelancer or the publisher?-for a
medium that was not expressly included in a licensing agreement
because the medium did not exist at the time of the agreement.
• Is a publisher's reproduction, without alteration, of back magazine
issues on CD-ROM a simple compilation, equivalent to microfiim or
microfiche reproduction, which is allowed by copyright law?
• Does translating the published material to a new computer medium
and adding a separately copyrighted search engine that functions as an
index sufficiently alter the freelancer's work so that it is derivative
and,
thus, subject to copyright protection?
At stake are royalties that publishers could be forced to share with
freelancers whenever they reproduce and sell the freelancers' published
works in merchandise designed for computer access.
Said Birch: "All this is about who gets the money, whether you
[publishers] can get the money, or have to share it with some author."
PHOTOGRAPHER'S CONTRACTS
Greenberg has been selling photos for publication in The National
Geographic since 1961. According to Greenberg's attorney, Norman
Davis of the Miami firm Steel Hector & Davis, the photographer's
contracts generally included a copyright clause stating that, after
publication, all rights to his photos reverted to him, In addition, in
1985, Greenberg wrote to the magazine, asking for a letter clarifying
his ownership of the rights to his published photos. The magazine's
attorney complied in a notarized letter reassigning the rights to
Greenberg's published photos to the photographer, Davis said.
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But in 1997, the National Geographic Society began selling a set of 30
CD·ROM disks containing 108 years of The Nationai Geographic, which
included Greenberg's photos. Greenberg contended the society had no
right to republish his photos because they had reassigned the photo
rights to him and because the CD·ROM set was "a new derivative work"
protected by federal copyright law.
The CD-ROM set, in addition to containinq reprints of each magazine
cover and contents, also included a video sequence of moving covers,
including one shot by Greenberg.
'A NEW ANTHOLOGY'
Greenberg's attorney argued in his appellate brief that the CD·ROM set
was "a new anthology" rather than a simple reprint. National
Geographic, Davis argued, retained the rights to reprint oniy copies of
the original magazine.
"Congress," he wrote, "did not intend to permit the inclusion of
previously published freelance contributions -? such as the Greenberg
photographs --in a completely new anthology or in later collective
works not in the same series. The society cannot contend that The
Compiete Geographic is a collective work in the same series as each
issue of the monthly magazine."
But defense attorney Robert Sugarman of the New York law firm Weil,
Gotshal & Manges argued that the reproduction, including revisions, of
the original publication are not a copyright infringement. In his
appellate brief, he argued that the CD·ROM library was no different
from bound volumes of The National Geographic or reproductions on
microfilm and microfiche.
"The difference in the medium is immaterial," he wrote. "The fact that
multiple issues of the magazine are included on one CD·ROM disk is
immaterial, just as the inclusion of more than one issue of the
magazine in a bound volume or on a roll of microfilm or microfiche is
immaterial.
The addition of tables of contents, introductions and advertisements is
immaterial, just as the addition of tables of contents and indices in
bound volumes, microfilm and microfiche is immaterial."
IS CD SET A REPRINT?
From the bench, JUdge Anderson searched for a distinction between
selling the CD-ROM set of National Geographics and simply selling
bound volumes of back issues, which Davis acknowledged did not
infringe Greenberg's copyright. And he pondered whether binding a
decade's worth of issues in a single volume was truly the same as
"binding" them on a computer disk.
"The question in my mind is whether reproduction in a computer format
constitutes a sufficient transformation," he said. "You say the medium
makes no difference. But here, the medium creates a new market."
Does the iegal privilege that grants publishers certain reprint rights
extend to that new market. he asked. .
Anderson also questioned whether a collective work refers to a single
8-10-00
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published issue or to the entire, historical body of the publication.
The
difference is key, he noted. If the entire back list of a publication is
considered a single "collective work" to which a freelance author,
illustrator or photographer contributed, copyright iaw may permit
reprints or revisions of multiple issues in a single volume without
infringement.
Said Davis: "Each magazine is a collective work. The combined product
is
a different collective work."
Anderson also asked at what point a revised edition of a collective work
might metamorphose into a new, derivative publication. Greenberg's
lawyer, the jUdge noted, argued that the National Geographic's
CD-ROM "is so changed it is more than a revision, it is a derivative
work. If you're wrong in that, you lose." But, Anderson added, "I think
you may be right on that."
Birch and Tjoflat zeroed in on the details of the contracts between
Greenberg and The National Geographic and how cleariy those
contracts spelled out the disposition of the photo copyrights.

"I don't see how anybody can decide this case without knowing what
the contract arrangements were," Tjoflat complained. "They told us
nothing in the record that sets out the agreements."
And Birch noted that copyright law only comes into play "if there's a
void, if the contract doesn't speak to it." If the licensing agreements
between a freelancer and a publisher do not include reproducing a
purchased work in a new medium or as a new product, "You lose," he
told Sugarman, the Nationai Geographic's attorney. "If the licensing
agreement doesn't contemplate it, you lose."
BIRCH: MEDIUM MATTERS
Birch also took issue with Sugarman's argument that the medium in
which a work was reproduced is irrelevant.
"If an author of a novel gives a license ... to a publisher to publish a
novei in hardback or in softback, we're saying the medium doesn't
matter. A publisher can make a movie of it, too. Of course not. The
medium matters in copyrights. One of the exciusive rights of the author
is to make a derivative work. If a CD-ROM constitutes a derivative
work, they [the National Geographic Society] are in violation of an
exclusive right of the author."

Like Anderson, Birch questioned whether the National Geographic's
CD-ROM set is really a compilation or whether the National Geographic
Society and Mindscape, which produced the CD-ROM set, are being
disingenuous in making that claim. Birch noted that both the society
and Mindscape secured new copyrights for the set.
"What a CD-ROM set is really not analogous to is bound volumes," he
8-10-00
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said. "What you've got is a brand new work for a new medium for a
new market that was never contempiated by the parties or in the
licensing agreement. ... I suggest the author has exclusive right to
make derivative works. It is as plain as day to me this is a derivative
work, and the society has exercised a right it doesn't have."
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>The following Ls a sto"'J' I post"d last week on my Selling Stock site.
>Jerry Greenberg want to be sure that you saw it. The case number is
>~7'3~24-CIV-Lenard/Turnoffif you ~~u1d like more information and the
>decision was flied on June 8th.
>

>Jim Pick,,,.'e11
>
>GEOGRllPH.rC GUnTY OF COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMEN2'

»

>Judge Jo~n A. Lenard has lOtInd that National Geographic Society infringed
>the copyright of underwater pUblishers Jerry and Idaz Greenberg when they
>used the Greenberg's copyrighted images as reference materials for two
>projects wi thout permission or compensation. TIle case IQaS heard in Fed"ra1
>Court in the Southern District of Florida in Miami.

>

>The caSe has been referreo to Magistrate Judge William C. Turnoff for
the
>purposes of holding a settlement conference to
determine the amount
>Nattonal Geographic will be required to pay to the Greenbergs,

>

>Thts is the first time National Geographic has been found guilty of
>copyright infringement of a photographer's work, The case may open the
>door for legal action by other photographers against the Society.
>

>1n a review of the facts of the case it was shown that Walter Cutler, the
>work-for-!Jire illustrator llired by the Society to produce illustrations for
>alJ educa tional GeoPack. project, improperly used books producecl by the
>Gr:eenber:<Js as referenoe for hls i l Lue z re t i one ,
>

>On his working drawings Cutler noted the page references referring to the
>pllotograpllS he had COpied so the Soc1"ty edltors COUld ve..- lfy that the
>i11ustrations were aCCurate. Thls clearly laid the responsibllity on the
>Society editors because they were full::,.' aware of what had been done and
>were responsible to obtaln proper permisslons and deal with compensation
>issues.
>>

>Cutler's illustrations also met the test of "substantial s.tmtlarity"
>according to Judge Lenard. The Greenbergs had prodUCed overlays from their
>books that clearly shOwed the illustrations were almost exact matches of
>the Greenberg's photos.
>
>In challenging the Greenbergs' motion for Sun~ary Judgement on Liability,
>lawyers fOr Nati':.·"al Geographic Society argued tlwt tile neWly created
>illllstration did not violate the Greenbergs' copyrig11t, and "that even i f
>these imilges reflect copyrighted material, trus use constitutes "fair use".

>

>Jud(Te Lenard Found that the illustrations "lmproper1y infrinrred tne
m~i1bo)C;/Powlir%20HD/
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five appeared in a educational toy titled "World Oceans
and Seas:'
In 1994, the Geographic entered into a licensing
agreement with Educational Insights, a for-profit California
company, to produce and distribute "World Oceans
and Seas. "Greenberg alleged that the Geographic
rendered his photos as illustrations, then incorporated
those drawings into the product. For the Jason Project
poster, the Geographic reproduced one of Greenberg's
images directly.
In a summary judgment, Judge Joan Lenard ruled that
the illustrations were "substantially similar" to Greenberg's
copyrighted photographs, despite some changes.
She also rejected the Geographic's fair use defense on
the grounds that both products in question copied the substantial elements of Greenberg's images without transforming them in any significant way, and because both products
adversely affected Greenberg's market for' his images.
Lenard also noted that the spiral-bound 'World Oceans and
Seas" is a commercial product, another factor that disquali-

GREENBERG PREVAILS AGAINST NGS
MIAMI-A federal judge has ruled that the National
Geographic Society infringed photographer Jerry
Greenberg's copyright by reproducing six of his images
without permission. One of the images appeared on
a poster promoting the Society's Jason Project. The other

fied it as a fair use.
Damages will be set by a court-supervised mediator.
Previously, Lenard rejected other copyright infringement
claims that Greenberg filed against the Geographic for unauthorized use of his images on a CD, product called "The
Complete National Geographic:' That ruling was based on
the controversial Tasini decision, which held that publishers
may reproduce articles in databases and on CDs without
permission from the authors.
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>photogr~phs at issue, ~nd that the doctrine or fair use is not ~pplicable
>to these racts,"

>

>The court took into consideration the four nonexclusive factors to be
>considered when determining whether the fair use doctrine applies and
>conclucled, "that ne:l thar the GeOP/lck product nor the <Jason Project Jioster
>quality ss fair use."
»

>The four rsctors are;
>1 . th", purpose "nd char"cter of the use, including whether SUCll Ilse is of
>a commerci e; nature or is for nonprof:lt education"l purpoeeei
>2 . th" Ilsture of the copyrighted work:
>3 • the amount and substantiality of the port:lon used in relation to the
>copyright:ed work as a whale; and
>4 • the effect of the use upon tile potential market for or value of the
>copyrighted work.
>

>The courts det8.iled presentation of the fects related to each of these
>points should be useful to OtheJ;s faced with a "Le i s: use" cla:lm by any
>organizal:lon, and particularly National Geographic.

>

>Counts three and four in the Greenberg's c"se are not a part of th:ls
>decision and dealt with the use of the Greenbergs copyrighted images :In the
>"108 Years of National Geographic On CD·RON". Earlier in the proceedings
,.l",wye.,.s for Nati i oria L GeograPhic argued that the "Tasini" ceci s ion :In the
>Southern District of New York COnfirmed their right to make uses in the
>"108 Years" project Without compensating photogJ;aph"rl> in i'llly way. The
>Gree.~ber9·' s Ilrgued that "Tasini" should have no beari11g on their case
>bacause that dec1s:lon was J:ieing appealed.

»

>On this point the judge agreed with National ceoereiml o and issued a
>partial summ"ry judgment on the two co~ts.
Thus, the arguments reli'lt:lng
>to the use of the Greenberg's images in the "108 Yei'lrs /I project t.ere never
>heard. The Greenbergs h,we the option to appei'll th" t decision of ulie judge.
>

>Orlll arguments for tIle appeal of the "Tasini" decision have been heard in
>the New York Appeals court and all parties are prel>ently waiting for the
>judge's ruling in that case. The results of that case could affect the
>Greenberg's Ultimate deCision.
>

>,jim Pickerell
>S"lling Stock

:;.

>www.pickphoto.com/sso
>jim@c1Jd,cOm
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said they wanted to use one his images for a CD-ROMand that they were uffering $100 lor the lise.
Photographer: "What are the rights YOl{liasking for?"
NGI: (She laughs) and then explains the rights.
Photographer: "Send me that in writing and I'll get back to you."
It would appear that they may have been getting the question about rights a lot, and they know that anyone
who asks the question is not likely to accept their offer,

108 Years of National Geographic CD-ROM
NGI is planning to also offcr the "108 Ycars of National Geographic" on DVDin the near future. Many
photographers and stock agents think this is anothernew use, and that another fee should be paid for this use.
Of course two times $0 is still $0.
As reported in March,Jerry and Idaz Greenberg have filed suit in federal court in Miami againstNational
Geographic for copyrightinfringement in connection with the use of theirimages on the lOS years CD-ROM
project, as well as a previous infringement by National Geographic.
There are 4 counts to the Greenberg's case -- 2 in connection with the lOS years and 2 with the other
infringement. In a preliminary hearing the judge lloiFmiss.ild the two counts that were connected with the 108
years project taking the position that Tasini vs. NY Times was controlling on these issues.
The judge ruled that copying is permitted underTasini's interpretation of 20I(c) of the Copyright Act as a
revision of each issue of the magazine.

c>:

':::l

The Greenbergs believethe judge erred in this decision and will appeal. However, they can not appeal this
aspectof theircase until the other two counts of the case are settled at the lower court level. They are
proceeding with discovery and takingdepositions, but it seems unlikely that the 108 Ycars issue will go to
appeal beforesometimelater next year.

ASMPhas agreed to supply an amicus brief to the Appeals Court, and has told their members, "ASMPfeels
this is an importantissue with far reaching consequences."
ost Transparency Settlement
PhotoResources Hawaii recently received a settlement from National Geographic of between $750 and $1500
per image for the loss of 43 transparencies.
Tami Dawson reports that she had submitted 43 images at the request of National Geographic Traveler
magazine. Traveler's recordsshow that the package arrived in the building, but from that point on no one can
remember seeing the images.
When Travelermagazinefinally acknowledged that the images werelost they turned the matterover to their
insurance company. Initially, the insurance company contacted Dawson with a very low and unacceptable
offer. At that point Dawsoncalled the National Geographic legal department. She suggested that their
insurance company might not really understand the valueof transparencies. She pointed out, in a friendly way,
that she really didn't want to take the matterto court, but she would if she couldn'tgct a better offer.
Within 4S hours she had an acceptable offer, They were ableto negotiate different fees that ranged between
$750 and $1500 per transparency depending on the valueof transparency. All this was takencare of without
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Council of America (PACA), American Society of Picture Professionals (ASPP), North American Nature
Photography Association (NANPA), American Institute of Graphic' Arts, American Society ofJournalists and
Authors, Authors Guild, Garden Writers Association of Ameri(;a, Graphic Artists Guild, Independent Writers of
Southern California, Outdoor Writers Association of America, PEN Center USA West, Science Fiction and
Fantasy Writers of America, Society of American Travel Writers Freelance Council, Volunteer Lawyers for the
Arts, Washington Independent Writers, Writers Guild of America East and Writers Guild of America West.
According to Patricia Fetch of the Chicago law firm of Peterson & Ross, who is directing the appeal, final
paperwork from both sides is due April 7, to be followed by oral arguments, probably in April or May.

Geographic CD-ROM
In December, Jerryand Idaz Greenberg filed suit against National Geographic for copyright infringement in
connection with the use of their images in Geographic's 30-disc setof CD-ROMs. The case was brought in
federal court in the Southern District of Florida.
Geographic refused to settle and has chosen to move ahead with litigation. It appears that Geographic believes
any settlement will result in a landslide of claims from hundreds of photographers who would expect similar
treatment. Therefore, it appears Geographic intends to force litigation ofevery claim.
The Greenbergs and their lawyer, Norman Davis, have a history of successful litigations against other
infringers. In one case reported in the March 1994 issue of Taking Stock Stanley Michael's Inc. a T-shirt
manufacturer settled for $195,000 just prior to the case being heard in federal court.
The Greenberg case will probably be the first to go to trial, and this might take place as early as sometime this
summer. Another suit has been filed in New York by Douglas Faulkner, Louis Psihoyos and Matrix stock
agency There are at least 40 other claimants who have retained counsel and will be closely watching the results
'of the Greenberg case.
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>GEOGRAPH.rc GUILTY OF COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
>

>Judge Joan A. Lenard has found that National Geographic Society infringed
>the copyright of underwater pUblishers Jerry and 1daz Greenberg when they
>used the Greenberg I S copyrighted images as reference materials for two
>projects without permisston or compensation. The case was heard in Federal
>Court 1n the Southern District of Florida in Miami.
»

>The cas e has been referred to Magistrate Judge William C. Turnoff for the
>purposes of holding a settlement conference to determtne the amount
>Nattonal Geogra.phic will be requtred to pay to the Greenbergs.

>

>This is the first ttme National Ceographic has been found guilty of
>copyright infringement of a photographer's work. The case may open the
>door for legal action by other photographers against the Society.
>

>In a revtew of the facts of the
illustrator llired
>an educaUonal GeoPack project,
>GreenberoJs as re i erenoe for his
>wo~'k-for-hire

case it was shown that Walter Cutler, the
by the Society to produce illll.Hrations Eor
impl'operly used books produced by the
illustrations.

>
>~l his ~Jrking drawings Cutler noted the page references referring to the

>pllOtograpllS he had COpied so the Society editors could verify that the
>i11ustrations were accurate. This clearly laid the responsibility on the
>Society edi tors because they were fullY aware of wha t had been done and
>were responsible to obtain proper permossions and deal with compensation
>issues.
>
»

>Cutler's illustrations also met the test of "substantial s,imtlarity"
>acCording to JUdge Lenard. The Greenbergs had prodUCed overlays from their
>books that clearly showed the illustrations were almost exact matches of
>the Greenberg's photos,
>
>1n challenging the Greenhergs' motion for Summary Judgement On Liability,
>lawyers for Na tional Geogrm;Jhic Society ,;jL'vued tll,lt tile newly created
>illustration elid not violate the Greenberqs' copyrig,~t, and "that even if
>these imilges reflect copyrighted material, this use constitutes "fail' use".

>

>Jud(l'e Lenard found that the illustrations "improperly infrinrre6 the
m~ilbox;/Pow~r%20HOI
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Case Could Alter Copyright Law-for internet, CD Use
R. Robin McDonald
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October 5, 2000

in a: case that pits a freelance photographer against a publisher, an
11th U.S. Circuit court of Appeals panel could redefine copyright law to
fit today's high-tech era.
.f

A three-judge panel of Atlanta's 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals on
Tuesday heard oral arguments on whether the National Geographic
Society violated copyright law when it reproduced on CD-ROM disks a
series of magazines containing freelance photographer Jerry
Greenberg's photos without his permission. Greenberg v. National
Geographic Society, No. 00-1051O-C (11th Circ. Oct. 3, 2000).
The case is being watched closely by publishers. Kilpatrick Stockton
partner Joseph M. Beck has filed a "friend of the court" brief on behalf
of Gannett Co., The New York Times Co., Time Inc., the Times Mirror
Co., Hatchette Filipacchi Magazines, the Tribune Co., the Magazine
Publishers of America and the Newspaper Association of America. In
that brief, Beck claims a ruling favoring Greenberg "would seriously
diminish public access to a substantial portion of the historical record
compiled by this nation's magazines and newspapers."
The American Society of Photographers has countered with a brief on
Greenberg's behalf.
A district court judge in Florida last year ruled that the National
Geographic Society's CD-ROM set had not infringed on Greenberg's
photo copyrights.
In oral arguments that lasted a nearly unprecedented 90 minutes
Tuesday, the judlctal panel aggressively questioned opposing counsel
and laid out in often biunt lan'guage Issues that are surtaclnq in
Internet
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and computer copyright suits across the country.
SIMILAR CASE BEFORE HIGH COURT
The Greenberg case is similar to a New York case pending before the
U.S. Supreme Court. In Tasini v. The New York Times, 206 F.3d 161,
(2nd Circ., Sept. 24,1999, amended Feb. 25, 2000) a 2nd Circuit panel
ruled last year that newspape~ and magazine publishers must ~btain
reprint permission from freelancers and other independent contractors
for works published on the Internet through electronic archives such as
Nexis.
.,The Atlanta panel included Judge Gerald B. Tjoflat, Chief Judge R.
Lanier Anderson III, and Judge Stanley F. Birch Jr. Anderson was one of
two appeals court judqes last year who revived a copyright
infringement suit against CBS by,the family of Martin Luther King Jr. A
federal district court judge had ruled that King's "I Have A Dream"
speech was in the public domain. But Anderson penned the appeals
court opinion that King's copyright had not been forfeited. Birch is a
schoiar of inteliectual property law whose courthouse portrait depicts
him holding "Nimmer on Copyright," the definitive legal text on
copyright law.
Among the legal issues raised by the judges:
• Who owns publication rights-the freelancer or the publisher?-for a
medium that was not expressiy included in a licensing agreement
because the medium did not exist at the time of the agreement.
• Is a publisher's reproduction, without alteration, of back magazine
issues on CD-ROM a simple compilation, equivalent to microfilm or
microfiche reproduction, which is allowed by copyright law?
• Does translating the published material to a new computer medium
and adding a separately copyrighted search engine that functions as an
index SUfficiently aiter the freelancer's work so that it is derivative
and,
thus, subject to copyright protection?
At stake are royalties that publishers could be forced to share with
freelancers whenever they reproduce and sell the freelancers' published
works in merchandise designed for computer aCCeSS.
Said Birch: "All this is about who gets the money, whether you
[publishers] can get the money, or have to share it with some author."
PHOTOGRAPHER'S CONTRACTS
Greenberg has been selling photos for publication In The National
Geographic since 1961. According to Greenberg's attorney, Norman
Davis of the Miami firm Steel Hector & Davis, the photographer's
contracts generally included a copyright clause stating that, after
publication, all rights to his photos reverted to him. In addition, in
1985, Greenberg wrote to the magazine, asking for a letter clarifying
his ownership of the rights to his published photos. The magazine's
attorney complied in a notarized letter reassigning the rights to
Greenberg's published photos to the photographer, Davis said.
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But in 1997, the National Geographic Society began selling a set of 30
CD-ROM disks containing 108 years of The National Geographic, which
included Greenberg's photos. Greenberg contended the society had no
right to republish his photos because they had reassigned the photo
rights to him and because the CD·ROM set was "a new derivative work"
protected by federal copyright law.
The CD-ROM set, in addition to containing reprints of each magazine
cover and contents, also included a video sequence of moving covers,
including one shot by Greenberg.
'A NEW ANTHOLOGY'
Greenberg's attorney argued in his appellate brief that the CD-ROM set
was "a new anthology" rather than a simple reprint. National
Geographic, Davis argued, retained the rights to reprint only copies of
the original magazine.
"Congress," he wrote, "did not intend to permit the inclusion of
previously published freelance contributions -? such as the Greenberg
photographs --in a completely new anthology or in later collective
works not in the same series. The society cannot contend that The
Complete Geographic is a collective work in the same series as each
issue of the monthly magazine."
But defense attorney Robert Sugarman of the New York law firm Weil,
Gotshal & Manges argued that the reproduction, Including revisions, of
the original publication are not a copyright infringement. In his
appellate brief, he argued that the CD-ROM library was no different
from bound volumes of The National Geographic or reproductions on
microfilm and microfiche.
"The difference in the medium is immaterial," he wrote. "The fact that
multiple issues of the magazine are included on oneCO-ROM disk is
immaterial, just as the inclusion of more than one issue of the
magazine in a bound volume or on a roll of microfilm or microfiche is
immaterial.
The addition of tables of contents, introductions and advertisements is
immaterial, just as the addition of tables of contents and indices in
bound volumes, microfilm and microfiche is immaterial."
IS CD SET A REPRINT?
From the bench, Judge Anderson searched for a distinction between
selling the CD-ROM set of National Geographies and simply selling
bound volumes of back issues, which Davis acknowledged did not
infringe Greenberg's copyright. And he pondered whether binding a
decade's worth of issues in a single volume was truiy the same as
"binding" them on a computer disk.
"The question in my mind is whether reproduction in a computer format
constitutes a sufficient transformation," he said. "You say the medium
makes no difference. But here, the medium creates a new market."
Does the legal privilege that grants publishers certain reprint rights
extend to that new market, he asked.
Anderson also questioned whether a collective work refers to a single
8-10-00
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published issue or to the entire, historical body of the publication.
The
difference is key, he noted. If the entire back list of a publication is
considered a single "coilective work" to which a freelance author,
illustrator or photographer contributed, copyright law may permit
reprints or revisions of multiple issues in a single volume without
infringement.
Said Davis: "Each magazine is a coilective work. The combined product
,

~

a different coilective work."
Anderson also asked at what point a revised edition of a coilective work
might metamorphose into a new, derivative publication. Greenberg's
lawyer, the jUdge noted, argued that the National Geographic's
CD-ROM "is so changed it is more than a revision, it is a derivative
work. If you're wrong in that, you lose." But, Anderson added, "I think
you may be right on that."
Birch and Tjoflat zeroed in on the details of the contracts between
Graenberp and The National Geographic and how clearly those
contracts speiled out ~h~ disposition of the photo copyrights.
"I don't see how anybody can decide this case without knowing what
the contract arrangements were," Tjoflat complained. "They told us
nothing in the record that sets out the agreements."
And Birch noted that copyright law only comes into play "if there's a
void, if the contract doesn't speak to it." If the licensing agreements
between a freelancer and a publisher do not include reproducing a
purchased work in a new medium or as a new product, "You lose," he
told Sugarman, the National Geographic's attorney. "If the licensing
agreement doesn't contemplate it, you lose."
BIRCH: MEDIUM MATTERS
Birch also took issue with Sugarman's argument that the medium in
which a work was reproduced is irrelevant.
"If an author of a novei gives a license ... to a publisher to publish a
novel in hardback or in softback, we're saying the medium doesn't
matter. A publisher can make a movie of it, too. Of course not. The
medium matters in copyrights. One of the exclusive rights of the author
is to make a derivative work. if a CD-ROM constitutes a derivative
work, they [the National Geographic Society] are in violation of an
exclusive right of the author."
Like Anderson, Birch questioned whether the National Geographic's
CD-ROM set is reaily a compilation or whether the National Geographic
·Society and Mindscape, which produced the CD-ROM set, are being
. disingenuous in making that claim. Birch noted that both the society
and Mindscape secured new ,copyrights for the set.
"What a CD-ROM set is reaily not analogous to is bound volumes," he
8-10-00
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said. "What you've got is a brand new work for a new medium for a
new market that was never contemplated by the parties or in the
licensing agreement. ... I suggest the author has exclusive right to
make derivative works. It is as plain as day to me this is a derivative
work, and the society has exercised a right it doesn't have."
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In a case that pits a freelance photographer against a publisher, an
11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals panel could redefine copyright law to
fit today's high-tech era.
A three-judge panel of Atlanta's 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals on
Tuesday heard oral arguments on whether the National Geographic
Society violated copyright law when it reproduced on CD-ROM disks a
series of magazines containing freelance photographer Jerry
Greenberg's photos without his permission. Greenberg v. National
Geographic Society, No. 00-1051O-C (11th Circ. Oct. 3, 2000).
The case is being watched closely by publishers. Kilpatrick Stockton
partner Joseph M. Beck has filed a "friend of the court" brief on behalf
of Gannett Co., The New York Times Co., Time Inc., the Times Mirror
Co., Hatchette Filipacchi Magazines, the Tribune Co., the Magazine
Publishers of America and the Newspaper Association of America. In
that brief, Beck claims a ruling favoring Greenberg "would seriously
diminish public access to a substantial portion of the historical record
compiled by this nation's magazines and newspapers."
The American Society of Photographers has countered with a brief on
Greenberg's behalf.
A district court jUdge in Florida last year ruled that the National
Geographic Society's CD-ROM set had not infringed on Greenberg's
photo copyrights.
In oral arguments that lasted a nearly unprecedented 90 minutes
Tuesday, the judicial panel aggressively questioned opposing counsel
and laid out in often blunt language issues that are surfacing in
Internet
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and computer copyright suits across the country.
SIMILAR CASE BEFORE HIGH COURT
The Greenberg case is similar to a New York case pending before the
U.S. Supreme Court. In Tasini v. The New York Times, 206 F.3d 161,
(2nd Circ., Sept. 24,1999, amended Feb. 25, 2000) a 2nd Circuit panel
ruled last year that newspaper and magazine publishers must obtain
reprint permission from freelancers and other independent contractors
for works published on the Internet through electronic archives such as
Nexis.
The Atlanta panel included Judge Gerald B. Tjoflat, Chief Judge R.
Lanier Anderson III, and Judge Stanley F. Birch Jr. Anderson was one of
two appeals court judges last year who revived a copyright
infringement suit against CBS by the family of Martin Luther King Jr. A
federal district court judge had ruled that King's "I Have A Dream"
speech was in the public domain. But Anderson penned the appeals
court opinion that King's copyright had not been forfeited. Birch is a
scholar of intellectual property law whose courthouse portrait depicts
him holding "Nimmer on Copyright," the definitive legal text on
copyright law.
Among the legal issues raised by the judges:
• Who owns publication rights-the freelancer or the publisher?-for a
medium that was not expressly included in a licensing agreement
because the medium did not exist at the time of the agreement.
• Is a publisher's reproduction, without alteration, of back magazine
issues on CD-ROM a simple compilation, equivalent to microfilm or
microfiche reproduction, which is allowed by copyright law?
• Does translating the published material to a new computer medium
and adding a separately copyrighted search engine that functions as an
Index sufficiently alter the freelancer's work so that it is derivative
and,
thus, subject to copyright protection?
At stake are royalties that publishers could be forced to share with
freelancers whenever they reproduce and sell the freelancers' published
works in merchandise designed for computer access.
Said Birch: "All this is about who gets the money, whether you
[publishers] can get the money, or have to share it with some author."
PHOTOGRAPHER'S CONTRACTS
Greenberg has been selling photos for publication in The National
Geographic since 1961. According to Greenberg's attorney, Norman
Davis of the Miami firm Steel Hector & Davis, the photographer's
contracts generally included a copyright clause stating that, after
publication, all rights to his photos reverted to him. In addition, in
1985, Greenberg wrote to the magazine, asking for a letter clarifying
his ownership of the rights to his published photos. The magazine's
attorney complied in a notarized letter reassigning the rights to
Greenberg's published photos to the photographer, Davis said.
8-10-00
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But in 1997, the National Geographic Society began seiling a set of 30
CD-ROM disks containing 108 years of The National Geographic, which
included Greenberg's photos. Greenberg contended the society had no
right to republish his photos because they had reassigned the photo
rights to him and because the CD-ROM set was "a new derivative work"
protected by federal copyright law.
The CD-ROM set, in addition to containing reprints of each magazine
cover and contents, also included a video sequence of moving covers,
including one shot by Greenberg.
'A NEW ANTHOLOGY'
Greenberg's attorney argued in his appellate brief that the CD-ROM set
was "a new anthology" rather than a simple reprint. National
Geographic, Davis argued, retained the rights to reprint only copies of
the original magazine.
"Congress," he wrote, "did not intend to permit the inclusion of
previously published freelance contributions -? such as the Greenberg
photographs --in a compietely new anthology or in later collective
works not in the same series. The society cannot contend that The
Complete Geographic is a collective work in the same series as each
issue of the monthly magazine."
But defense attorney Robert Sugarman of the New York law firm Weil,
Gotshal & Manges argued that the reproduction, including revisions, of
the original publication are not a copyright infringement. In his
appellate brief, he argued that the CD-ROM library was no different
from bound volumes of The National Geographic or reproductions on
microfilm and microfiche.
"The difference in the medium is immaterial," he wrote. "The fact that
multiple issues of the magazine are included on one CD-ROM disk is
immaterial, just as the inclusion of more than one issue of the
magazine in a bound volume or on a roll of microfilm or microfiche is
immaterial.
The addition of tables of contents, introductions and advertisements is
immaterial, just as the addition of tables of contents and indices in
bound volumes, microfilm and microfiche is immaterial."
IS CD SET A REPRINT?
From the bench, JUdge Anderson searched for a distinction between
seiling the CD-ROM set of National Geographics and simply selling
bound volumes of back issues, which Davis acknowledged did not
infringe Greenberg's copyright. And he pondered whether binding a
decade's worth of issues in a single volume was truly the same as
"binding" them on a computer disk.
"The question in my mind is whether reproduction in a computer format
constitutes a sufficient transformation," he said. "You say the medium
makes no difference. But here, the medium creates a new market."
Does the legal privilege that grants publishers certain reprint rights
extend to that new market, he asked.
Anderson also questioned whether a collective work refers to a single
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published issue or to the entire, historical body of the publication.
The
difference is key, he noted. If the entire back list of a publication is
considered a single "collective work" to which a freelance author,
illustrator or photographer contributed, copyright iaw may permit
reprints or revisions of muitiple issues in a single volume without
infringement.
Said Davis: "Each magazine is a collective work. The combined product
is
a different collective work."
Anderson aiso asked at what point a revised edition of a collective work
might metamorphose into a new, derivative publication. Greenberg's
lawyer, the judge noted, argued that the National Geographic's
CD-ROM "is so changed it is more than a revision, it is a derivative
work. If you're wrong in that, you lose." But, Anderson added, "I think
you may be right on that."
Birch and Tjoflat zeroed in on the details of the contracts between
Greenberg and The National Geographic and how clearly those
contracts spelled out the disposition of the photo copyrights.
"I don't see how anybody can decide .this case without knowing what
the contract arrangements were," Tjoflat complained. "They told us
nothing in the record that sets out the agreements."
And Birch noted that copyright law only comes into play "if there's a
void, if the contract doesn't speak to it." If the licensing agreements
between a freelancer and a publisher do not include reproducing a
purchased work in a new medium or as a new product, "You lose," he
told Sugarman, the National Geographic's attorney. "If the licensing
agreement doesn't contemplate it, you lose."
BIRCH: MEDIUM MATTERS
Birch also took issue with Sugarman's argument that the medium in
which a work was reproduced is irrelevant.
"If an author of a novel gives a license ... to a publisher to publish a
novel in hardback or in softback, we're saying the medium doesn't
matter. A publisher can make a movie of it, too. Of course not. The
medium matters In copyrights. One of the exclusive rights of the author
is to make a derivative work. If a CD-ROM constitutes a derivative
work, they [the National Geographic Society] are in violation of an
exclusive right of the author."
Like Anderson, Birch questioned whether the National Geographic's
CD-ROM set is really a compilation or whether the National Geographic
Society and Mindscape, which produced the CD-ROM set, are being
disingenuous in making that claim. Birch noted that both the society
and Mindscape secured new copyrights for the set.
"What a CD-ROM set is really not analogous to is bound volumes," he
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said. "What you've got is a brand new work for a new medium for a
new market that was never contemplated by the parties or in the
licensing agreement. ... I suggest the author has exclusive right to
make derivative works. It is as plain as day to me this is a derivative
work, and the society has exercised a right it doesn't have."
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Some photographers on the list asked for the names of the organizations
filing Amici Curiae, Friends-of-the Court briefs, on behalf of National
Geographic and against underwater photographer Jerry Greenberg In Miami.
Jerry's case against NGS for copyright infringements related to the
CD108 CD product is on appeal in federal court.
Such a list shows who is interested in Tasini and other cases where
creators want to protect themselves against the unauthorized use of
their material. Such a list suggests who has the most to gain in the
current wave of "rights grab" activities.
Those filing against photographer Jerry Greenberg and in favor of
National Geographic's position to publish every picture and text ever
printed in the magazine without compensation to the thousands of writers
and photographers are:
Magazine Publishers of America, Inc.
Newspaper Association of America, Inc.
Gannett Co., Inc.
Hachette Filipaccchi Magazines, Inc.
The New York Times Company
Time Inc.
Times Mirror Co. (Newsday)
Tribune Company

Now you know.
Fred Ward
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LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS
TASINI RULING THWARTS GREENBERG
VS. NATIONAL GEO
MIAMI-A federal judge has thrown out part of photographer Jerry Greenberg's copyright infringement claim
agai nst National Geographic, saying the publisher did not
improperly reuse the photographers' pictures on a CD
compilation of its printed magazines.
The Florida court based its ruling on the 1997 Tasini ruling, in which a New York federal court said that electronic
databases and CD-ROMS are revisions of original printed
works-rather than derivative works-if they preserve an original selection or original arrangement of content anddon'tdiffer "by more than a trivial degree" from the preceding work.
Under copyright law, revisions are permitted without the
permission of contributors; derivative works are not.
The National Geographic argued that its CD product,
called The Complete National Geographic, was a revision of
the printed magazines. The CD contains an exact image of
each page as it appeared in the magazine.
Greenberg argued that the CDs constituted derivative
works because each CD begins with a short display of images from ten different magazine covers. (One of those displays includes the January 1962 cover showing Greenberg's
picture of a woman scuba diving around a coral reef.) The
CD productis also copyrighted as a separate work, he says.
But the court disagreed, saying that the CDs are recognizable versions of the periodicals, andtherefore "revisions:'
Greenberg intends to appeal the ruling. "1 think the

judge made a serious error in applying Tasini," says his attorney, Norman Davis. "The facts of that case are totally
different from this one:'
Greenberg has also claimed infringement against the
Geographic for unauthorized use of his images in other
products. Those claims wereunaffected by the summary ruling on the CD compilation, and are still pending.

PAPARAZZO WINS JUDGEMENT
LOS ANGELES-A California jury awarded celebrity shooter Alan Zanger $4,500 in damages on July 22 in his civil
suit against actor Alec Baldwin.
The suit stemmed from a 1995 incident in which Zanger
photographed Baldwin and his wife, actress Kim Basinger,
returning homewith their newborn daughter. Zanger had accused Baldwin of assaulting him, but Baldwin wasacquitted
of criminal assault charges in 1996.
Zanger subsequently filed a civil claim against Baldwin for
assault, battery and negligence. Baldwin counter-sued
Zanger for assault, invasion of privacy and. negligence. The
jury rejected all but the negligence claims of both parties.
Baldwin's negligence caused Zanger $6.000 worth of
damages, the jury found. Zanger's negligence caused
Baldwin no monetary damage, but it contributed to
Baldwin's negligence, the jurysaid. As a result, Zanger's damage award was reduced 25 percent.
Zanger says he was vindicated by the jury's rejection of
Baldwin's invasion of privacy claim. "1 won the right to be
able to take my photos," he says. "Celebrities can'tpick and
choose when they wantto be photographed:'
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LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS
TASINI RULING THWARTS GREENBERG
VS. NATIONAL GEO
MIAMI-A federal judge has thrown out part of photographer Jerry Greenberg's copyright infringement claim
against National Geographic, saying the publisher did not
improperly reuse the photographers' pictures on a CD
compilation of its printed magazines.
The Florida court based its ruling on the 1997 Tasini ruling, in which a New York federal court said that electronic
databases and CD-ROMS are revisions of original printed
works-rather than derivative works-if they preserve an original selection or original arrangement of content and don't differ "by more than a trivial degree" from the preceding work..
Under copyright law, revisions are permitted without the
permission of contributors; derivative works are not.
The National Geographic argued that its CD product,
called The Complete National Geographic, was a revision of
the printed magazines. The CD contains an exact image of
each page as it appeared in the magazine.
Greenberg argued that the CDs constituted derivative
works because each CD begins with a short display of images from ten different magazine covers. (One of those displays includesthe January 1962 cover showing Greenberg's
. picture of a woman scuba diving around a coral reef.) The
CD product is also copyrighted as a separate work, he says.
But the court disagreed, saying that the CDs are recognizable versions of the periodicals, and therefore "revisions"
Greenberg intends to appeal the ruling. "I think the
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judge made a serious error in applying Tasini,' says his attorney, Norman Davis. "The facts of that case are totally
different from this one:'
Greenberg has also claimed infringement against the.
Geographic for unauthorized use of his images in other
products. Those claims were unaffected by the summary ruling on the CD compilation, and are still pending.

PAPARAZZO WINS JUDGEMENT
LOS ANGELES-A California jury awarded celebrity shooter Alan Zanger $4,500 in damages on July 22 in his civil
suit against actor Alec Baldwin.
The suit stemmed from a 1995 incident in which Zanger
photographed Baldwin and his wife, actress Kim Basinger,
returning home with their newborn daughter. Zanger had accused Baldwin of assaulting him, but Baldwin was acquitted
of criminal assault charges in 1996.
Zanger subsequently filed a civil claim against Baldwin for
assault, battery and negligence. Baldwin counter-sued
Zanger for assault, invasion of privacy and negligence. The
jury rejected all but the negligence claims of both parties.
Baldwin's negligence caused Zanger $6,000 worth of
damages, the jury found. Zanger's negligence caused
Baldwin no monetary damage, but it contributed to
Baldwin's negligence, the jury said. As a result, Zanger's damage award was reduced 25 percent.
Zanger says he was vindicated by the jury's rejection of
Baldwin's invasion of privacy claim. "I won the right to be
able to take my photos:' he says. "Celebrities can't pick and
choose when they want to be photographed:'
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five appeared in a educational toy titled "World Oceans
and Seas:'
In 1994, the Geographic entered into a licensing
agreement with Educational Insights, a for-profit California
company, to produce and distribute "World Oceans
and Seas. "Greenberg alleged that the Geographic
rendered his photos as illustrations, then incorporated
those drawings into the product. For the Jason Project
poster, the Geographic reproduced one of Greenberg's
images directly.
In a summary judgment, Judge Joan Lenard ruled that
the illustrations were "substantially similar" to Greenberg's
copyrighted photographs, despite some changes.
She also rejected the Geographic's fair use defense on
the grounds that both products in question copied the substantial elements of Greenberg's images without transforming them in any significant way, and because both products
adversely affected Greenberg's market for his images.
Lenard also noted that the spiral-bound 'World Oceans and
Seas" is a commercial product, another factor that disquali-

GREENBERG PREVAILS AGAINST NGS
MIAMI-A federal judge has ruled that the National
Geographic Society infringed photographer Jerry
Greenberg's copyright by reproducing six of his images
without permission. One of the images appeared on
a poster promoting the Society's Jason Project. The other

fied it as a fair use.
Damages will be set by a court-supervised mediator.
Previously, Lenard rejected other copyright infringement
claims that Greenbergfiled against the Geographic for unauthorized use of his images on a CD, product called "The
Complete National Geographic:' That ruling was based on
the controversial Tasini decision, which held that publishers
may reproduce articles in databases and on CDs without
permission from the authors.

,
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PHOTOGRAPHERS SUE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC OVER CD USAGES
Six photographers and a picture agency have filed
two separate copyright infringement claims in New
York and Miami against the National Geographic
Society. Both claims dispute the Geographic's right
to re-use photographs in a CD compilation of back
issues of National Geographic magazine without the
photographers' permission.
Photographer Jerry Greenberg and his wife, Idaz,are
seeking ari injunction in U.S. District Court in Miami
barring the Geographic from distributing his photographs as part of the compilation. The Greenbergs
are also seeking unspecified damages.
In U.S. District Court in Manhattan, photographers
Douglas Faulkner and Louis Psihoyos, along with Matrix
International, filed a similar action. Matrix is acting as
agent for photographers Roger Hutchings and Rick
II Rickman in the action.
National Geographic Ventures, afor-profit subsidiary
of the non-profit National Geographic Society, began
distributing "The Complete National Geographic: 108
Years of National Geographic Magazine on CD-ROM"
lastfall. Mostphotographers were not paid forthe re'I

use oftheirpictures in the 3D-disc set.
The Society asserts that it did not need the photographers' permission because the new product was not
a reuse, buta simple revision of the magazine in a new
format.The Society has cited the case ofTasini et ai. vs.
The New York Times to defend its position. That federal
court decision said publishers can re-distribute printed
articles on CD and on databases, provided the articles
are unchanged from their original printversions.
The Greenbergsargue that National Geographic had
no right to re-use their work without prior permission'
because the CD compilation "is not a 'further use'or a'
'revision' of a pre-existing collective work. [ltJ is a new
collective work, by virtue of the collection, selection,
arrangement and assembly of materials...some entireIy new-In a product that as a whole constitutes an
original authorship of work:'
A similar argument was rejected bythe judge in the
Tasini case, which was heard in a New York federal
court. The Miami federal court is not bound by the
Tasini decision, however.
The plaintiffs in the New York case take a different
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tack, arguing thatthe National Geographic Society had
no right under the original contracts to transfer the Ii- !
cense to its subsidiary, National Geographic Ventures,
to create for-profit products. "...The original agreements II
[were] made at a time when it was not in the contemplation oftheparties that the images would be used for,
profit and commerciai use in a National Geographic I
magazine onCD-ROM; the intentwas only educational!
and/ornon-profit use," the plaintiffs assert, , ":'dc...,j
Matrix contends that "the originallic,e}se,}gree- I
ments provided for one-time print on paper. rights only," 1
according to Matrix co-ownerJonathan Wells. Wells also
says he has those terms in writing.
I
Moreover, he adds, Geographic had approached
Matrix earlier, offering to pay $75 per picturefor a
year additional license-and Matrix refused the offer.
One ofthe Matrix photographers named in the original suit, Sarah Leen, withdrew from the suit in i
January. She is the only one who is still active with !
National Geographic.
!
Court dates forthe two cases have not been set.
i
-David Waiker I
J
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PHOTOGRAPHERS SUE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC OVER CD USAGES
Six photographers and a picture agency have filed
two separate copyright infringement claims in New
York and Miami against the National Geographic
Society. Both claims dispute the Geographic's right
to re-use photographs in a CD compilation of back
issues of National Geographic magazine without the
photographers' permission.
Photographer Jerry Greenberg and his wife,ldaz,are
seeking ali injunction in U.S. District Court in Miami
barring the Geographic from distributing his photographs as part of the compilation. The Greenbergs
are also seeking unspecified damages.
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Douglas Faulkner and Louis Psi hoyos, along with Matrix
International, filed a similar action. Matrix is acting as
agent for photographers Roger Hutchings and Rick
I Rickman in the action.
i National Geographic Ventures, a for-profit subsidiary
of the non-profit National Geographic Society, began
distributing "The Complete National Geographic: 108
Years of National Geographic Magazine on CD-ROM"
last fall. Most photographers were not paid for the re-
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use of their pictures in the 30-disc set.
The Society asserts that it did not need the photographers' permission because the new product was not
a reuse, buta simple revision of the magazine in a new
format. The Society has cited thecase ofTasini et al.vs.
The New York Times to defend its position. That federal
court decision said publishers can re-distribute printed
articles on CD and on databases, provided the articles
are unchanged from their original printversions.
The Greenbergs argue that National Geographic had
no right to re-use their work without prior permission'
beca~se the CD con;pi.lation "is ~ot a 'further ~se' or a'
'revision' of a pre-existing collective work. [lt] IS a new
collective work, by virtue of the collection, selection,
arrangement and assembly of materials...some entireIy new-in a product that as a whole constitutes an
original authorship of work:'
Asimilar argument was rejected bythejudge in the
Tasini case, which was heard in a New York federal
court. The Miami federal court is not bound by the
Tasini decision, however.
The plaintiffs in the New York case take a different
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[were] made at a time when it was not in the contem- ,
plation ofthe parties thatthe images would be used for
profit and commercial use in a National Geographic
magazine onCD-ROM; the intentwas onlyeducational I
and/ornon-profit use;' the plaintiffs assert... .:::. .:....1
Matrix contends that "the original licepseJgree1
ments provided for one-time print on papetrights only," 1
according to Matrix co-0v.:ner J?nathan Wells. Wells also
says he has those terms In writing.
..'
I
Moreover, he adds, Geographic had approached
Matrix earlier, offering to pay $75 per picture for a 20year additional license-and Matrix refused the offer.
One ofthe Matrix photographers named in the orlg- ,
inal suit, Sarah' Leen, withdrew from the suit in i
January. She is the only one who is still active with i
National Geographic.
Court dates for thetwo cases have not been set.
!
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ASMP amicus brief
support is sought
As this issue of the BUllETIN
was going to press, the Society
had been approached to file
amicus briefs in two important
cases. Costs for these briefs
would be met from the Legal
Action Fund.
The first case, Chavez v.
Arte Publico Press et al started
in the Southern District of
Texas and is before the 5th
Circuit. It deals with the issue
of whether states are immune
from copyright infringement
suits and will be the first case
dealing with that issue since
the 1990 amendment to the
Copyright Act. The general
understanding of that amendment was that states could be
sued under the Copyright Act.
However, the 5th Circuit has
held that provision to be unconstitutional. If that decision
stands, ASMP believes that
every state and local government, including school boards,
will be free to use copyrighted
material, without restrictions
and without licensing fees.
. ASMP has been asked to participate in the amicus brief
being filed by the Association of
.American Publishers, the
Association of American
University Presses, the Authors

Guild, the National Music
Publishers Association, and the
Software Publishers
Association. ASMP is also
expected to participate in a
companion case, Rodriguez v.
Texas Commission on the Arts
dealing with the same issue.
The second case involves
the National Geographic CDROM project in which more
than 100 years' issues of
National Geographic were
scanned and placed on a set of
CDs. While the magazine owns
the rights to much of the material, some individuals, including
ASMP member Jerry
Greenberg, own some rights to
some of it. A number of
Greenberg's pictures appear in
the CD collection. Greenberg
sued for copyright infringement
in the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of Rorida
where the judge dismissed
most of the counts in the complaint, taking the position that
Tasini v. NY Times is controlling. The judge ruled that copying is permitted under Tasini's
interpretation of Section 201
(c) of the Copyright Act as a
revision of each issue of the
magazine. Greenberg is appealing and has sought an ASMP
amicus brief. ASMP feels this
is an important issue with far
reaching consequences.
.
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GEOGRAPHIC GUILTY OF COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
June 16, 1999
Judge Joan A. Lenard has found that National Geographic Society infringed the copyright of
underwater photographers Jerryand IdazGreenberg when they used the Greenberg's copyrighted
images as reference materials for two projects without permission or compensation. The case was
heard in Federal Court in the Southern District of Florida in Miami.
The case has been referred to Magistrate Judge William C. Turnofffor the purposes of holding a
settlement conference to determine the amount National Geographic will be required to pay to the

Greenbergs,

/

This is the first time National Geographic hasbeen found guilty of copyright infringement of a
photographer's work. The case may openthe door lor legal action by otherphotographers against the
Society.
In a review of the facts of'the case it was shown that Walter Cutler, the work-for-hire illustrator hired
bythe Society to produce illustrations for an educational GcoPack project. improperly used books
produced by the Greenbergs as reference for his illustrations.
On hisworking drawings Cutlernoted the page references referring to the photographs he hadcopied
so the Society editors could verify that the illustrations were accurate. This clearly laid the
responsibility on the Society editors because they werefully aware of what hadbeen done and were
responsible to obtain proper permissions and deal with compensation issues.
Cutler's illustrations also met the test of "substantial similarity" according to Judge Lenard. The
Greenoergs had produced overlays from their books that clearly showed the illustrations were almost
exactmatches of the Greenberg's photos.
In challenging the Greenbergs' motion for Summary Judgement on Liability, lawyers for National
Geographic Society argued that the newly created illustration did not violate the Greenbergs'
copyright, and "that even if these images reflect copyrighted material, this use constitutes "fair use".
Judge Lenard found thatthe illustrations "improperly infringed the photographs at issue. and that the
doctrine of fair use is not applicable to these facts."
The court took into consideration the four nonexclusive factors to be considered when determining
whether the fair use doctrine applies and concluded, "that neither the GeoPack product nor the Jason
Project poster qualify as fair use."
The four factors are:
I - the purpose andcharacter ofthe use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature
or is for nonprofit educational purposes;
2 - the nature of the copyrighted work;
3 - the amount and substantial ity of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a

,GEOGRAPHIC GUILTY OF COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT

Page 2 01'2

whole; and
4 - the effect of the use upon the potential marketfor or value of the copyrighted work.
The courts detailed presentation of the facts related to each of these points should be useful to others
faced with a "fair use" claim by any organization, and particularly National Geographic.
Counts three and four in the Greenberg's case are not a part of this decision and dealt with the use of
the Greenbergs copyrighted images in the "108 Years of'National Geographic on CD-ROM". Earlier
in the proceedings lawyers for National Geographic argued that these two counts should' be
considered basedon the "Tasini" decision.
On this pointthe judge agreed withNational Geographic and the arguments for the use of the
Greenberg's images in that projectwere not heard. The Greenbergs have the option to appeal that
decision of thejudge.
Oral arguments for the appeal of the "Tasini" decision have been heard in the New York Appeals
courtand all parties are presently waiting for thejudge's rulingin that case. The results of that case
could affect the Greenbergs ultimate decision.
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Judge Joan A Lenard has found that National Geographic Society infringed the copyright of
underwater photographers Jerry and Idaz Greenberg when they used the Greenberg's copyrighted
images as reference materials for two projectswithout permission or compensation. The case was
heard in Federal Court in the Southern Districtof Florida in Miami.
The case has been referred to Magistrate Judge William C. Turnofffor the purposes of holding a
settlementconference to determine the amountNational Geographic will be required to pay to the

Greenbergs,
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This is the first time National Geographic has been found guilty of copyright infringement of a
photographer's work. The case mayopen the door lor legal action by other photographers against the
Society.
In a review of the facts of the case it was shown that WalterCutler,the work-for-hire illustrator hired
by the Society to produce illustrations for an educational GeoPack project, improperly used books
produced by the Greenbergs as reference for his illustrations.
On his working drawings Cutler noted the page references referring to the photographs he had copied
so the Society editorscould verify that the illustrations were accurate. This clearly laid the
responsibility on the Society editors because they were fully aware of what had been done and were
responsible to obtain proper permissions and deal with compensation issues.
Cutler's illustrations also met the test of "substantial similarity" according to Judge Lenard. The
Greenbergs had produced overlays from their books that clearly showed the illustrations were almost
exact matches of the Greenberg's photos.
In challenging the Greenbergs' motion for Summary Judgement on Liability, lawyers for National
Geographic Society arguedthat the newly created illustration did not violate the Greenbergs'
copyright, and "thateven if these images reflect copyrighted material, this use constitutes "fair use".
Judge Lenard found that the illustrations "improperly infringed the photographs at issue, and that the
doctrine offair use is not applicable to these facts. ,.
The court took into consideration the four nonexclusive factors to be considered when determining
whether the fair use doctrine appliesand concluded, "that neither the GeoPnck product nor the Jason
Projectposterqualify as fair use."
The four factors are:
I • the purpose and characterof the USe, including whethersuch use is of a commercial nature
or is for nonprofit educational purposes;
2 - the nature ofthe copyrighted work;
3 - the amount and substantiality of the portionused in relation to the copyrighted work as a
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five appeared in a educational toy titled "World Oceans
and Seas:'
In 1994, the Geographic entered into a licensing
agreement with Educational Insights, a for-profit California
company, to produce and distribute "World Oceans
and Seas. "Greenberg alleged that the Geographic
rendered his photos as illustrations, then incorporated
those drawings into the product. For the Jason Project
poster, the Geographic reproduced one of Greenberg's
images directly.
In a summary judgment, Judge Joan Lenard ruled that
the illustrations were "substantially similar" to Greenberg's
copyrighted photographs, despite some changes.
. She also rejected the Geographic's fair use defense on
the grounds that both products in question copied the substantial elements of Greenberg's images without transforming them in any significant way, and because both products
adversely affected Greenberg's market for his images.
Lenard also noted that the spiral-bound 'World Oceans and
Seas" is a commercial product, another factor that disquali-

GREENBERG PREVAILS AGAINST NGS
MIAMI-A federal judge has ruled that the National
Geographic Society infringed photographer Jerry
Greenberg's copyright by reproducing six of his images
without permission. One of the images appeared on
a poster promoting the Society's Jason Project. The other

fied it as a fair use.
Damages will be set by a court-supervised mediator.
Previously, Lenard rejected other copyright infringement
claims that Greenberg filed against the Geographicfor unauthorized use of his images on a CD product called 'The
Complete National GeographiC:' That ruling was based on
the controversial Tasini decision, which held that publishers
may reproduce articles in databases and on CDs without
permission from the authors.
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~olburn, summing up
he rules committee,
-;stopher J. Dodd noty prohibit 'the taking
late Chamber:'
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Senate Press Photographers' Gallery. The Senate rule
against pictures dates back to the glass plate days of
photography, he says. Even for a temporary exception,
photographers would need the unanimous consent of
the Senate. The Senate has granted an exception on
only one or two occasions, including the January 7 trial opening.
Against long odds of success, the Senate Press
Photographers' Gallery is continuing to lobby for access. Several sympathetic Senators are appealing on
photographers' behalf. The gallery is also urging photographers and news photo editors to call or write their
own Senators.
Meanwhile, news organizations will have to settle for
frame grabs from TV cameras, which senators allowed
into their chambers more than a decade ago-and which
are also controlled by the Senate.

LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS
PHOTOG COLLECTS FOR REPRINTS
MIAMI-Photographer Jerry Greenberg has collected
$1,500 from Audubon after catching the magazine seiling reprints of his pictures without permission.
Audubon published Greenberg's photos of mangroves in its March '97 issue. "I gave them one-time
print rights only. That's it," says Greenberg. In early
1998, the photographer learned from the American
Society of Journalists and Authors that Audubon was

selling article reprints through University of Michigan
Imprints, a reprint service. Greenberg called UMI and
found that the mangrove article, including his photos,
was available for $7.
Greenberg, who was paid $3,500 for the original article, complained to Audubon and billed the magazine
an additional $3,500. Audubon's in-house lawyer said
the re-use was allowed under the recent Tasini ruling,
but offered $400 to settle the matter.
Greenberg's lawyer responded that the Tasini ruling,
which allows for re-use of articles in electronic format
under certain conditions, doesn't apply at all to unauthorized print uses. Greenberg then asked for $1,500
to settle the matter, which Audubon agreed to.
"Once it was brought to our attention, we corrected
the oversight," says Audubon spokesperson John
Bianchi. "UMI no longer sells excerpts of Audubon magazine. They have to sell the entire edition:'

PUBLISHING NEWS
NEW DONORS RESCUE DOUBLETAKE
DURHAM, N.C-DoubleTake magazine averted shutdown in December after two new donors committed a
total of $2.25 million to keep it open, says publisher
David Parker. The quarterly magazine nearly folded after Duke University's Center for Documentary Studies
decided last fall to shut off funding. [see "DoubleTake
Magazine to Lose Funding," PDNews, January 1999]
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